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Summary
Civil aviation facilitates the movement of people and goods by air. In Tanzania, a developing
country, civil aviation is often the only transport mode which is able to provide reliable and
swift services, especially to the hinterland destinations. Besides Air Tanzania Corporation, the
parastatal national air carrier, several general aviation operators are domestically active.
In order to secure safety and regularity of air transport services aircraft maintenance is crucial.
Tanzanian Air Services Tanzanair' Ltd is the largest general aviation operator with an own
aircraft maintenance facility, which provides all maintenance for general aviation aircraft. In
the light of the eivil aviation liberalization policy, utilization of larger aircraft is allowed
which implies the introduetion of more technologically sophisticated aircraft and aircraft
maintenance.
Overhaul of propellers of the Tanzanair Cessna Caravan 11, Me Cauley 700-series propellers,
mandates chromic acid anodizing for crack detection. Anodizing is a surface treatment of
aluminium which covers the aluminium surface with a protective oxide coating. Anodizing
is not performed in Tanzania. The frrst part of this report is the study of the implementation
of an anodize process at the Tanzanair maintenance facility.
The study of the implementation of an anodize plant oomprises three major areas of
elaboration:

Design of an anodize plant
The anodize plant design for the Tanzanair maintenance facility is specifically adapted to the
criteria formulated by Tanzanair in order to anodize Me Cauley 700-series propellers.

Commercial pre-feasibility study
The proposed design of an anodize plant is evaluated on its commercial performance. The
commercial pre-feasibility study comprises: (1) the evaluation of design alternatives under
different modes of utilization, (2) sensitivity analyses of parameters incorporated in the prefeasibility study and (3) support studies which are an extension of data found in the initia!
pre-feasibility evaluation.

Consequences for the Tanzanair maintenance organization
The impact on the Tanzanair maintenance organization is qualitatively analysed w.r.t. the
construction, start-upand operadon of the proposed anodize plant.
The outcome of the study of imptementing an anodize plant is a specialized, small scale,
manually operated anodize plant which is under certain conditions potentially, commercially
feasible. The major conditions fora commercial feasible anodize plant are: (1) Third party
aircraft maintenance which is related to the anodize overhaul services must be contracted.
Important parameters are:
magnitude of annual profit made on third party aircraft maintenance;
number of third party aircraft contracted;
year of entrance of third party aircraft into the Tanzanair maintenance facility which
must be as early as possible during the life time of the anodize plant.
vi

(2) Investment cost must be minirnized as much as possible, in order to come to a commercial
feasible anodize plant. (3) Profound laboratory support for the control of chemica! aspectsof
the anodize plant must be provided and (4) fmal disposal of chromium containing waste must
be investigated and worked out.
Second part of the report is a study of the effects of the eivil aviation liberalization policy on
civil aviation in generaland general aviation more specifically. Civil and general aviation in
Tanzania, general economie polides before and after liberalization and civil aviation polides
before and after liberalization are reviewed. The results of this part are pre-conditions for a
successful general aviation sector in a liberalized civil aviation environment in Tanzania.

Part two of the report is concluded with a fust set up of a model which describes general
aviation development scenarios in a liberalized environment. The preliminary condusion
derived from this model is that licensing of more general aviation operators is not necessary
to fulfil the present and future demand for dornestic air transport.

vu
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1
Theoretical framework
1.1
PROBLEM SETTING
Aviation can be divided into two major divisions, military aviation and civil aviation. In turn,
civil aviation can be subdivided in two sections:
air carriers or airliners;
general aviation.
An airliner or air carrier is a company or organization that engages in the business of
providing air transport by means of scheduled flights and charter flights on an established
airway.I.2 Examples of air carriers are Air Tanzania Corporation (ATC), the national flag
carrier of Tanzania and KLM, the national flag carrier of The Netherlands.
General aviation is defined by the Pederal Aviation Authority (FAA) as:

'Genera/ aviation aircraft (operations) is all civil aircraft (operations) except those classijied
as air carriers' 3
General aviation captured in other words;

'lf aviation is not military and it does not belang to an air carrier, it disappears into a big
bucket called General Aviation' 4
General aviation covers a range of flying activities such as transport, training, tourism, aerial
work, sportive and recreative flying. In the context of this report only the commercial general
aviation in Tanzania is taken into account, leaving out general aviation activities for sportive
or recreative means.
THE ROLE OF GENERAL AVIATION IN THE AVIATION SECTOR

The role of civil aviation in Tanzania is to facilitate the movement of people and goods, out
of, into and within the country safely and expeditiously. The right of existence of general
aviation besides airliners is found in the ability of general aviation to offer services which are
not offered or badly executed by an air carrier. Air carriers basically offer scheduled flights.
The air transport needs of the clients must conform the air transport availability offered by
the air carrier, resulting in fixed destinations on ftxed times for a certain time span. The
nature of transport for air carriers is collective, massive, national and international.
1
2
3

4

Ocran, E.B., Dictionary of air transport a1111 rrajfic contral. 1984, p.92
Rooseos,P.All~ lH algemeu luchtvaart als ~lltieel vervoermiddel mor tk Benelux z;akenreitiger, 1980, p.S
Rooseos,P.All~ lH algemene luchtvaart als ~lltieel vervoermidtkl voor tk Benelux z;akenreitiger, 1980, p.S
(FM ~atistical ha1111boo« of aviati011, 1974)
Rooseos,P.All~ lH algemeu luchtvaart als ~lltieel vervoermiddel voor tk Benelux z;akenreitiger, 1980, p.S

(Spierenburg. S.A. Oppommities for W jUture growth of executive a1lf1 general aviatio11 a1111 tlre tkwlopmellt of third level air services, 1974)
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Commercial general aviation organizations adjust their air transport availability or capacity
to the clients' air transport needs as much as possible. A good comparison can be made with
road transport. The air carrier can be compared with a public bus corporation, while the
general aviation organizations can be compared with a taxi and car hire company. The nature
of transport for general aviation is specific, small scale and primarily domestic. For Tanzania,
cross-border f1ights are mostly performed to Kenya.
The advantages of general aviation versus air carriers are:
flexibility of operadons in (departure) time and destination;
time-saving for routes which are not adjusted or non-existing.
For the Tanzanian general aviation situation, some other aspects act in favour of general
aviation.
poor condition of the road system;
unreliable service grade and inability to respond to all air transport needs of the
national flag carrier ATC;
aviation initiated by tourism, e.g. air safaris and hunting safaris;
need for aerial work;
training of pilots for all civil aviation aircraft.
PROBLEMS OF GENERAL AVIATION IN TANZANIA

The functioning of general aviation depends on internal and external factors which may cause
problems in time. futernal problems occur within a company, like organization and company
fmances. External problems are not under direct influence of a company, like the national
economie situation. Some of the factors are given below:
futernal problems of general aviation operators:
ageing fleet;
limited fmancial resources;
heavy fmancial obligations;
lack of experienced personnel;
costs of maintenance.
External difficulties for general aviation operators:
drop in tourism in Tanzania after the Gulf War by 55%, combined with an increased
number of operators; 5
impravement of cheaper modes of transport present direct competition to the operators
air services;
increasing competition;
lack airport/airstrip facilities;
indistinctness of rules and regulations imposed by the
Directorate of Civil Aviation (DCA) of Tanzania;
governmental liberalization policy of air services licenses.
S

Samaras, DJ~ The inrp«t of air services llc~lfSillg pollcy 011 tlre developm~llt of tlre g~Mral aviatio11 iltdustry i11 Tallztlllia, Tanzanian Air
Services Ltd. 1991. p.12
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Especially the liberalization policy of air services licenses is seen as a major threat by the
established operators. In 1991, 22 air charter operators were licensed in Tanzania. Table 1
shows some characteristics of these operators.
Table 1.1.
1 operator
1 operator
2 operators
3 operators
8 operators

Air charter operators in Tanzania (1991)
with
with
with
with
with

6 aircraft
4 aircraft
3 aircraft
2 aircraft
1 aircraft

Total:
Total:
Total:
Total:
Total:

6

4
6
6

8

1 operator is only licensed toserve missionary related companies,
number of aircraft: not known
Total active operators: 16
Total aircraft: 30
4
2

operators went bankropt or stopped operations
operators never took up their Heences

Total number of operators: 22
SoUice:

Samaras, DJ., Tltt! impact of air services liceiiSing policy on the tkvelopment of w general
aviation indu&rry in Tanzania. Tanzanim Air Services Ltd, 1991, p.12

In 1994, around 30 general aviation organizations are licensed. The increased number of
operators are mostly one-aircraft operators, non-operational operators or already bankropt
operators.

The liberalization policy creates some more problems in the general aviation in Tanzania:
decreasing degree of efficiency and regularity of air services, especially for the newly
licensed air charter operators which are mostly operating on a one pilot, one aircraft
basis;
growing incapability of the air charter operators to provide a satisfactory service with
respect to continuity, frequency, punctuality and reasonableness of charges;
growing incompetence of the operators w.r.t. experience, equipment organization,
staffmg, maintenance and other arrangements, to secure the safe operation of aircraft;
growing influence of aircraft maintenance, effecting irregularity and non-continuity of
air services, especially for the one-aircraft operators.
MAINfENANCE OF GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFr IN TANZANIA

The maintenance facilities of general aviation aircraft in Tanzania are limited to 5
organizations, anno 1994. Three air charter operators have their own maintenance facility i.e.
Tanzanian Air Services Ltd, Dar es Salaam, Missionary Aviation Fellowship, Dodoma and
Precision F1ight Ltd, Arusha. The two other maintenance facilities are not related to an air
charter operator i.e. aircraft engineering at Dar es Salaam. One aircraft maintenance company
based on Zanzibar international airport obtained a provisional license which was not
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prolonged. Most of the air charter companies have not invested in aircraft maintenance. A
great num.her of operators have their aircraft maintained abroad, mostly by Kenyan aircraft
maintenance companies/aviation organizations. The importance of proper maintenance is
found in:
safety guarantee of air transport in agreement with national and international
legislation;
better possible control of availability and utilization of aircraft for an air charter
company performing aircraft maintenance.

Off all aircraft maintenance facilities, only Tanzanian Air Services Ltd is licensed to perform
all maintenance, including overhaul of engines, propellers and avionics.
TANZANIAN

AIR SERVICES LTD 'TANZANAIR'

Tanzanian Air Services 'Tanzanair' was incorporated February 11, 1969. At that time,
Tanzanair only owned one aircraft. Nowadays, the fieldsof actlvities are:
air operations, by utilizing 6 aircraft;
aircraft maintenance and overhaul activities;
sales agent for Cessna aircraft in Tanzania.
Tanzanair employs a work force of some 130 people, including key technical personnet of 6
pilots and 8 licensed engineers (1991).
Two (British) expatriates are employed in the function of director of engineering/ehlef
engineer and chief inspector.
The oompany's general objective is meeting the needs of general aviation in the Republic of
Tanzania. To fulfil the needs of general aviation optimally, the aim is:
to utilize locally available Iabour and thereby providing a basis for employment,
continued growth of skills, experience and capability to the overall benefit of the
general aviation in the Republic of Tanzania;
to minimize the input of equipment and other special matenals purchased from
overseas;
to maximize the effectiveness of the available foreign exchange by undertaking as
much as possible aircraft maintenance and overhaul.
The company presently operates the following aircraft:
1 Cessna 310 I
1 Cessna 310 R
2 Cessna 402 B
1 Beechcraft
1 Cessna 406

reg.nr.
reg.nr.
reg.nr.
reg.nr.
reg.nr.

5H-LDS
5H-TZA
5H-TZB & 5H-TZN
5H-TZJ
5H-TZC

These aircraft are utilized within the Air Service License restrictions, yielding public transport
passengers and cargo (charter) services and pilot training.
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AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE AND OVERHAUL ACTIVTI1ES

Tanza.nian Air Services Ltd. (Tanzanair) is one out of five licensed general aviation
maintenance organizations in Tanzania. The license enables Tanzanair to perform maintenance
and overhaul of aircraft up to 12,500 lbs maximum take-off weight (MATOW) and aircraft
equipment. Tanzanair presently maintains 19 aircraft, including the Tanzanair owned aircraft.
The aircraft maintained are Cessna 100- 400 series (15), Piper PA 31-350/PA 43-200T (2),
and Beechcraft D55/B33 (2).
The maintenance section is under control of the director of engineering. The overhaul section
is controlled by the chief inspector. The overhaul section is divided in the following
workshops:
engine overhaul;
propeller overhaul;
fuel equipment;
electro-mechanical equipment;
propeller govemor overhaul;
instrument overhaul;
radio workshop.
Engineering organization chart:

Technical records
and library

Mechanics
Apprentices
Cleaners

Figure 1.1.

Engineering organization chart
Sow:ce: Samaras, DJ~ CDmpa11y exposltio11, TaiiZtUiiotl Air Services Ltd

Ttu®t~air~

1986
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The main problems of the maintenance and overhaul of aircraft at Tanzanair are:
the purchase and availability of spare parts;
minimal number of skilied personnel employed and available in Tanzania;
diffuse decision structure combined with an incomplete insight of the complexity of
some (maintenance) engineering topics;
the introduetion of new maintenance procedures and technologies by:
modification and upgrading of applied technology of existing maintenance
manuals;
introduetion of new, more modem, more technologically sophisticated aircraft.
1.2
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
During my stay at Tanzanair, I was attached to the propeller and engine overhaul workshop,
responsible for the heavy maintenance or overhaul of engines and propellers.
Tanzanair bought a new aircraft, a Cessna 406 Caravan ll, in 1993. Aircraft related equipment
was purchased in order to maintain this aircraft in company. For the propeller overhaul,
anodizing of the propeller blades for this aircraft, the Me Cauley 700-series, is mandated by
the propeller manufacturer. In the past, all propeller blades were treated with alodine, a
manually attached ground layer. Tbe mandated treatment anodizing, or anodic oxidation,
is an electrolytic process for producing an oxide coating. This process is mandated for
crack deleetion in the propeller blades.
The following research questions and sub-questions are formulated, based on the problem
setting:
RESEARCH QUESTION

1:

Is implementation of the anodize process feasible in the Tanzanair maintenance facility?
sub-questions:
la:
What is the optimal anodize process lay out for Tanzanair?
1b:
What are the technical possibilities of implementing the anodizing process at
Tanzanair?
lc:
What are the economical consequences/possibilities of implementing the
anodizing process at Tanzanair?
ld:
What are the consequences for the existing Tanzanair maintenance control
when implementing the anodizing process?
RESEARCH QUESTION

2:

What are the major effects of the economie liberalization policy on general aviation in
Tanzania?
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Sub-questions:
2a:
2b:
2c:
2d:
2e:

What was Tanzania's general economie policy before the liberalization policy,
adapted after 1986?
What was in this period the policy for civil aviation?
What are the general (economie) effects of the liberalization policy, after
1986?
What are the effects of the liberalization policy on eivil aviation?
Which aspects affect general aviation most and what are the consequences for
the performance of general aviation in Tanzania?

1.3

METHODOLOGY
METHODOLOGY RESEARCH QUESTION 1
INVENTORY

1

Literature study on the anodize process in The Netherlands, supplemented with a visit
to the KLM aircraft maintenance anodize plant.

DATA COLLECTION AND PRELIMINARY TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

2

3
4

Determination of the process conditions:
Wishes w.r.t. the anodize process set by the chief inspeetor of Tanzanair;
Process description of a propeller manufacturer;
Military specification for anodizing, MIL-A-8625 E.
Process design, alternatives and optimizing of the design.
Determination of the fmal anodize process design in co-operation with the chief
engineer.

ANODIZE PROCESS ANALYSIS AND BASIC COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION

5

Scrunity of the anodize process with regard to basic components and a description of
the coherent relations of the basic components.

DATA COLLECTION FOR FEASIBU..ITY OF PROCESS ALTERNATIVES

6

Data collection of the parameters of basic components needed for the feasibility study,
performed in Tanzania. The data not obtained or not available in Tanzania were
collected in The Netherlands.

F1NAL ANALYSIS

7

Execution of the technical and economical feasibility of several anodize process
alternatives.
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METBODOLOGY RESEARCH QUFS110N 2
INVENTORY

1
2
3

Literature study on the goals and measures of the Tanzanian economie policy before
the liberalization policy was adapted in 1986.
Literature study of the eivil aviation policy, goals and measures before 1986.
Literature study of the economie effects of the liberalization policy on the socialist
system in genera!.
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Literature study on the effects of the liberalization policy on the civil aviation,
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Pre-conditions for a successful general aviation sector in a liberalized economie
environment. A preliminary future forecast of the general aviation sector.
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2
Theory and background of the anodize
process
2.1
INTRODUCTION
Anodic oxidation, or anodizing, is an electrolytic process for aluminium, producing a relative
thick oxide coating. The excellent corrosion resistance of pure aluminium is largely due to
its affmity for oxygen, resulting in a thin but tenacious oxide film. However, an overall
protective coverage is not guaranteed by unconditional oxidation of aluminium. The thickness
of the natural oxide layer ranges from 1* 10 -2 to 0.24 IJ.m. The thickness of the anodic
oxidation layer ranges 2 IJ.m - 625 IJ.m. A properly produced anodic oxide surface finish has
excellent resistance to marine and general atmospheric corrosion, is abrasion resistant and acts
as an electrical insulator. Contrary to most electroplating processes, anodizing does not
dissolve any metal from the anode and deposes the anodemetalto the cathode. Most liberated
oxygen formed at the anode combine with the aluminium, the anode material, forming a layer
of aluminium oxide. The aluminium oxide layer consists of a compact layer at the base and
an outside porous layer A profound understanding of the anodize theory is essential for:
justified design of an anodize plant;
efficient operation of the anodize plant by comprehensive feedback to changing, cross
related, process conditions;
smooth accomplishment of the start-up period of the anodize plant, by adjusting the
(prescribed) process conditions, in order to fulfil the imposed specifications of the
fmal result, the oxide layer.
Without a basic knowledge of the principles of anodizing, the complexiticity of the process,
in design, start-up, operation and maintenance, is very likely to cause major (insuperable)
operational constraints.
APPLICATIONS OF ANODIZED ALUMINIUM

The improved physical and chemica! properties of anodized aluminium have greatly increased
the field of application for aluminium. The use of anodized aluminium is widespread over
several industrial branches. Some applications of anodized aluminium are:
undercoat for organic coatings in aircraft and marine related industries;
corrosion resistance fmishes in the aircraft, marine and building industry;
coloured anodizing for decorative metalware;
electro-brightened aluminium for lighting equipment;
heat and radiation reflection;
light wear and tear conditions, such as pistons in engines and air compressors.;
crack detection in Al-forgings and castings.
In 1923, the first anodize processes made their appearance. The development of the anodize
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process was a spin-off effect of the use of aluminium in the aircraft industry. The specific
properties of aluminium, low density, high mechanica! strength when alloyed and heat treated,
and the relative high eerrosion resistance of the pure metal made, and makes, aluminium a
suitable material for aircraft manufacturing. The anodize process anticipates to the ever
existing demand of the aircraft designer to improve the properties of the construction material,
aluminium alloys, by improving the eerrosion resistance.
DIFFERENT ANODIZE PROCESSES

The expression 'anodizing' covers a range of different processes, which are usually divided
by the utilized electrolyte. The nature of application of the anodized aluminium determines
the choice of a specific anodize process, resulting in a combination of desired properties of
the oxide film, like:
layer thickness;
eerrosion resistance;
abrasion resistance;
electrical insulation;
reflecti vity;
colour;
absorption capability for dyes.
Additional factors mayalso influence the choice of an electrolyte like, eerrosion behaviour
of remaining electrolyte to the oxide layer, controllability of the anodize process, influence
of the electrolyte on mechanica! properties of the aluminium component and the
environmental burden of some electrolytes.
A very wide range of chemica! solutions have been used as anodizing electrolytes. Most of
the electrolytes are acidic, a small part of the electrolytes is alkalinic. A brief overview of the
commercially used electrolytes follows:
SULPHURIC ACID

Of all anodize processes, the sulphuric acid anodizing is the most common. Sulphuric acid
anodizing provides a layer thickness in between 2 J.Lm and 35 J.lm which is mostly transparent
coloured for both decorative and protective purposes. Special applications are bright
anodizing, optimizing the reflective property of the film and hard anodizing providing very
hard coatings. Riveted or overlapping joints are not anodized in sulphuric acid due to the
aggressive eerrosion by remaining sulphuric acid.
CHROMIC ACID

The frrst commercial anodize process was the chromic acid anodize process, by Bengough and
Stuart. Thin films are produced, ranging from 2 J.lm- 15 J.lm. The chromic acidprocessis
for protective means, more rarely for decoration. The oxide layer colours opaque grey. The
chromic acid anodizing is still widely specified for the treatrnent of aircraft components, for
the following reasons in particular;
good base for paint;
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rrurumum conversion of aluminium during process, reducing any loss of metal
thickness on thin stressed sheet components;
loss in fatigue resistance is lower than in the case of sulphuric acid;
less chance of causing eerrosion when trapped in riveted or overlapping joints,
compared to sulphuric acid;
crack detection. The orange/red electrolyte oozes from cracks after anodizing and
colours the dry coating. 6
Disposal of chromic acid is a serious constraint. The chromium ions are very toxic, chemical
treatment before disposal is necessary.
OXALIC ACID

Oxalic acid produces a hard yellowish film which is used in architectural applications and
cooking ware. Layers of oxalic acid anodizing are relatively thick, 15 IJ.m - 625 IJ.m. The
abrasion resistance properties of oxalic oxide coatings are superior to sulphuric acid coatings.
More and more, oxalic acid anodizing is replaced by the sulphuric acid process, for
environmental reasons.
PHOSPHORIC ACID

Compared to sulphuric acid processes, the more open structure of the phosphoric acid anodize
layer provides a thin film for adhesive bonding purposes. The phosphoric acid anodize process
is mostly used as a pretreatment method for aluminium prior to electroplating. The layer
thickness varles in between 1 IJ.m - 2 IJ.m.
BORIC ACID

Boric acid is used in a special branch of the anodizing technology, the barrier-layer processes.
The films formed in barrier-layer electrolytes are much thinner, due tothenon-solvent action
of barrier-layer electrolytes. The film thickness is almost proportional to the forrning voltage,
13-14 Aper volt. (10,000 A= 1 IJ.m = 10-6 m). Layer thickness ranges from 0.25 IJ.m- 7.5
IJ.m. The application of boric acid anodized aluminium is found in thin di-electric films for
electrolytic condensers.
Besides the general division of anodize processes by electrolyte solution, some frequently
used anodize processes are narned by their inventors. These processes are specified and often
patented for temperature of solutions, (electrolyte) salution concentrations, treatment time,
electrical characteristics and other process variables. Without descrihing the processes
exhaustively, some important processes are reviewed.

6

Henley, V.F~ Altodie oxidation of aluminium &: ils al/oys, 1982; p.l8
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ALZAK PROCESS, BATfELLE PROCESS AND DRYTAL PROCESS

All these processes are two step brightening processes, a polishing treatment foliowed by an
anodize treatment to reinforce the oxide layer and prevent corrosion. The Alzak process and
the Battelle process are sulphuric acid anodize processes with prescribed process conditions.
The anodize electrolyte for the Brytal process is sodium bisulphite.
ELOXAL GS AND ALUMITE

These processes are standard sulphuric acid processes. Acid strength 8-35% weight ratio, bath
temperature 18 to 25 °C. The applied electrical characteristics are: current density in the range
1-1.5 amps/dm2 DC, voltage 10-25V.
ELOXAL GX/GXL/WX/WGX AND ALCANOX PROCESS

The eloxal processes are 3-5% oxalic acid anodize processes developed in Germany. The
type indication describes the type and magnitude of the applied current. The Alcanox process
is developed by Alcan International Ltd, a major aluminium producer. Alconox contains up
to 10% of oxalic acid. These processes are used for thicker and harder coatings of anodized
wire.
BENGOUGH-STUART PROCESS

Por the original Bengough-Stuart process, the concentradon of the bath is 3% of weight
chromic acid . The normal operating temperature is 40 °C ± 2 °C. The current density is 3
amps/fe DC. Por the original process, the voltage-cycle during anodizing is a three step cycle:
proportional voltagebuild up from 0 V to 40 V in 15 minutes, current density falls
from 30 amps/ft 2 to 3 amps/ft 2;
constant 40 V, constant current density 3 amps/fe for 35 minutes;
proportional voltage build from 40 V to 50 V in 5 minutes, constant current density
of 3 amps/ftl.
The Bengough-Stuart process and a 10% of weight chromic acid variant are commercially
used. The Bengough-Stuart process (3% of weight chromic acid) is executed in three voltagecycle variations:
1
the original process;
2
short cycle, especially for crack detection:
10 minutes voltage build up 4 V/minute, current density drops from 30
amps/ft2 to 3 amps/ft 2;
5 minutes 40 V, 3 amps/ft2;
3 minutes voltagebuild up 3,33 V/minute, current density is 3 amps/ft2 ;
3
D.E.P.151 cycle. This cycle is specified by the British Royal Air force for
maintenance of aircraft components:
proportional voltage build up from 0 V to 40 V in 10 minutes, current density
falls from 30 amps/ft2 to 3 amps/ft2;
constant 40 V, constant current density 3 amps/fe for 15 minutes;
proportional voltage build from 40 V to 50 V in 5 minutes, constant current
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density of 3 amps/ft2•
The 10% of weight variant is usually a constant 30 V, 1.2 amps/dm2 , treatment time up to 60
minutes. This process was developed by the National Bureau of Standards of the USA in an
attempt to simplify the current cycle and avoid rapid exhaustion of the electrolyte

2.2
PRINCIPLES OF THE FORMING OF AN ANODIC OXIDE LA YER
The microstructure of an anodic oxide layer is built up out of two components, the harrier
layer and hexagonal columns each with a central pore which reaches down to the harrier
layer. During anodizing, the harrier layer is continuously formed and transformed to porous
columns.
Anodizing is an electrolytic process. The aluminium treated acts as the anode, positively
charged. The electrolyte, most often an acid solution, decomposes due to the passage of
electrical current. Hydrogen is formed at the cathode. The anode attracts oxygen and acid ions
which are negatively charged. The positively charged aluminium ions tend to move towards
the cathode. These aluminium ions combine with the attracted oxygen when reaching the
anode surface, building up an oxide layer, the harrier layer. Part of the moving aluminium
ions are unable to combine with oxygen and dissolve in the electrolyte. The acid ions assist
the movement of anions (positive electrical charges through the film), reducing the voltage
required for the process. So far, this mechanism results in the build up of the harrier layer.
The harrier layer is thin, in between 0.1 and 2.0% of the total film thickness, dense and dielectrically compact.
The pores are formed by another mechanism. Most electrolytes have the property of
dissolving the aluminium oxide. Under stabie anodize conditions, an equilibrium is established
in the build-up of the oxide layer and dissalution of the oxide layer by the electrolyte. This
balance is of an active nature. The attractive action of the electrolyte produces small holes
or pores in the coating. The electrical field establishes an equidistant distribution of pores,
when the current applied is constant, depending on the applied voltage potential. Once the
pores have been formed, the oxide layer grows around these pores, proportional to the current
density and the anodize time.
The formation of the oxide films stops when an equilibrium is reached between the ability
of the electtic current to continue to move aluminium ions through the film to form fresh
oxide and the tendency of the acid electrolyte to dissolve the oxide layer. 7 Additionally, the
oxide layer growth reaches a limiting point when oxygen gas starts to evolve from the anode,
causing a polarisation effect resulting in a sharp rise of electrical resistance across the anodic
film. 8 An increase in voltage to evereome this resistance causes burning of the oxide layer.

7
8

Brace, A.W•• Sbeasby. P.G~ Technology of anodizing aluminium. 1979; p.4
Tomasbov, ND~ Byalobzheski, A.V. Trudy inst. Fiz. Khim. Akad. Nauk. USSR. 1955
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ANODIZE V ARIABLES

The anodize process variables detennine the magnitude and nature of the harrier layer and the
porous layer. The process variables are:
metallurgical composition of the aluminium (alloy);
type of electrolyte;
concentratien of electrolyte;
temperature of electrolyte;
current density;
potential of the voltage;
purity of the electrolytic solution;
treatment time.
The maximum film thickness depends on the alloy's composition. The thickest coatings are
obtained with pure aluminium. Heavy metal containing, heat treated alloys produce the
thinnest coatings. The role of impurities depends on the metallurgical history of the alloy,
whether they are in homogeneaus solid solution, or as precipitate at the grain boundary. Size
and shape of the intermetallic compounds also affect the anodic oxidation behaviour whether
they are oxidized, dissolved or inert during anodizing. An other effect of impurities is the
voltage required to maintain a certain current density. Magnesium and zinc constituents
increase the conductivity of the coating leading toa thicker film than copper-containing alloys
where segregated CuA12 increases the ohmic resistance. It is beyond the scope of this work
to discuss all the appearing mechanisms of alloys onthefmal anodize results. However, the
composition of the alloy should be known to the anodize plant operator in order to control
the anodize process.
The type of electrolyte affects the unit harrier thickness, the growth of the harrier layer per
volt, À/volt. Effects of the electrolyte on the porous layer are pore thickness in À/volt and
wall diameter in A. Thus, the magnitude of the harrier layer and the nature of the porous layer
are influenced by the electrolyte. The characteristics are presented in table 2.1.

Table 2.1.
Electrolyte

Harrier characteristics for varloos electrolytes
Concentratien Temperature Unit harrier
thickness
(À/volt)
(%)
~C)

Phosphoric acid
Oxalic acid
Chrornic acid
Sulphuric acid
Source:

Wemick, S., Pinner,

4
2
3
15
R~

25
25
40
10

11.9
11.8
12.5
10.0

Pore
thickness
(À/volt)

Wall
thickness
(À)

11.0
9.7
10.9
8.0

330
170
240
120

Sheasby, P.G., The surface trearmenr andjinishing of aluminium and its alloys, 1987; p311

The effects of the concentration of the electrolyte on the harrier layer are shown in figure
2.1. and 2.2. At very low concentratien levels, the harrier thickness reaches a maximum of
14 À/volt due to the minor solvent action of the weak electrolyte. lncreasing the concentratien
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of the electrolytic acid to 35- 65 % of weight, causes an increase in solvent activity which
results in a harrier thickness unit of around 8 À/volt. The effects occurring for higher weight
percentages are not discussed, because this kind of extreme solution concentrations are not
often used commercially.
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Wemick, S., Pinner, R, Sheasby, P.G., The surface treatlltf!nr and ft nishing of aluminium and its aUoys, 1987; p313

The effect of the solution concentration on the pores must be seen combined with the
magnitude of the current density and the solution temperafure in the pores. The
initialization of pore growth is larger when the solvent action of the electrolyte increases.
However, again a dynamic equilibrium exists for the pore growth and the solvent action of
the electrolyte. The mechanism of concentratien of solution, temperature and current on pore
growth is still under discussion and not yet fully understood.
For the harrier layer, areverse relation in temperature- unit harrier layer (À/volt) occurs due
to the increased rate of dissalution of the oxide. The temperature is of importance for the
forming voltage, the minimal voltage at which anodizing occurs, film thickness and pore
diameter. The relation temperature - forming voltage is negative, the relation temperature film thickness as well as the relation temperature - pore diameter is positive, as shown in
table 2.2., overleaf.
The magnitude of the current density has little effect on the unit harrier thickness. In
general, lower current densities produce thin ftlms, higher current densities produce thicker
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films. The control of the anodize process is aimed at constant voltage. The current density
declines as the oxide layer builds up, increasing the electrical resistance. The nature of the
electrical current is for most processes direct current (DC).
Table 2.2.

Forming voltage, film thickness and pore diameter as function of
temperature for anodizing for 57 min at 25 mA/cm2 in 1.5M H 2SO4
Voltage

Temperature
COC)
0
20
27
31
35
Somce:

Wemick.

S~

(V)

Film thickness
(J.lm)

23
18
15
14
13

53.6
50.1
45.0
39.2
26.6

Pore diameter
(À)

170
245
300

Pinner, R., Sheasby, P.G., The surface treatment and }i nishing of aluminium and its aUoys, 1987; p347

The uniform spatial distribution of pores is specifically related to the forming voltage, the
voltage at which the growth of the porous layer starts. Together with the type of electrolyte,
the diametral pore dimensions increases when the forming voltage increases. Thus, higher
forrning voltages reduce the number of pores per unit area. Table 2.3. (overleaf) shows the
number of pores for some electrolytes under different voltages. The relation between the pore
volume and forming voltage is given in figure 2.3.
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The choice of electrolyte and the control of the anodize voltage is of major importance
for the nature of the porons layer. Here, the physical properties of the poreus layer are
initiated. To provide an uniform pore distribution, it is very important to ensure the current
supply in voltage and current density. Interroptiens or fluctuations of the current supply may
cause fluctuations in the layer thickness and layer composition or locally burning of the oxide
coating.
Number of cells or pores
in oxide coatings

Table 2.3.

Voltage

Electrolyte

Pores per cm2
(x 10~

76

1) Sulphuric acid,
15% (wt), 10 C

15
20
30

2) Oxalic acid,
2% (wt), 25 C

20
40
60

35

3) Chromic acid,
3% (wt), 50 C

20
40
60

22
8
4

4) Phosphoric acid,
4% (wt), 25 C

20
40
60

19

°

°

°

°

Soun:e:

52
28

11

6

8
4

Wemick, S~ Pinner, R., Sheasby, P.O., 1he surface rreatment anti
jinishing of aluminium and its alloys, 1987; p.330
(Electrochem.Soc., F. Keiler, F. Hunter, M.S. and Robinson, 1953)

Two types of impurities occur in the anodize solution:
impurities already present in the componentsof the electrolyte;
impurities which arise during the eperation of the anodize electrolyte.
The frrst group of impurities contains, among others, various foreign anions like chlorine.
The chlorine is often present in the supply water. Chlorine may cause pitting of the oxide
layer, depending on the precise process conditions. The British specification DEF 151 limits
the chlorine content to approx. 0.08 g Cl per litre, equivalent to 0.2 g NaCl per litre. The
same effects can be expected for fluorine in the electrolyte. The presence of sulphate from
hard water supplies has effects on the operatien of the chromic acid anodize bath. Up to 0.5%
H2S04 is practically allowed, but reduces the life of the chromic acid salution by increased
reduction of the hexavelant chromium. This hexavelant chromium, called free chromium, is
the active form of chromium during anodizing. Another negative side effect is that the colour
of the oxide layer is influenced by a sulphate content
hnpurities induced by the anodize process are aluminium, copper, zinc, iron and ether metallic
impurities. Aluminium particles are disposed into the electrolyte proportional to the amount
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of ampere-hours of the anodize bath. Small amounts of aluminium improve the results of
bright anodized work. However, dissolved aluminium decreases the conductivity of the
electrolyte and tends to decrease the eerrosion resistance of the oxide layer. The maximum
allowable level is preferably not to exceed 15 g Al per litre. Copper, zinc, iron and other
metallic elements can enter the electrolyte as alloying elements. Again, the eerrosion
resistance is negatively affected by copper. Table 2.4. indicates the practically allowable levels
of impurities.

Allowable levels of some impurities,
onder anodizing operation

Table 2.4.

Source:

Aluminium

~

15 g/1

Pb
As
Cu
Fe
Zn

~

~

10 ppm
10 ppm
10 ppm
25 ppm
500 ppm

Cl

~

80 ppm

Brace, A.W.,
p.120-122

~
~
~

Sbeasby,P.G~

Teclulology of anodizing aluminium, 1979;

The effects of the anodize treatment time are strongly related to the other anodize process
conditions. Under the assumption that all the other conditions are (kept) constant, in genera!,
the treatment time factor can be described as fellows: The growth of the porous layer
thickness is proportional to the treatment time, until a maximum thickness is reached. A
further increase of the treatment time decreases the film thickness again, see figure 2.4. Figure
2.4. also shows the importance of uninterrupted power supply. As mentioned earlier, the exact
mechanisms which occur during anodizing are not fully understood at the moment.
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2.3
THE ANODIZE PROCESS
So far, only the anodic oxidation is discussed. However, the result of the anodic oxidation
depends also on the execution of pre- and post treatment of the aluminium. Pretreatments in
the anodize process are stripping and cleaning, sealing of the anodic oxide layer is the post
treatment.
PRETREATMENTS IN THE ANODIZE PROCESS

Anodizing requires a high degree of cleanliness of the aluminium surface to be anodized.
Remaining contamination, such as oil, grease and (old) oxide films, interfere with the
anodizing negatively, causing undesired coatings and a reduction of electrolyte efficiency. The
pretreatments before anodizing can be divided in:
stripping, the removal of oxide skins;
cleaning, the removal of oil, grease, dirt and other contaminations.
Stripping of the (old) oxide skin is performed in a mechanica! or chemica! way. Mechanica!
treatments are grinding, polishing or abrasive blasting. The last stage of grinding or polishing
is of major importance for the smoothness of the surface. The applied abrasive grit determines
the smoothness of the aluminium surface. Abrasive blasting uses shot or grit which possesses,
besides a grinding effect, a cleaning property. Abrasive blasting has some mechanica!
advantages. Shot peening induces compressive stresses to the surface, which can improve the
fatigue life of components subject to altemating stresses. Blast treatments usually produce a
chemically clean surface, so additional cleaning before anodizing might be eliminated. 9
Chemica! stripping has some advantages compared to mechanical stripping:
suitable for bulk treatment;
cleaner surface and better deposit adhesion;
better stripping performance on sharp curves and edges.
The stripping solution has an etching character, dissolving the oxide layer into the solution.
Chemica! stripping solutions designed to replace mechanica! stripping have high dissalution
rates, between 2.5 and 5 IJ.m per minute. Processes employed after mechanica! stripping have
a low solvent activity.
Cleaning before anodizing is inevitable to achleve a chemica! clean surface. Chemically clean
means the absence of any contamination. The durability and quality of the anodic coating
depends on the efficiency of the pretreatments. The cleaning solution must be capable to
remove:
oils and greases;
polishing compounds;
surface oxides;

9

Wemick.

S~

Pinner.

R~

Sbeasby. P.G .• The surface treatment andjinishing of aluminium and its aUoys. 1987; p.26
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handling grease, fmger marks;
dust, solid dirt, moisture.
A variety of processes are used in cleaning aluminium, depending on the work and nature of
the contamination. Some cleaners combine the stripping function and cleaning function. In
other words, the cleaner shows an etching character, attacking the base materiaL Two major
cleaner divisions can be distinguished: the alkaline and the acid cleaners. Both major divisions
can be subdivided in electrolytic cleaning and non-electrolytic cleaning.
Depending on the chosen pretreatment(s), the process variables for chemica! cleaning and
chemica! stripping show in some way familiar relations to the anodize variables. It is beyond
the scope of this report to discuss all the occurring mechanisms/relations active during the
pretreatment(s) preceding anodizing.
SEALING OF ANODIC OXIDE COATINGS

Sealing is the most common post treatment of anodized aluminium. Other post treatments are
oiling or waxing the anodized aluminium. Sealing is the conversion of aluminium oxide
formed at anodizing to aluminium oxide hydrate. This conversion is accompanied by an
increase in volume which closes up the porous structure of the oxide layer, making the oxide
layer impervious to liquids and more resistant to chemica! attack and corrosion, and better
electrically insulated than unsealed oxide coatings. The outer layers of the oxide film are
reduced in hardness. Sealing is normally performed in water or dichromate. Water sealing
transfarms the original aluminium oxide partly to böhmite 2Al0(0H)2 by:

The mechanism of sealing is irreversible. The mechanism of sealing is not yet fully
understood, the following mechanism is believed to be the case:
initia! dissalution reaction at the film and pore wall surface with the release of an
anion;
reprecipitation of the dissoluted material on the pore walls to give a pseudoböhmite
gel;
conversion of the gel to crystalline böhmite.
This mechanism is pictured in figure 2.5.
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Source:

Wemick, S., Pinner, R., Sbeasby, P.O., The surface treatment and ft nishing of aluminium and its alloys, 1987; p.781
(Aiwninium, K. Wefers, 1973)

SEALING V ARIABLES

The process variables for water sealing are:
temperature;
pH of sealing water;
quality of sealing water;
treatment time.
To provide an acceptable coating, the water temperafure should be idealically kept at 99100 o C. Below 90 o C, the rate of forming aluminium oxide hydrates is substantially reduced.
The pH of the sealing water is a very important variabie in the sealing process. Sealing
below pH 5 shows deterioration of the oxide layer in long term exposure. Figures for the pH
above 7 are dissuaded because of the possibility of chemical attack on the coating. A pH
fluctuation of ± 0.1 of the prescribed pH-value is common practice. The control of the pH
presents some technica! difficulties due to the other chemieals used in the anodize process.
Reduction of pH can be corrected by addition of an alkali such as eaustic soda or ammonia.
Preliminary buffering with 5-10 g/1. sodium or ammonium acetate is done to anticipate acidic
spilis from previous (anodizing) treatments. A pH rise beyond the upper limit can be adjusted
with additions of sulphuric acid or acetic acid.
The best sealing results obtained are in distilled, deionized water. Impurities (quality of
sealing water) have various negative effects on the sealing results. Harmful for the sealing
outcome are small amounts of silicate, phosphate, fluoride, copper and iron. The magnitude
of negative influence of these inhibitors is still a topic of conflict, due to the difficult
classification of test methods. However, impurities in sealing water do effect the chemical
resistance of the anodize work. Table 2.5. gives some indications of allowable levels of
contamination.
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Table 2.5.

Indications of allowable levels of impurities in sealing water
Recommended maximum
(mg/1)

Po4--

5
50
10
20-30

so4-

Sio3F
Cleu++
Fe++
Source:

Recommended maximum
(ppm)

100
10
10
Wemick, S., Pinner, R., Sheasby, P.G., The surface treatment andjinishing of aluminium and its alloys, 1987; p.792
Brace, A.W., Sheasby, P.G~ Technology of anodizing aluminium, 1979; p.222

The sealing time depends on the coating thickness. The sealing time is expressed in
minutes/micron and varles between 2 and 4 minutes per micron coating thickness. 10 As stated
earlier, the treatment time is related to the sealing temperature.
RINSING

Whenever an aluminium part is transferredtoa (chemica!) treatment, the part must he water
cleaned to avoid chemica! interference from previous treatments at next stages. Both the
efficiency of latter treatments and the fmal coating result can he negatively influenced by
inhibitors from earlier treatment. City tap water or distilled and/or demineralized water is used
for rinsing. The choice of water type is directed by the demands of the succeeding treatment.
TUE ANODIZE SUB-PROCESS V ARIETIES

Various options of the anodize sub-processes exist. Every stage of the anodize process,
stripping, cleaning, anodizing and sealing, can he executed in different ways. For every stage,
the most optimal treatment and treatment conditions must be chosen. The fmal result of the
oxide layer is the determing parameter for all the decisions w.r.t the optimal treatments and
treatrnent conditions. However, it is not possible to change the sequence of sub-processes,
stripping, cleaning, anodizing and sealing.
The characteristics of the oxide layer are a cumulative result of each interim result of every
particular stage/treatment of the anodize process. For every treatment, a range of operating
conditions is possible to reach the desired interim outcome. Therefore, the cantrolling of the
anodize process is in two levels. The frrst level is cantrolling the single treatments of the
aluminium. The second level of cantrolling is adjusting the single treatment into the anodize
process, as the outcome of a previous treatrnent is an initial condition for the succeeding
treatment.

10

Wemick, S., Pinner,

R~

Sheasby, P.G., The surface treatment and jinishing of aluminium and its alloys, 1987; p.93
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Summarizing the theory, the main critica! elements in the anodize process are likely to be
found in:
adjustment of the process conditions of each treatment and linkage of each treatment
to a suitable anodize plant in the start-up period;
adjustment of the changing process conditions of each treatment and linkage of each
treatment within the specificatien conditions during operation;
testing of the oxide coating;
chemica! maintenance of the pretreatment solutions, the electrolyte and sealing water;
lack of specific information w.r.t. some process conditions;
control of electrical current and solution temperatures;
control of chemica! contamination of the environment
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3

Teehoical component of the pre-feasibility
study of the anodize process at Tanzanair
3.1
INTRODUCTION

11

The goal description of a feasibility study given by the United Nations Industrial
Development Organization (UNIDO) is:

A feasibility study must provide a base - technica[, economical and commercial - for an
industrial project.
A feasibility study should defme and analyze the critical elements that relate to the production
of a given good together with alternative approaches. It should provide a project of a defmed
production capacity, at a selected location using a particular technology or technologies in
relation to defmed matenals and inputs, at identified investment and production costs, and
sales revenues yielding a defmed return on investment.
To reach these objectives, an iterative process has to be launched with a cycle of feedbacks
and interlinkages, covering possible alternative solutions, in order to minimize investment and
production costs.
The feasibility study should describe this optimalization process, justify the assumptions made
and the solutions selected and defme the scope of the project as the integration of the selected
partial alternatives. If, however, the project is not viable, despite all alternatives reviewed, this
should be stated in the study.
However, in the pre-investment phase now worked out, defmed technology at identified
investment, production costs and sales revenues are not available. Therefore, a pre-feasibility
study is conducted. A pre-feasibility study is in essence a scaled-down feasibility study, where
the choice of technology can be limited to a global one. First commercial calculations are
performed by using general accepted relations or are based on comparable projects elsewhere.
For the pre-feasibility study w.r.t. the desired anodize process at Tanzanian Air Services
'Tanzanair', frrst the technica! alternatives of the anodize process have to be determined.
Therefore, a design study, a study w.r.t. the technica! component of the pre-feasibility study,
is undertaken.

11

Lemmens, L.,The feasibiliry study, 1992, p.6-8
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The commercial component of a pre-feasibility study requires a technica! base. Therefore, one
design, or several design alternatives, must be elaborated preceding the commercial prefeasibility study, in order to settie the technica! elementsof a pre-feasibility.
The goals of the design study of the anodize process are:
description of the elements required for anodizing in order to come to an anodize
plant;
division of the elements required for anodizing in (1) core design components,
components directly related to the anodize process, and (2) surrounding supportive
design components, components which support competent functioning of the core
design components;
design of the core and supportive components;
ftxation of the technica! component of the pre-feasibility study by provision of the
technica! alternatives;
bottleneck analysis of the anodize plant design.

3.2
ANODIZE PROCESS AND DESIGN OF ANODIZE PLANT

3.2.1

TYPE OF DESIGN AND LEVEL OF IDERARCHY 12

The design of a device, e.g. an anodize process, is defmed by the operational principle and
the configuration of this device. The operatierral principle defmes how the design's
characteristic parts fulfil their special function in combination with an operatien which
achieves the purpose of the device. The configuration of the device is the shape and
arrangement which realize the eperating principle. The configuration of a device is, therefore,
related to the operational principle. However, the configuration is not set in detail by the
operational principle. Different configurations can support the same operational principle. Two
extremes of designing types exists. The two extremes are the two limits of the design
spectrum, rather than a dichotomy:
normal design. Normal design fellows a well-known, experience proven operational
principle, together with a normal configuration, a general shape and arrangement
commonly agreed to best realize the operational principle.
radical design. Radical design fellows a more experimental, less experience proven
eperating principle and, derived from this more experimental operational principle, a
more or less different configuration, fundamentally different from what is regarded as
normal operatierral principle and normal configuration.
Another important aspect is the design hierarchy. A design hierarchy constitutes a general
tripartition:
conceptual design, a layout of general arrangement and proportions to meet the project
defmition;
12

Kroes, P., Bakker. M. (eds) Technological Development and Science in the Jndustrial Age, 1992, p.l7-34,
Vincenti. W.G~ engineering know/edge, type of design, and level of hierarchy: further thoughts abour what engineers know...
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major component design;
subdivision of major components according to engineering discipline.
Coming lower in the design hierarchy, the degrees of freedom w.r.t the design decreases. The
initial degree of design freedom is determined by the design criteria or technica! constraints,
in number and contents, laid down in the project defmition.
In this way, every design can be situated between the mentioned extremes. Radical design can
arise at every hierarchical design level. Within in a general normal design (repetitive design),
subcomponents may be radical design (innovative design). See figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1.

Degree of technica! constraints as a function of type of design and level of
hierarchy
Source:

Kroes, P ~Bakker, M. (eds) Technologica I Developmenr and Science in the lndusrrial Age, 1992, p.30, Vincenti, W.G.,
engineering knowledge, rype of deslgrr. and level of hierarchy; [unher thoughts about what engineers know...

3.2.2
PROJECT DEFINITION

The initiatien of the anodize process is found in the overhaul manual of the Me Cauley 700
propeller series. This manual mandates chromic acid anodizing for crack detection purposes.
The anodize process result must meet the MIL-A-8625E, type 1 requirements. MIL-A-8625
E is published by the System Engineering and Standardization Department, Naval Air
Engineering Centre of the US marine force. These military specifications are very often
applied in civil aviation also for specificatien of civil aircraft maintenance.
The Me Cauley 700 propeller is operated on the Cessna Caravan II, the only turboprop
aircraft now in operatien at Tanzanair for around one year. The anodize plant is solely set up
for the overhaul treatment of propeller blades. Non-aviation related anodize work should not
be executed by this plant.
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PROCESS DESIGN CRITERIA

The design criteria for the anodize plant given by Tanzanair refer to:
type of electrolyte;
blade dimensions of Me Cauley 700, Caravan ll propeller;
the fact that the anodize process must have sufficient capacity in order to fit into the
propeller overhaul program without expanding the original overhaul time;
the necessity that the anodize process outcome must fulfil the MIL-A-8625E, type 1,
class 1 requirements;
the simplest anodize process possible.
The electrolyte for anodizing must be chromic acid. This type of electrolyteis mandated by
the Me Cauley 700 series propeller overhaul manual.
The parts to be anodized are single propeller blades. A condition to the process is that these
propeller blades must fit into the process tanks. The dimensions of the Me Cauley 700
propeller are:
- length 45 inches :::: 1.143 m;
- width 8 inches :::: 0.203 m;
- depth 5 inches :::: 0.127 m.
Tanzanair may decide to anodize all propeller blades which are overhauled. Anodizing for
these propellers is not mandatory. The dimensions of these propellers are all smaller than the
Me Cauley 700 series. The smallest dimensions are:
- length 36 inches :::: 0.914 m;
- width 5 inches :::: 0.127 m;
- depth 5 inches :::: 0.127 m.
The anodize process has to fit into the original propeller overhaul program. The total time of
the propeller overhaul is approximately 3 weeks. Thus, the anodize treatment for all propeller
blades, 2 - 4 blades per propeller, must provide enough capacity, so that approximately 2
weeks of processing time is not exceeded, leaving 1 week time for preceding disassembly,
connecting assembly and other anodize preceding/following activities.
The result of the anodize process, the oxide coat, must fulfil the specifications of Ma-A-

8625E, type 1, class 1. The design criteria derived from this specificatien are:
type 1 stands for chromic acid anodizing, conventional produced coatings;
class 1 stands for an arrodie coating which is not dyed or pigmented.
type I, class 1 specificatien requires sealing by immersion in a suitable sealing
medium, like deionized, boiling water.
For all requirements imposed by MIL-A-8625E, type 1, class 1, I refer to appendix A.
The design criterium 'simplest anodize process possible', needs further elaboration.
The translation of this criterium is: the responsibility in centrolling the anodize process of the
anodize process operator must be kept as low as possible. This criterium is divided in three
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derived sub criteria:
1
automatic operatien control of solution temperatures and anodizing current control;
2
easy (chemical) maintenance of the process;
3
minimizing the chemical treatments of the anodize process.
3.2.3
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

The anodize process includes pretreatment of aluminium, the actual anodizing and a sealing
treatment. The conceptual design is based on the TRW Hartzen propeller manual H-S-4,
process manual chromic acid anodize and data collected at an earlier made excursion to the
anodize process of East African Airways maintenance facility. The conceptual design exists
of four treatment tanks, automatic temperature and current control, a water purification device,
electrical power supply and measures for chromic acid waste disposal. Figure 3.2
schematically shows the anodize process divided in four sub processes.
The aim of the design is to provide a technica! sound anodize process, which can function as
the technica! component of the pre-feasibility study. However, the design is only worked out
to a level of detail, which is necessary as technica! input for the pre-feasibility study. A
complete, detailed technica! design is, therefore, not necessary.
The concept of the anodize processis a combination of the H-S-4 manual and the data from
East African Airways, see appendix B, initial anodize data. Between every chemical
treatment, the aluminium parts are rinsed in a spray wash column.
Sub process 1: stripping
solution:

stripping temperature :
stripping time :

chromic acid/phosphoric acid solution,
chromic acid
: 27,9 grammes
phosphoric acid
: 35 m1
distilled water up to 1 litre
T= 90 ° C ~ 7 ° C
t= 5 - 30 minutes

Sub process 2: cleaning
solution:
cleaning temperature :
cleaning time :

Spray Altrex (commercial cleaner), 45- 89 grammes/litre
T=78.5 ° C ~ 8.5 °C
3 - 10 minutes

Sub process 3: anodizing
electrolyte :
anodizing temperature :

chromic acid - distilled water solution,
Cr03 5% - 10% of total solution weight
T = 35 ° C ~ 2 ° C
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Anodize process, major design components, inputs and outputs of the anodize
process
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anodizing time :
anodizing cycle :

t : 40 minutes
increasing 4 V/minute, 0 V - 40 V
a constant voltage process at 40 V.
amperage 6 to 1 amps/square feet,
amperage decreases during anodizing.
The electrolyte should be air agitated.

Sub process 4: sealing
sealing solution :
demineralized water, or double distilled water, Ph 5.5 - 6.5
sealing temperature : T =98 ° C- 100 ° C
15 - 20 minutes
sealing time :
Tite adaption of the conceptual design implies additional design criteria. These criteria are
directed by the TRW Hartzen process description. The additional design criteria are:
process tanks must be heated to, and stabilized on, a specific temperature;
stripping solution is a chromic acid/phosphoric acid solution;
cleaning solution is Spray Altrex;
air agitation of the anodize tank.
MAJOR DESIGN COMPONENT

Th.e design of the anodize process is divided into the core designing components and the
supportive designing components. The core designing components congregate the hard ware
of the anodize process. The surrounding designing components support the competent
functioning of the hard ware of the anodize process. The core components are:
- process tanks;
-power supply;
- electrical anodize equipment;
- process control device;
-building.
The surrounding supportive designing components are:
- input water purification device;
- measures for chemica! waste disposal;
- auxiliary equipment.

3.2.4
REVIEW ON THE TYPE OF DESIGN AND DESIGN HIERARCHY W.R.T. THE ANODIZE PLANT
J>ESIGN

'The operational principle is laid down in detail in the TRW Hartzen anodize process manual.
Every stage, pretreatment, anodizing and post treatment are specified. In general, the
operational principle of anodizing, the formation of an oxide layer by affection of an acid and
~electrical current, can not be changed. However, the sub process operational principles are
more various. Fonowing the TRW Hartzen anodize process manual, as an initia! guide for
designing the anodize process, these different operational principles are ruled out.
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Th'e conceptual design defmes, therefore, in a very early stage the operational principle(s) of
the anodize process and derived from the operational principle, the configuration. The design
of the anodize plant is strongly lead in the direction of normal design, in operational
principle and configuration.
However, the MIL-A-8625E specifi.cation does not specifically prescribe any pretreatment.
This, in combination with the design criteria 'simplest anodize process possible' and the
additional design criteria derived by adaption of the TRW Hartzen anodize process manual
re~mlts in tension between design criteria.
Tite TRW Hartzen anodize process manual implies a more complex way of anodizing than
is strictly necessary. The pretreatments could be executed in alternative ways, leading to
similar oxide layers which meet the requirements w.r.t. the oxide layer stated by the MIL-A8625E specification.
The above mentioned tension between (additional) design criteria is worked out in§ 3.7.
3.3
COMPONENT DESIGN
3.3.1
PROCESS TANKS

Four process tank are designed for stripping, cleaning, anodizing and sealing. The influence
of the design criteria is presented in table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Effects of design criteria on the tank design
Design criteria

stripping tank

cleaning tank

anodize tank

sealing tank

1. type of chemical solution

tank material

tank material

tank material

tank material

l.a chromic acidfphosphoric acid

stainless steel

l.b Spray Altrex

mild steel

l.c chromic acid

mild steel/stainless steel

l.d sealing water

stainless steel

2. blade dimensions

minimal tank
dimensions

minimal tank
dimensions

minimal tanks
dimensions

minimal tank
dimensions

3. capacity

possible increase of
minimal tank
dimensions

possible increase of
minimal tank
dimensions

possible increase of
minimal tank
dimensions

possible
increase of
minimal tank
dimensions

4. automatic operation control

possible increase of
tank dimensions

possible increase of
tank dimensions

possible increase of tank
dimensions

possible
increase of tank
dimensions

5. easy chemica! maintenance

none

none

none

none

6. minimizing chemical treatments

none

none

none

none
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(Table 3.1. continued)
Design criteria

stripping tank

cleaning tank

anodize tank

sealing tank

7. process temperature; installation
of heat elements

increase of tank
dimensions;
insulati on of tank

increase of tank
dimensions;
insulati on of tank

increase of tank
dimensions;
insulation of tank

increase of tank
dimensions;
insulation of tank

8. air agitati on

none

none

increase of tank
dimensions

none

As the process tank design format shows, the dimension of the propeller blades and
dimension allowances are the most important variables in the tank design. The frrst design
cycle is performed for a process which treats one propeller blade at the time. The aim of this
design cycle is to get an anodize process with minimal bath volumes. The depth of the
- length 45 inches :::: 1.143 m;
- width 8 inches :::: 0.203 m;
- depth 5 inches :::: 0.127 m.

frontview

sideview

- length 36 inches :::: 0.914 m;
- width 5 inches :::: 0.127 m;
- depth 5 inches :::: 0.127 m.

depth
width

figure 3.3. Propeller presentation.
tanks must be sufficient to cover the length of a propeller blade. In further design and
calculations, the 3D-curved propeller blade is assumed as an 2D area of 45 * 8 inches. This
area is the anodize area, length * width * 2 (front and back area). The depth of the propeller
is the blade twist, see figure 3.3.
3.3.1.1
ANODIZE TANK

The minimal distance from the propeller blade to the anodize tank wall is obtained from the
East African Airways data: 8 inches between two blades during anodizing. This distance is
for two facing areas which are both anodized, so the anodize current can reach the aluminium
surfaces without obstacles. However, in this cycle only one propeller at the time is treated.
Therefore, the width of the propeller blade is the parameter which determines the diameter
of the anodize tank. Current obstruction doesnottake place, as the 45 * 8 inches area faces
the cathodes. So, the distance between tank wall and propeller edges could be smaller than
8 inches. The distance between propeller edge and tank wall is set at 7 inches.
The inner diameter d1 of the anodize tank is determined:
d 1 = propeller width + 2*(distance propeller edge to wall)
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22 inches :::: 560 mm

The depth of the anodize bath is determined by the length of the propeller blade plus
allowances. The total propeller blade must be immersed into the electrolyte. The depth
allowances are for heating elements, horizontally positioned, and air agitation pipes. The
depth now obtained is the electrolyte level in the anodize tank. To prevent overflow of the
electrolyte, the electrolyte level inthetank must be substantially lower than the actual tank
edge. The tank height is determined by:
Tank height

=

-max. lengthof propeller blade = 1.15 m
- allowance for heating elements and air agitation pipes = 0.2 m
- prevention of electrolyte overflow = 0.3 m (Volume increase due to
immersion of propeller blade is 5.5 litres)

where,

Tank height

length of propeller blade + allowance for heating elements and air
agitation pipes + allowance for prevention of electrolyte overflow

=

1.15 + 0.2 + 0.3 = 1.65 m

The electrolyte volume: V = %,-{d2 * liquid height = 0.333 m3
The inner dimensions of the anodize tank are now determined. The tank wall material is of
7 mm mild steel. No mechanica! structure calculations are made w.r.t. the anodize tank. To
prevent excessive heat losses, the anodize tank is insulated. The insulation material for the
tank wall is 50 mm glass wool or comparative insulation materiaL The glass wool is covered
with an aluminium sheet preventing accidentally spilled chemieals to attack the glass wool
and avoids high heat transfer by radiation. For the bottorn of the anodize tank, a wooden
support is used, combining a support function with a relative good insulation function. A tap
valve placed at the bottorn of the tank must provide sufficient drainage of the tank.
The edge of the anodize tank is covered with an electtic current insulating, circular strip, 50
mm thick. No extra space is reserved in the design for the instaBation of a thermo-couple
thermometer. The operational anodize tank provides enough space for such a device. Figure
3.4. shows the anodize tank schematically.
Tank description:
electrolyte level

• 1 mild steel

::).
-

•50mmwood

1:::::::::::::::::!

• 50 mm glass wool +

2 mm aluminium sheet
-

I
Figure 3.4

• plastrtc sto1>, 50 mm

Inner diameter • 560 mm
Outer diameter • 674 mm
Height • 1757 mm

Electrolyte level • 1400 mm

Schematic presentation of anodizing tank
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The cathodes, installed inside the anodize tank, are two stainless steel bars. Dimensions of
the cathode: - 1300 mm;
35mm;
15mm.
The 1300 * 35 mm plane will act as electrical emmision area, facing the 45*8 inches (232258
mm2) anode area. The cathode - anode area ratio is approx. 1: 10. The cathode - anode ratio
is not critical, values varying from 1:5- 1:10 are generally suitable. However, higher ratios
consume less chromic acid. 13

3.3.1.2
STRIPPING, CLEANING AND SEALING TANK

The design for these three tanks is identical for most design features. Two parameters are
different, process temperature and chemical solution. Only the chemical salution applied is
of importance as design difference, as this determines the tank materiaL The stripping tank
and sealing tank are manufactured of stainless steel, the cleaning tank is made of mild steel.
The tank diameter is determined at 400 mm, the distance between propeller blade edge and
tank wall is approx. 0.1 m. This distance may be smaller than in the anodize tank, as no
electrical current is involved.
Tank height =

length of propeller blade + allowance for heating elements + prevention
of salution overflow

where,

-max. lengthof propeller blade = 1.15 m
- allowance for heating elements = 0.2 m
- prevention of salution overflow = 0.3 m

Tank height = 1.15 + 0.2 + 0.3 = 1.65 m
The solution volume: V= %~d2

* liquid height = 0.170 m3

The wall thickness is 5 mm, no structure calculations are performed. Again, a drain tap is
placed in the bottorn plate. The same conditions are applied for insulation as with the anodize
tank. The operation temperature forthese tanks is substantially higher than the anodize tank
operation temperature. Additional insulation of the tank is done by a glass wool insulated top
cover. The top coverplateis 2 mm thick, samematerial asthetank wall, see figure 3.5.
A lip type ventilation is placed above the solution level, to ventilate vapour and gasses arisen
from the solution.

13

Henley, V.F., Anodic oxidation of aluminium & irs aUoys., 1982. p.70
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Steel top, 2mm +
glass woof lnsulation

'-....

Tank description:
= 5 mm stainlas/mild steel

~=::::::::::::::::::::!

= ~0,:mmJ~~~i~~~heet

. . =50mmwood
inner diameter= 400 mm
outer diameter= 510 mm
Height = 1757 mm
Uquid level = 1350 mm
Space between top cover
liquid level = 300 mm

Figure 3.5. Schematic presentation of stripping, cleaning and sealing tank

3.3.2
POWER SUPPLY

The next component is the energy supply of the anodize plant. For the electrical power
supply, a generator set is chosen for two reasons. Application of a generator set secures the
power supply optimally covering:
- significant electricity fluctuations;
- electricity cuts.
Especially the electricity fluctuations are of great influence on the DC anodizing current. The
generator set power supply avoids possible burns on the treated surface and uncontrolled
formation of the oxide layer build up, which could lead to reworking the propeller blades
again for anodizing, or rejection of a propeller blade for future application on the aircraft. The
normal electricity net, in combination with a voltage stabilizer, is not regarded capable to
provide the required DC current.
Total electricity cuts result in an interruption of the anodize cycle. An interruption of the
anodize cycle has the effects that:
the blades must be treated as non-anodized, when actual anodizing or sealing is
interrupted. The whole anodize cycle has to be done again, causing energy waste, a
more rapid degeneration of the chemica! solutions and possible delays in maintenance
time cycles. lnterruptions in the stripping and cleaning phase do not affect the anodize
process in principal. However, the continuatien of these phases has to be executed on
the experience of the anodize process operator;
the prescribed anodize process, which is based on the initial state of the propeller
blade, is not foliowed after interruption. The anodize cycle for interrupted blades has
to be changed according to the experience of the operator. Here, the uniformity of the
process results are at stake.
Tanzanian Air Services also wishes to cover the regularly occurring electricity cuts to
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maintain the workshop activities during power cuts. Depending on the power consumption of
the workshop, the anodize plant will run simultaneously or separately of the workshop, during
electricity power cuts. The energy consumption and power needed for the anodize plant must
be determined in order to check wether the available generator is suitable
A generator set is already available. Characteristics:
- Net power supply : 28 kV A;
- Output voltage
: 220 V;
- Frequency
50 Hz, single or triple phased;
- Fuel consumption : 7 ltr/h (Diesel).

3.3.2.1
power required
Calculations for the power required and energy consumption of the anodize process are made
in appendix C.

IRESULTS OF THE HEAT TRANSFER AND ENERGY CALCULATIONS
Heat transfer of stripping tank:

= 132.0 w

cp (stripping tank wall)
cp (stripping tank top cover)
cp (stripping tank bottom)

11.4 w
= 145.0 w

cp (total, stripping tank)

= 288.4 w

Heat up energy:

=

Q<stripping)

=

54.12 MJ

Heat transfer of the cleaning tank
cp (cleaning tank wall)
cp (cleaning tank top cover)
cp (cleaning tank bottom)

= 110.3 w
9.5 w
= 60.7 w

=

cp (total,cleaning tank) = 180.5 W
Heat up energy:

Q<cteaning)

=

45.23 MJ

Heat transfer of the sealing tank
cp (sealing tank wall)
cp (sealing tank top cover)
cp (sealing tank bottom)

= 188.6 w

16.3 w
= 207.2 w
=
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412.1 W

Heat up energy:

Q<sealing)

=

61.86 MJ

Heat transfer of the anodize tank

= 43.9 w

cp (anodize tank wall)
cp (anodize tank bottom)

=

cp (anodize tank open top, air mass flux)
cp (anodize tank open top, convection)
cp (anodize tank, total)
Heat up energy:

=

5630

Q(anodize tank)

61.3

w

5302.5 w
= 222.3 w

=

w
=

25.64 MJ

The capacity of the generator is now determined. The power required depends on three
aspects; (1) the heat transfer, (2) the power required for the DC anodize current and (3) the
energy required for heating the solutions. The power for heating is expressed in the relation:

(1)

8J
i

Thus, the power for heating is related to the heating time.
The heating time is chosen consirlering the following factors:
1
anodize cycle, stripping/cleaning/anodizing/sealing, must be performed in one working
day, 8 hours;
2
three blades, usually one propeller, are treated in sequence in one working day;
3
processing times for the different treatrnents are:
- stripping:
30 minutes;
- cleaning:
10 minutes;
- anodizing: 50 minutes;
- sealing:
20 minutes;
- nnsmg:
15 minutes;
- drying of blades and inspection: 2 hours and 15 minutes.
Heating times and moments of starting up the heating processes are chosen. It is possible to
change heating times within the design criteria conditions and generator capacity conditions.
All these activities are maxima. The activity sequence determines the heating times for each
tank. See figure 3.6. This tigure is basedon the design criteria that the anodize process must
be as simpleas possible. The (power)operation of the different tanks is as simpleas possible.
The power requirements of the generator by the process tanks is then not optimized. For
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example, figure 3.6. is basedon the start of the anodize cycle by heating up simultaneously
the frrst three tanks.
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(hours)-......
----- = blade 1

..... = heating up time

- - - =blade2

·----- = blade 3

Figure 3.6. Activity sequence
The heating up tirnes are:
stripping:
1 hour 30 rninutes :_ 5400 seconds
cleaning:
2 hour 15 rninutes :_ 8100 seconds
anodizing:
2 hour 40 rninutes :_ 9600 seconds

p(cleaning, healing)

= 10.02 kW·,
= 5.58 kW;

P(anodizing, heating)

=

P(stripping, healing)

2.67 kW;

= 288.4
q, (stripping)
= 180.5
q, (cleaning)
q, (anodizing during heating up) = 327.5

w
w
w

Based upon figure 3.6., the condusion is drawn that the power required for heating up the
anodize tank, 2670 + 327.5 = 2998 W, is not sufficient to cover the heat losses caused by air
agitation. (Note that the air agitation is effected after heating up the anodize tank)
Therefore, the constraining factor is the heat transfer during actual anodizing, which is 5630
W. Three 3.1 kW heating coils will safely cover the power requirernents for the anodize tank,
see table 3.2. Thus, 6.3 kW is available for heating up the anodize solution and controlling
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the solution temperature under air agitation conditions. The heating up time for the anodize
tankthen is (formula 1):
Anodizing heating up time

= (Q/P) = 25.64 *

106/ 6300

= 4070 seconds

~ 68 min.

The modified activity sequence is presented in figure 3.7.
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Modified activity sequence

Figure 3.6./3. 7. shows that the sealing treatment starts directly (5h10min) after the completion
of the anodize treatment of blade 3. Therefore, the required power to heat up the sealing tank
within 50 minutes is: P(sealing) = 20.62 kW.
The power required duringa daily anodize cycle is presented in figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8. proves that the 28 kV A ( ~ 22.4 kW) generator is capable to supply the energy for
this set up of the anodize process. The magnitude of the heat transfer <I> during heating, is
assumed to be equal to the heat transfer at operatien temperature. In an actual situation, the
heat transfer increases while the temperature increases.
During heating up the anodize tank, the air agitation is shut off. Otherwise, the heating rate
is strongly reduced by the air agitation heat transfer.
Optirnalization of the power requirements is possible and thereby reducing the heavy power
requirements fluctuations. However, simplicity of the anodize process is then at stake by
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introducing a more sophisticated power control unit (see § 3.3.3/3.3.4).

P(max)

=22 .4 kW

3

4

P (kW)

20

t

15
10

5

1

2

5

anodizing

6

7

8

_ _....,_ t (hours)

Figure 3.8. Power required during an anodize cycle, basedon figure 3.7.

3.3.3
ELECTRICAL ANODIZE EQUIPMENT
The electrical anodize equipment consists of the reedfier unit and the electrical heat
immersion coils.
The rectifier unit converts the AC delivered output current of the generator to the DC current.
The anodize current required has a maximum current of 6 A/ft 2, potendal ranging 0 V40 V. The absolute magnitude of the DC output current depends on the anodized area.
The anodized area for the Me Cauley propeller blade is approx.:
Anodized area :::: 2

* {length of blade * width of blade}

The area length times width is multiplied by 2, because the propeller blade is anodized on
both sides.
The anodized area for the Me Cauley blades is: 2*{45" * 8"} :::: 5 ft 2
The anodized area for the smallest blades is 2.5 ft 2
The anodize DC current, therefore, is maximal 30 A, minimal for the smallest blades 15 A.
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The rectifier unit operational criteria are set on:
-output voltage: adjustable 0- 40 V;
-output current: adjustable 15- 50 A.
These criteria are set broader to overcome possible problems w.r.t. current losses in the
electrolyte. The level of power consumption of the rectifier is not stated by the manufacturer.
Only a rough estimate of the consumed power can be made. The maximal output power is
P = VI = 50 * 40 = 2000 W. The efficiency of the rectifier is not known. However, as figure
3.8. shows, the input power available during anodizing is approximately 17 kW. The operation
of the rectifier is possible when the power efficiency of the rectifier is larger than
approximately 15 %.
The electrical immersion coils must deliver the power required by each tank. To provide a
more uniform temperature distribution, each tank must contain 2 or 3 immersion coils. The
coils must fit into the bottorn of the tank. In case of lack of tank space, the coils could be
fitted vertically along the tank wall.

Table 3.2. Power required per tank, per coil
power required
(W)

tank

10022
5584
6300
20620

stripping tank
cleaning tank
anodize tank
sealing tank

power per coil (W)
2 coils
3 coils
5011
2792
3150
10310

3341
1861
2100
6873

4 coils
2506
1396
1575
5155

The choice of immersion coils depends on the availability of types of coils expressed in
delivered power and dimensions. Assuming that the dimensions of the immersion coils are
not the restrictive parameter, the following immersion coils are advised per tank:
-

stripping tank:
cleaning tank:
anodize tank:
sealing tank:

3
3
3
3

coils,
coils,
coils,
coils,

3.5 kW each;
2.0 kW each;
2.1 kW each;
7 kW each.

The maximum power required is 20.62 kW for heating the sealing tank. Whenever these
immersion coils are not available in power delivered and dimensions, the whole design must
be altered which may result in other tank dimensions and the need for a possible larger
generator, whenever the power optimalization is not capable to overcome mentioned constraint
w.r.t. immersion coils.
3.3.4
PROCESS CONTROL DEVICE
To reduce the Iabour load of the anodize process operator, a temperature control unit must
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be installed. Basically, two types of temperature control units exists, the passive temperature
control and the active control unit. The passive temperature control unit must measure the
solution temperature and intervene whenever the solution temperature exceeds the allowed
maximum temperature or when the solution temperature falls under the allowed miniurn
temperature.
x

tank

In this case, the total available heating
power of the immersion coils is used when
the solution temperature falls under the
minimum temperature, see figure 3.9.

control actions

=-

--

,.--

Y1-X>O: power on
Yt-X~O:

power otf

Y2-X:o0: power on

I

1---

I

on/off
Disadvantage of the passive temperature
unit could be a 'stressed' switch off/ switch
x. proce&ll.mperai'"
generator
on behaviour, especially for the tanks with
Y1 • maxinu'n alowatat."..,.,.atw•
}a small temperature range. This could lead
-.power
• temperature
to overtoading the generator. This aspect
can occur especially with the sealing tank,
in the case worked out in figure 3.7.
Figure 3.9. passive temperature control unit

[_o_

The active temperature control unit covers overstressed response by adjusting the power
delivered to the tanks. This type of temperature control demands a more complex regulation
device than the passive unit.
3.3.5
PROVISIONAL DESIGN OF BUILDING
Proper anodizing requires a substantial space. For the following reasons it is likely to provide
a special building solely for anodizing:
chemieals involved have an aggressive nature, in case of accidents it is preferabie to
have the anodize work place separated from the other aircraft rnainterrance personnel;
chemieals and equipment require a profound proteetion against weather influences.
Especially the quality of the chemica! solutions is affected by weather conditions.
(sunlight, rain water);
ventilation of the anodize process room is essentially, discharging (chemical) vapour
arisen from the process tank;
providing a spacious, undisturbed, working place, in order to guarantee the sound
execution of the (rather critical) anodize work.
Figure 3.10. shows the provisionallay out of the anodize process building.
The rectifier has to be situated as close as possible to the anodize tank, in order to reduce
current losses due to long cables. This is especially applicable for DC current.
The height of the roof above the tanks has to be at least 4 meters, due to the necessity to lift
the propellers in and out the process tanks. Water supply and pressurized air have to be
delivered to the building. The distilled, demineralized water is stored in two 1000 litre water
tanks which are situated above working level, providing the needed water pressure for rinsing.
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A proper drainage system is installed for the discharge of non-chromium containing rinse
water. The chromium containing rinse water is collected in a disposal tank. This disposal tank
is situated under the floer level of the rinse rooms. Por fmal disposal of the chromium
containing waste, a concrete container must be constructed and situated at an suitable and
approved landfill spot. (See appendix D)

1 = stripping
2 = cleaning
3 = anodizing
4 =sealing

I

2

2.5

5

2

C\1

=WOrk

platform
U')

cxi

rinse room
chromium
2.5

length in meters

rinse
room
1.5

dry and inspeetion
room
storage
4

1.5

2

11.5

Figure 3.10. Provisionallay out of the anodize plant building
The above presented figure is only for indicative use. Consultancytoa professional
construction company is inevitable when actually constructing the anodize plant building.

3.4
ADDITIONAL CRITERIA AND DESIGN COMPONENTS
The additional criteria are all derivations of the major designing components. The accurate
functioning of the major designing components is only possible if the direct environment of
thesecomponentsis sound w.r.t. the inputs needed by the major designing components. On
the ether side, the output of the major designing components must fit into the direct
surrounding environment in order to provide continuatien of the anodize process.
The mutual interaction of the anodize process design with the direct environment is explicitly
found in the quality of the input and output water. Water is a secondary production flow of
the anodize process. Special measures w.r.t. quality of water must be established to provide
a sound functioning of the anodize plant, to provide a satisfactory ancdie coating.
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Criteria for input water
The input water is used for making all the chemica! solutions. To avoid negative effects of
impurities to the chemica! functioning of the solutions, the water used for making the
chemica! solutions has to be distilled and demineralized. Criteria for the water quality for
making the chemica! solutions are:
ei~ 0.08 g/1 = 80 ppm (ppm
H2S04 ~ 0.5% of solution mass
Pb
< 10 ppm
As

< 10 ppm

Cu

< 10 ppm

Fe

~

Zn

~

25 ppm
500 ppm

=

partsper million)

I4, IS

The criteria for the water quality of the sealing water are:
P04 -

so4sio3--

F

Cleu++
Fe++

~

5ppm
50 ppm
~ 5ppm
~ 30 ppm
~ 5ppm
~ 10 ppm
~ 10 ppm
~

I

6

Combining these criteria results in the criteria for the input water quality:
eiP04-

~
~

so4-

~

Si03-

~

F

~

H2S04

~

5 ppm;

Pb
As

~

10 ppm;
5 ppm;
~ 10 ppm;
50 ppm;
Zn
~ 500 ppm;
5 ppm;
eu++ ~ 10 ppm;
30 ppm;
Fe++ ~ 10 ppm;
0.5% of solution mass.

To fulfil the requirements of the input water quality, the tap water has to be distilled and
demineralized by input water purification equipment. This purification equipment consists of:
- water distillation device (initial purification stage);
- water demineralizer (final purification stage).

I4
IS
16

Brace, A.W., Sheasby, P.G. Technology of anodizing aluminium, I979, p.120-I22
Wemick, S. Pinner, R. Sheasby, P.G.,The sulface treatment of aluminium and its alloys, I987, p.438-439
Brace, A.W., Sheasby, P.G. Technology ofanodizing aluminium, 1979, p.222
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The capacity of the purification equipment is strongly related to water quality required for the
rinse water. Some literature describe rinsing with tap water in between the stages stripping
and cleaning. Therefore, the tap water quality is determined and has to have a non-fluctuating
composition. However, to avoid unexpected obstacles in centrolling the anodize process
output, the rinsing water quality is identical to the input water quality.
The estimated amount of rinsing water needed is 150 litres per rinse. On full capacity (3
blades per day), the total volume of rinse waterneededis:
3 blades

* 3 rinses each *

150 litre = 1350 litre.

The estimated storage capacity of distilled, demineralized water is approx. 2000 litres. The
capacity of the water purification plant is estimated on 1000 litres per day, providing an
amount of water sufficient to operate the anodize plant every ether day.

Criteria for the output water quality
The standards for effluents meant for direct/indirect discharge into receiving water are given
by the Laberatory of the Ministry of Energy, Minerals and Water affairs, Ubungo, Dar es
Salaam.

Table 3.3. Tanzanian discharge standards for some chemieals
Inorganic substance

Chromium lll (Cr 3)
Chromium VI (Cr 6+)
Phosphates (P04•.)
Sulphates (So4··)

direct discharge
into receiving water

indirect discharge into receiving waters via a
municipal sewage treatment plant

(mg/1)

(mg/1)

0.1
0.1

2.0
0.2

6.0

45

600

600

The allowable pH-range for disposal water is 5.5 - 8.0. Adjustment of pH is done with lime
and anunonium.
The standards for ether chemieals involved in chromic acid anodizing are not available. The
data for the chromium ions is most important, because chromium containing acids are very
toxic and hazardous to the environment. The estirnated chemica! content of the rinse water
is worked out in appendix D. The results are presented in table 3.4.
The estimated values for the Cr6+ exceed the allowable value for the stripping rinse water with
a factor 22.5, for the anodize rinse water a factor 80. The rinse water must be treated befere
discharging.

Treatment of chromium in rinse water, before discharging
A chemica! treatment of the chromium is the reduction of the hexavelant chromium (Cf+) to
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trivalent chromium (Cr+). 'This reduction follows the reaction:

Table 3.4.

Estimates of chemical contents of rinse water compared to the
Tanzania standards

chemical solution

Cr6+
(mg/1)

phosphoric acid
(mg/1)

stripping soluti on
cleaning solution
anodize solution

2.25

5.42

Tanzania standards

Cr6+
(mg/1)

Spray Altrex
(mg/1)

sodiumcarbonate
(mg/1)

trisodium phosphate
(mg/1)

13.78

2.33

0.78

8.04

direct discharge
0.1
into receiving water
0.2
indirect discharge
into receiving water

Cr3+
(mg/1)

phosphoric acid
(mg/1)

Spray Altrex
(mg/1)

sodiumcarbonate
(mg/1)

pbospilate
(mg/1)

0.1

6.0

2.0

45.0

Reduction of chromium VItochromium ill:

The discharging standard for treated chromium lll is 2.0 mg/1. In this case the chromium lll
in the rinse water from the stripping solution exceeds the standards by 1.125. The chromium
in the rinse water from the anodize electrolyte exceeds the standards by 4.
An option is to dilute the rinse water with tap water up to a level that the chromium content
becomes approx. 2 mg per litre. The water additions for the rinse water per treatment are:
-rinse water from stripping: 0.125 * 150 litre
= 18.75 litre;
-rinse water from anodizing: 3 * 150 litre
= 450 litre
'This water additions must be done per rinse.
The rinse water of stripping causes another problem. The phosphoric acid is still present in
the output water. No standards are found. Consultation by the University of Dar es Salaam,
Bureau of Industrial Cooperation, Chemica! Engineering department w.r.t. phosphoric acid
revealed that phosphoric acid is not interlering the reduction and precipitation of the chromic
acid.
A further treatment of chromium lll is precipitation:
Precipitation of chromium Til:

To execute the pretreatment before discharging chromium containing output water, two
additional chemieals are required H2S04 , for reduction of chromium VI to chromium lll and
NaOH for precipitation of the chromium ill. The precipitated chrome hydroxide must be
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filtered and stored. Storage in a concrete bunker is the fmal disposal of the chromium waste.

3.5
ADDITIONAL DESIGNING COMPONENTS
Chromium containing output water collecting tank
The chromium containing water is
collected in a disposal tank befere
discharging to the sewer. The collecting
tank is also a process tank for reduction
and precipitation of the chromium. The
precipitates are filtered from the solution
and stored. The remaining water is
discharged after filtering.

top cover

m

The collecting tank must sustain the
chemica! attack of the phosphoric/chromic
acid rinse water solution. The tank
material, therefore, is stainless steel. The Figure 3.11. Waste water collecting tank
contained volume of the tank is 5000
litres, the rinse water volume of 5 complete anodize cycles, three blades per cycle.
The collecting tank has a remevabie top cover, as access to the contarninated rinse water is
necessary in order to execute the reduction and precipitation of the chromium, see figure 3.11.

Exhaust bood and air ventilation pump
A movable exhaust hood must be placed above the anodize tank, since during anodizing a
fme spray of chromic acid evolves from the cathodes. The exhaust hood is placed approx. 1
meter above the anodize tank and must be remevabie to enable free movements of the
propeller blades in and out of the anodize tank. The exhaust hood material is stainless steel
or chromic acid resistant plastic. The exhaust hood is operated by an air ventilation pump.
The output of the exhaust hood, the chromic acid spray, must be examined wether it is
suitable for direct disposal to the environment. A possible treatment of the chromic acid spray
is washing in water, so that the chromic acid is caught by the water, see figure 3.12.
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pump

exhaust
hood

0
0
0

0 0 00
0

0

0

chromic acid
washtank

Figure 3.12.

Possible treatment of duomie
acid mist by water washing

The washing water is refreshed periodically and collected in the chromium waste water
coneetion tank.

Jigs
The main functions of jigs or racks are:
exposure to the electrolyte of the propeller blades;
providing good, tight electrical contact with the conductor leading from the souree
current;
rigid positioning of anodize work , preventing swinging due to anodize current and
air agitation;
making handling as easy as possible without running the risk of deforming the work
in jigging or unjigging.
The cross section of the aluminium conducts 1 Nmm2 in air, so the minimum cross section
area of the jig is 30 mm2 • The aluminium jigs have to be stripped before every anodize cycle
to remove the oxide layer which occurs during anodizing. Otherwise, the electrical
conductivity is not optimally guaranteed.
The jigs applied in Tanzanair anodize plant must fit into two types of tanks, 0 400 mm and
0 560 mm. Thus, for the anodize tank, an extension of the jig span must be established.
The material manufactured for the jigs is Al-Mg-Si alloys 6063 (HE9), combining the
characteristics mechanica! strength and rigidity with good spring contact with the positive
anode.
It must be noted that jigs are 'consumable' goods within the anodize plant operation. The
removal of the oxide coating reduces the cross section of the rigs. Coating of the rigs at
places of no contact with the propeller blade will extend the operationallife of the jig. Special
care has to be also given to the design of the jig providing a very tight contact over sufficient
area of the propeller blade. The design also has to incorporate that a minimum of left behind
chemieals is rinsed. The jig configuration used at the East African Airways is shown in figure
3.13.
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Figure 3.13. Possible jig design
Sowce: East African Airways

Measures for agitation air
The agitation air must be filtered from oil which is often present in pressured air. The
contaminated oil negatively affects the anodizing operation. The offered air pressure, already
available at Tanzanair workshops, must be reduced to approx. 10 psi. To offer clean agitation
air, oil traps are installed before the pressure reduce valve. In this case the pressure reduce
valve will not be obstructed by oil containing air.

Propeller handling equipment
The handling of propeller blades during the anodize cycle has to be done with great care.
Spillage of chemieals must be avoided, for safety and environmental reasons. A crab with
suspended pulley is used for precise lifting of the propeller blades, in and out of the tanks,
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without touching the blades. Otherwise, the quality of the oxide layer is affected.
3.6
CONTROL AND MAINTENANCE OF THE ANODIZE PROCESS

The design of an anodize process only operates properly when the operatien conditions are
controlled. Each mechanica! engineering design under eperation is subject to wear and tear,
ageing and lossof effectiveness. In other words, each mechanica! engineering design requires
maintenance.
The maintenance of the anodize process consists, like most maintenance processes, of
measurements of critica! operatien conditions (control) and feed back action caused by a
particular measure (maintenance).
The maintenance components directly influence the operatien and results of the anodize
process, primary maintenance, are:
- chemical solution control and maintenance;
- control and maintenance of electrical equipment;
- control and maintenance of temperature equipment.
Indirect or secondary maintenance components of the anodize process, for example, are:
- maintenance of the generator;
- maintenance of building;
- maintenance of tanks.
The effectiveness of the control and maintenance of the anodize process is measured when
centrolling the oxide layer quality. This is the production control which feeds back directly
to the operatien of the anodize process.
chemical solution control

The concentratien and composition of chemical solutions will change in time, due to
application of the anodize process. However, the chernical solutions are also subject to
changes without using the anodize process. The concentration/composition of the chemieals
should be considered as an expiring factor in the anodize process.
Simple methods of checking of the chernical solutions require a laboratory set up. The
following solutions must be controlled and maintained:
chromic acid solution
5%-10% Cr03 of total solution weight
Total solution volume = 333 litres, distilled water (approx. 333 kg)

Parameters to be measured:
1. Total chromium as Cr03
2. Free chrornic acid as Cr03
3. Sulphate content as H2S04

(allowable

content~

0.2% mass)
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5. Aluminium content

(allowable
(allowable

content~
content~
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0.02% mass)
0.3% mass)

The free chromic acid as Cr03 must be related to a percentage of the total solution weight.
So, a comparison can be done to the initial solution weight percentage of Cr03 • Additions of
fresh chromic acid may not exceed 100% of original weight percentage used in preparing the
solution (5% -10% of the total weight solution). lf any parameter exceeds the allowable range,
a fresh solution is made.
Spray Altrex solution
Spray Altrex is commercial alkaline cleaner. The solution must contain 45-89 grammesflitre.
Total solution volume = 170 litres, distilled water. No data are available w.r.t. the chemica!
composition of Spray Altrex. Preferabie method of checking: alkalinity is related to X
grammes Spray Altrexflitre.
For the alternative cleaning solution:
Sodiumcarbonate
: 5 - 15 g/1 .:. 0.005 - 0.015 g/ml
Trisodium phosphate : 5 g/1
.:. 0.005 g/ml

Parameters to be measured:
1.
2.

sodium carbonate content of the cleaning solution in g/1;
trisodium phosphate content of the cleaning solution in g/1.

The allowable range for sodiumcarbonate and trisodium phosphate is not known.
chromic acid.fphosphoric acid solution
Chromic acid
: 27.9 grarnmes/litre
Phosphoric acid
: 35 mlflitre
Total solution volume
: 170 litres, distilled water

Parameters to be measured:
1.
2.
3.

Pree chromic acid as Cr03;
Phosphoric acid content;
Aluminium content of solution.

No data are available w.r.t. allowable ranges of chrornic acid and phosphoric acid for this
solution. Ranges must be set on experience of chemica! engineers.
The chemieals are checked monthly. According to the build up of experience of the operator,
the frequency of checking is decreased or increased. The operator must check periodically the
liquid levels of the solutions. It is important to maintain the prescribed volumes: 170 litres
for stripping, cleaning and sealing, 333 litre for the anodize bath, combined with the
prescribed solution concentrations. Restoring of liquid levels with distilled, demineralized
water can only be done after checking the solution concentration.
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pH of demineralized water
The pH of distilled, demineralized water has to be checked. Allowable pH-range: 5.5 - 6.5

Control of temperature equipment
The in-tank temperature measurement equipment has to be controlled w.r.t differences
between actual bath temperature and displayed bath temperature by a precision laboratory
thermometer. The checks have to be made at the samearea inthetank in which the sensing
thermocouple normally is located. TRW Hartzell Propeller Process manual (H-S-4) demands
controlling of the in-tank temperature measurement equipment of at least once a week.
However, the expected frequency of application of the anodize plant is very low. Therefore,
is checking of the temperature measurement equipment before running an anodize cycle
proposed. So, before anodizing the two or three blades of one propeller, the temperature
equipment is checked. Proposed frequency of checking has to be approved by the Directorate
of Civil Aviation Tanzania (DCA).

Control of the electrical equipment
An amperagefvoltmeter is used to check the rectifier output. The rectifier check is prescribed
at a monthly frequency. Again, proposed checking of the rectifier output: before running an
anodize cycle. This also has to be approved by the DCA.

Control of the oxide layer
The fmal result of the anodize process, the oxide layer, has to be checked on uniformity and
thickness. The uniformity is checked visually. The thickness can be checked by an Eddy
Current device, already available at Tanzanair. The American Society for Testing and
Matenals (ASTM) provides a document w.r.t. measurements of thickness of coatings on
aluminium with Eddy Current Instruments (ASTM 8 244 ). Checking the oxide layer thickness
by Eddy Current device is not approved by MIL-A-8625 E. The oxide layer test method
specified by the MIL-A-8625 E is the salt spray test method (ASTM 8 117). Checking with
the Eddy Current device must obtain approval of the DCA.
Checking of the oxide layer is especially important during the start up of the anodize plant
at Tanzanair. Try-runs on old propeller blades have to be performed, recording the process
conditions and the relating process results. The actual interpretation of the TRW Hartzell
prescribed anodize cycle has to be figured out in practice.
The start up period must result in a fmal ftxation of the process conditions. The checks of the
oxide layer then are done to (1) approve the oxide layer quality, (2) indicate unnoticed
process changes, resulting in disapproval of the oxide layer.
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3.7
CONSIDERATIONS ON THE PROPOSED ANODIZE PROCESS DESIGN
GENERATOR

The generator capacity, 22.4 kW, showed to be rather critica! according to the power and
energy calculations, based upon assumptions made in figure 3.7, the activity sequence.
However, the 28kVA generator is capable to provide the power for the anodize process. Using
this generator as a back up for power cuts during anodizing is not possible. It is likely to
expect the need of a generator with a larger power capacity, whenever power cuts must be
covered during the operatien of the anodize plant. A generator capacity of 45 kVA, 36 kW,
will be large enough for powering the anodize plant in this case.
CHEMICAL SOLUTIONS

Stripping solution
The chromic acid I phosphoric acid salution is possibly replaceable by mechanica! stripping.
Here, design criteria come into mutual conflict. The use of chromic acid I phosphoric acid
salution increases the complexity of the anodize process and anodize plant by adding one
chemica! treatrnent to the process. Applying this chemica! solution, the waste water treatment
is made also more complex, since the chromic acid water salution is now mixed with
phosphoric acid, another aggressive, pollutive chemica!. Mechanica! stripping is an alternative
stripping method, which springs from the mentioned tension between design criteria.
Advantages of mechanica! stripping are:
less complex process in executing and chemical control of the anodize process;
lower investment costs;
lower energy and power use. The available generator of 28 kVA is suitable to supply
the energy requirements when the stripping tank is deleted from the anodize process,
see figure 3.8.;
less complex output water management, because of omission of phosphoric acid in the
reduction and precipitation of the chromium containing waste water.
The effects of mechanica! stripping on the oxide layer must be investigated, as well as the
ability of this option tomeet the MIL-A-8625 E specification.
Cleaning solution
It is not likely that the cleaning solution proposed by the TRW Hartzen process manual,
Spray Altrex, is available in Tanzania. As alternative cleaning solution, the already mentioned
sodium carbonate I trisodium phosphate salution is proposed 17• The operatien temperature is
80 oe, for this solution, treatment time is approx. 20 minutes. In further contemplations, the
TRW Hartzen proposed cleaning salution is replaced by alternative cleaning salution sodium
carbonate ltrisodium phosphate.
17

Henley, Y.F., Anodic oxidarion of aluminium&: irs alloys, 1982, p. 53
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3.8
DESIGN ALTERNATIVES

The proposed design is the fust exercise to the elaboration of the anodize process at
Tanzanair. Several alternatives are derived from the fust design exercise. The variadons in
design are of interest of the chief inspeetor of Tanzanair. The alternatives differ from the fust
design exercise in:
application of stripping tank versus mechanically stripping;
application of the (available) 28 kVA generator versus application of a 45 KVA
generator;
special anodize building versus housing the anodize process in the existing workshop
area (hangar)
The design alternatives are summarized in table 3.5. The extremesof design alternatives are
the technica! input of the pre-feasibility study.
Table 3.5. Design alternatives matrix
cbemical
stripping
alternative 1

x

alternative 2
alternative 3

x

x

alternative 8

x
x
x

45 kVA
generator

anodize process
building

x

x

x

x

x

alternative 6
alternative 7

28 kVA
generator

x

alternative 4
alternative S

mecbanical
stripping

x

x

x

x

housing in existing
hangars

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

TECHNICAL ALTERNATIVES

Table 3.5. shows a range of design alternatives. The design alternatives can be arranged to
magnitude of investment. The two extremes of this range are:
design alternative 3. The upper limit of the range. Design alternative 3 includes,
chemica! stripping, a 45 kVA generator and a building especially constructed for the
anodize plant;
design alternative 6. The lower limit. Design alternative 6 includes, mechanical
stripping, the 28 kVA generator and housing of the anodize plant in the existing
hangars.
The technica! input for the commercial part of the pre-feasibility study are the two extremes
of the range. These chosen alternatives are the technical alternatives. The results of the
commercial pre-feasibility study, for all designing alternatives, will be situated between these
extremes. Table 3.6. summarizes the technica! alternatives as input for the commercial
component of the pre-feasibility study and their differentiation on designing components.
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Table 3.6.

Summary of technical alternatives for input of commercial
component of the pre-feasibility study, differentiation of designing
components

Technica! alternative 1
Technica! alternative 2

Stripping

Generator

Housing

Chemica!
Mechanica!

45 kV A
28 kV A

Anodize plant building
Existing hangar
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3.9
UNCERTAINTIES IN THE ANODIZE PLANT DESIGN
The design contains some uncertainties which can cause a feed back to the design.
Redesigning of the anodize plant can occur for the heating coils of the process tanks.
In case that the heating coils suggested are not available, in dimensions and power delivered,
redesigning must be executed.
Changing the characteristics of the heating coils can lead to three redesigning effects:
- enlargement of the process tanks;
- changing heat up times;
- increasing the power needed by the generator.
These three effects are strongly related. Whenever the heating coil dimensions exceed the
process tank dimensions, the tank volumes increase which lead to longer heating times as the
power delivered by the heating coils is kept constant. Keeping the heating time constant, in
combination with larger tank dimensions, implies a larger power required which is directly
reflected to the power delivered by the generator set.
The actual choice of heating coils should be well considered for the related effects on the
other design components.
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4
Commercial pre-feasibility of anodize plant
alternatives
4.1
INTRODUCTION
A study of the commercial pre-feasibility tries to reveal:
whether all project alternatives have been examined;
whether the investment opportunity is promising enough to justify an investment
decision based on the information elaborated at the pre-feasibility stage;
whether the project concept justifies a detailed analysis by a feasibility study;
whether any aspects of the project are critica! to its feasibility and necessitate in-depth
investigation through functional or support studies;
whether the information is adequate to decide that the project idea is not either a
viabie proposition or attractive enough for a particular investor or investor group;
whether the environmental situation at the planned site and the potential impact of the
projected production process are in line with national standards.

The airn of the commercial pre-feasibility study of the technica! alternatives is to provide
indicative trends w.r.t. commercial profitability. These trends show the direction in which the
commercial profitability of a project tends to proceed.
The results of the commercial pre-feasibility studies are not an absolute reflection of the
fmancial performance of a technica! alternative, since a substantial part of the data required
has to be estirnated due to (1) insufficient supply of required data by component
manufacturers, dealers and trade agencies, (2) unavailability of some anodize process
components, (3) unknown operational relations and future utilization and (4) limited time for
data collection.
The commercial pre-feasibility of the two technica! alternatives is calculated for three
different utilization modes of a technica! alternative, resulting in 6 commercial studies for the
technica! alternatives. These 6 studies evaluate the commercial profitability of the anodize
plant under different utilization modes.
The technica! alternatives affect the commercial feasibility in two fields:
investment of the anodize plant. Technica! alternative 1 is the most comprehensive
investment alternative for the anodize plant, technica! alternative 2 the most limited
investment alternative for the anodize plant;
operatien costs. The operatien costs are affected by the technica! alternatives, since
the technica! alternatives make use of a different number of tanks (chemicals and
number of chemica! sample checks) and generator applied (fuel consumption).
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The set up of the commercial pre-feasibility study is presented in figure 4.1.

Alternative utilization modes

Figure 4.1

Allernalive utilization modes

Set up of commercial pre-feasibility study

4.2
DATA COLLECTION
Obtaining detailed information required for a (pre-)feasibility study often proves to be very
difficult in a developing country. The data available are often not effered in a way that is
suitable for direct application in the appraisal methods. Data which are not available must be
estimated, reflecting reality as well as possible.
Methods of data colleetien practised are:
consultatien of statistica! publications of the Tanzanian Bureau of Statistics;
consultatien of sector information hooks like:
- MEIDA publications;
-business guide to Tanzania, 1992 -1993;
- Dar es Salaam International Trade fair publications;
simple questionairs directed to the general manager and chief inspeetor of Tanzanair;
visiting and mailing companies and geverurnental institutes;
consultatien of the telephone hook of Tanzania 1991 -1992;
looking around while travelling in and around Dar es Salaam.
The data required for the feasibility study are presented in the lay out which is foliowed by
the 'Manual for evaluation of industrial projects' of the UNIDO 18 • This manual is the
structure followed to determine the commercial feasibility of the technica! alternatives. The
manual distinguishes 7 tables, the data colleetien is outlined by these tables. The tables are:
- table 1: investment;
- table 2: depreciation, replacement and residual values;
- table 3: annual manpower required;

18

UNIDO, Manual for evaluarion of indusrrial projecrs, sa1es No.:E.80.ll.B.2, 1986, p.27-32
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annual income;
annual eperating costs;
capital structure;
fmancial obligations.

4.3
DATA COLLECTED
4.3.1
INVESTMENT

The investment period is estimated at one year. No production is possible before complete
construction and start-up. Therefore, all investments are done in year T0, the construction year.
Some items must be imported from abroad. The costs of these items must be converted to
Tanzania shillings (Tsh), as the pre-feasibility study of the technica! alternatives is performed
in Tanzania shillings. For the conversion of foreign currencies to local currency, the mean
exchange rate of May 3, 1994, is used.

Table 4.1

Conversion table on May 3, 1994

Foreign currency

Tanzanian shillings

1 US Dollar
1 Pound Sterling
1 Deutsch Mark

513.996
771.260
309.066

The investment costs are compiled by the division of the design in the design components.
For each component it was attempted to fmd the price, the transport costs to the side and the
installation costs. However, many suppliers did not respond to requests for detailed
information. For some items, no supplier was found at all. For these items, the prices and
costs are estimated. To distinguish the collected data from the estimated ones, estimated data
are presented in italics (e.g. Tsh 100,000).

Fixed assets
Table 4.2.

Tanks

equipment item

actual price
(Tsh)

installation costs
(Tsh)

stripping tank
cleaning tank
anodize tank
sealing tank

3,375,000
637,500
2,100,000
3,375,000

150,000
150,000
300,000
150,000
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The instanation costs of the tanks include transport to the side. The instanation costs include
the instanation of the heating coils and temperature measurement equipment needed by the
temperature control unit. The anodize tank instanation costs are estimated higher due to the
measures which must betaken to conneet the tank to the air supply. Instanation of the air
pressure valve and oil traps is also included in the costs.

Table 4.3.

Generator

equipment item

actual price
(Tsh)

28 kV A gen set
45 kV A gen set

n.a.
6,525,000

n.a.

instanation costs
(Tsh)
500,000
500,000

= not applicable

The instanation costs for the generator set include connecting the generator to the rectifier and
tanks.

Table 4.4.

Electrical anodize equipment

equipment item

rectifier
heating coil:
heating coil:
heating coil:
heating coil:

1.5
2.5
3.5
7.0

kW
kW
kW
kW

actual price
(Tsh)

instanation costs
(Tsh)

2,187,500
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000

260,000
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

The rectifier has to be imported at a price of~ 2835. The instanation costs consist of the
estimated costs of transport of Tsh 130,000 and a similar estimated amount for instanation
of the rectifier to the anodize tank.
No supplier of heat immersion coils was found in Tanzania. The costs for installing the heat
immersion coils are brought under the instanation costs of the tanks.

Table 4.5.

Process control device

equipment item

actual price
(Tsh)

instanation costs
(Tsh)

temperature control unit

2,170,500

260,000
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Building
The costs of constructing a building by a local contractor for the anodize process is estimated
at Tsh 8,000,000. This figure should be regarded as a rough estimate of the actual costs for
constructinga building exclusively used by the anodize process.
Housing the anodize processin the hangar requires some structural changes of the hangar, like
e.g. establishing a separate rinsing room and drainage facilities. The costs for this housing
option are estimated at Tsh 3,000,000.
These estimates are lump sum estimates. The importance of these estimates are reviewed in
the sensitivity analyses, § 4.6.2.

Table 4.6.

Input water purification device

equipment item

actual price
(Tsh)

instaBation costs
(Tsh)

water distiller
water deionizer
2 water tanks (1000 1)

1,579,000
93,000
112,000

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

The water distiller and water deionizer have to be imported (Africair Ltd). Prices in US
dollars are:
- water distiller:
$ 3070.79;
- water deionizer:
$ 180.95

Table 4.7.

Auxiliary equipment

equipment item

actual price
(Tsh)

instaBation costs
(Tsh)

chromium waste water collection tank
exhaust hood
air ventilation pump
chromium washing tank
crab and pulley
pH-meter

937,500
400,000
350,000
637,500
750,000
150,000

500,000
n.a.
200,000
n.a.
50,000
n.a.

The price of the exhaust hood is derived from the material costs for manufacturing stainless
steel tanks. The instaBation costs of the exhaust hood, air ventilation pump and chromium
washing tank (output air treatment) are taken together under the instaBation of the air
ventilation pump. The chromium washing tank could be sirnilar to the mild steel cleaning tank
(see table 4.2 tanks).
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Contingencies on flxed assets
The contingency on fixed assets is, in general (for Tanzanair), 20% of the investment.

Preliminary expenses
Planning:
In order to purebase all required items for the anodize process, a profound planning
is essential to assure continuation of the construction and start-up period. Responsible
for the planning is the chief inspector. The wage expenses of the chief inspeetor are
approx. 200 US dollars for one working day. Estimated timespent on planning and
purebasement by the chief inspeetor is half a working day per week. The estimated
expenses for the construction year:
52

* (% $200) = $ 5200 :_ Tsh 2,673,000

Consultancy services:
Particularly the chemical elements of the anodize process require detailed knowledge
which is not available at Tanzanair. Consultancy is particularly required inthestart-up
period when the process conditions are adjusted in order to fulfil the MIL-A-8625
specifications. Consultancy support can be supplied by:
- University of Dar es Salaam, Bureau of Industrial Cooperation;
- Government Chemist Laboratory;
- chemica! engineering consultancy agencies.
Expected expenses of consultancy services are estimated to be of the same magnitude
as the expenses made by the chief inspector: Tsh 2,673,000
Start-up expenses:
The start-up expenses are made during the start-up period of the anodize process. It
is very difficult to make an estimate of the start-up expenses. The start-up period
consists of:
checking the operational functioning of the anodize process components and
eventual adjustment of these components;
checking and adjusting the anodize process parameters in order to meet the
MIL-A -8625 specifications.
In the start-up period, man power is required, energy is consumed and consultancy
may be required. The data obtained inthestart-up period should be feeded back in
order to come to the desired process results, an approved oxide layer.
The estimated start-up period is 3 months. The Iabour time estimated inthestart-up
period for the involved employees is presented in table 4.8.
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Table 4.8.

Labour expenditures by type of employee in tbe start-up
perioei
Labour time
in start-up period
(years)

Yearly salary

1/12
3/12
1/12

25,000,000
400,000
125,000

Type of employee

Chief inspeetor

Anodize plant operator
Assistant operator

{Tsh)

Total wage expenses start-up:

Wage expenses
in start-up period
{Tsh)

2,083,000
100,000
10,500
2,193,500

The expenses made for chemicals, jigs and diesel are classified under the operating cash
expenses of T0• Thus, the start-up expenses are estimated at Tsh 2,193,500.
Training of personnel:
In order to provide a smooth start-up period, training of Iabour, a chief inspeetor and

an anodize process operator, is essential. Good understanding of the anodize
parameters and their relations is only gathered by experience. A practical training for
the chief inspeetor should be provided abroad. Underestimation of the importance of
training of personnel will increase the other preliminary expenses or may, in the worst
case, obstruct the build up of the anodize process. The anodize operator must be
trained in executing the anodize process by the chief inspector. Additionally, every
employee involved with anodizing must have a frrst aid training in order to be
prepared in case of accidents with chemicals.

Table 4.9.

Estimated expenses for training of personnet

Visit and practical training for
chief inspeetor
(1 week excursion)

US dollar
equivalent

travel and housing expenses
instruction expenses
wage expenses chief inspeetor

2,000
1,000

Expenses for training
{Tsh)

1,028,000
514,000
480,000
Subtotal:

Training of anodize plant
operator and assistant operator
Estimated expenses for training of personnel:

2, 022, 000

100,000

Tsh 2,122,000

Source: Sifco Selectton

Training of the anodize plant operator and assistant operator is done by the chief
inspector.
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The preliminary expenses are summarized in table 4.10

Table 4.10.

preliminary expenses

component

expenses
(Tsh)

planning
eonsultandes
start -up penod
training of persennel

2,673,000
2,673,000
2,193,500
2,122,000

Contingencies
Contingency on the preliminary expenses is 20% of the preliminary expenses.

Working capital
The working capital is defined to include current assets. The working capital is the amount
of capital which is immobilized in the project. The working capital fmances the operatien of
the anodize plant. The current assets or liabilities exist of:
- inventones;
- accounts payable;
- accounts receivable;
- cash in hand.

Working capital for inventories
Four types of inventones are reflected w.r.t. the working capital, (1) production matenals, (2)
spare parts, (3) work-in-progress and (4) finished products. Por the anodize plant, working
capital for work-in-progress and fmished products is not applicable, sirree the work in progress
is less than one day and the fmished products are not stored after anodizing (under the
assumption that the anodize process is fitted correctly into the overhaul program).
The working capital for inventones for the anodize plant only contains production matenals
and spare parts. The production matenals are chemicals, jigs and diesel.
The estimated amount of imported chemieals in store is two times the amount required for
the initial make-up of the chemica! solutions. This assumption is based on once per year a
complete refreshment of the chemica! solutions together with 100% chemica! addition once
a year (See table 4.12. and 4.13.).
The capita! immobilized by the imported chemieals in stock is:
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2*(41.8*Tsh
Phosphoric acid
- 2*(4.73*Tsh
Sodium carbonate
- 2*(2.56*Tsh
Trisodium phosphate - 2*(0.86*Tsh
-

9,300)
23,250)
5,400)
4,800)

64

= 777,480
= 219,945
= 27,648
= 8,256

-----------------+
Total: Tsh 1,033,329

The average time in stock for the imported chemieals is half a year (182 days).
The capital immobilized by the local available chemieals in stock is estimated at the yearly
expected use of these chemieals (see table 4.13.). The estimated capital immobilized by the
local available chemieals is: Tsh 146, 775.
The average time in stock for the local available chemieals is half a year (182 days).
Diesel and jigs are not stored.
Spares for the anodize plant are stocked for the generator, rectifier, temperature control unit
and auxiliary equipment. The capita! ftxed in spare parts is estimated at Tsh 750,000. The
average stock time is 1 year.

Working capital for accounts payable
The accounts payable depend on the credittermsof the supplier of materials. For the foreign
obtained chemieals an advanced period of payment of 6 weeks (42 days) is estimated. The
locally purchased chemieals require 2 weeks (14 days) of advanced payment. The spares
require 8 weeks (56 days) of advanced payment, assurning that spares must be imported.
Jigs and diesel are payed at delivery (no account payable).

Working capital for accounts receivable
The accounts receivable is the amount of capital ftxed by allowing customers to pay a certain
period after deliverance of products. For the anodize plant, this means the time Tanzanair
allows its customers to pay for the anodize service. This time is set on 14 days. An average
production year for the anodize plant produces 6 blades (Tsh 87,500 per blade). See § 4.3.4.

Cash-in-hand
In order to cover cash overdrafts, it may be prudent to provide for a certain amount of cashin-hand. The cash-in-hand is included in the working capital by a contingency reserve on the
working capital, which is usually 5%.
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Table 4.11.

Accumulated working capital

Item

[1] Amount of capita!
immobilized (Tsh)

[2] Ratio of days capita!
immobilized (x days/365)

Inventories

Imported chemicals: 1,033,329
146,775
Loca1 chemicals:
Spare parts:
750,000
Imported chemicals: 1,033,329
Loca1 chemicals:
146,775
Spare parts:
750,000
6*85,700514,200

182/365 - 0.5
182/365 - 0.5
365/365 - 1
42/365 - 0.115
14/365 - 0.038
56/365 - 0.153
14/365 - 0.038

AccoWlts payable

AccoWlts receivable
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Working capita! [1]*(2]
(Tsh)
516,665
73,388
750,000
188,833
5,577
114,750
19,540

Subtotal:
Cash-in hand (5% coutingency)

1,698,753
84,938

Working capita!

1,783,691

The werking capital detennined this way is an average estimate, meaning that the werking
capital requirements do not change over the life time of the project. The detennined werking
capital is applied for all technica! alternatives and all utilization modes of the anodize plant.
This simplification is justified by the minor changes in werking capital requirements for the
evaluated technica! and commercial alternatives.

4.3.2
DEPRECIATION, REPLACEMENTS AND RESIDUAL VALUES

The depreciation method foliowed at Tanzanair for equipment with a residual value is a fiXed
percentage of the hook value. This method is presented by formula 2:

(2)

residualvalue=(investment)'(l-~ )n
100

Where:
x = fiXed percentage over hook value [%];
n = economicallife time [years].
The fiXed percentage over the hook value applied by Tanzanair is 25%. The residual value
is the hook value after 10 years.
The life time of the building used for the anodize process is depreciated within Tanzanair in
30 years. The depreciation method is 4% of the initia! investment each year, the residual
value is the hook value after 10 years.

4.3.3
ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS

The annual eperating costs are divided in fiXed eperating costs and variabie eperating costs.
The annual eperating costs are only manufacturing cash expenses. Marketing cash expenses
and administrative cash expenses are expected to be very minor and are, therefore, neglected.
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The annual manufacturing cash expenses are:
- material expenses;
- wages;
- expenses for chemieal solution controL

(1) Material expeoses
Matenals used by the process are, mainly, chemieals and diesel fuel for the generator.

Chemieals
The fl.Xed operation costs for chemieals are the yearly reptacement of the chemieals in the
process tanks, see appendix D. The variabie use of chemieals depends on the utilization of
the anodize process. The variabie costs of chemieals are estimated by a linear expression,
which assumes that each blade treated uses 5% of the original chemica! contents. The
chemica! use per year is then expressed in the general formula:
Yearly chemica! use = C + 0.05C*X [kg or litre]
Where:
C = the amount of chemica! in the initial tank concentration [kg or litre];
X = number of blades treated yearly.
The chemieal material costs are obtained by multiplying the found quantity by the kg-price
or litre-price. All chemieals used in the anodize process have to be imported. The estimated
freight costs for the chemieals are DM 4 (Deutsche Mark) per kilogram chemical. Table 4.12
presents an overview of the imported chemicals.

Table 4.12

Prices of imported chemieals used

chemica!

price per kg
(DM)

chromic acid
phosphoric acid*
sodium carbonate
trisodium phosphate

26
71.20
13.20
11.56

freight costs per kg
(DM)

chemical material costs per kg
(Tsh)
9,300
23,250
5,400
4,800

4

4
4
4

* Phosphoric acid is delivered per litre. The litre price is DM 71.20.

yearly material costs of chemicals:
- yearly costs sodium carbonate

= (2.56

- yearly costs trisodium phosphate

=

+ 0.13X)*5,400

(0.86 + 0,05X)*4,800

The yearly costs of chromic acid and phosphoric acid depend on the technica! alternative:
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Technical alternative 1:
- yearly costs chromic acid

= (41.8 + 2.1X)*9,300

- yearly costs phosphoric acid

={4.73 + 0.25X)*23,250

Technical alternative 2:
- yearly costs chromic acid

= (37.0 + 1.9X)*9,300

The yearly costs of the additional chemieals used for the treatment of the output water are
very difficult to determine, because predietien of the chemical contents and behaviour of the
output water can only be done properly under operational conditions. The chemieals used for
output water treatment are locally available. The estimated figures are presented in the retail
amounts:

Table 4.13

Fixed yearly estimated costs of chemieals for output water treatment

chemical

retail package

price per kg

[kg]

sulphuric acid
natrium hydroxide
ammonia liquid (25%)
hydrated lime

47
400
195

25

yearly ftxed amount

yearly estimated costs

[Tsh]

[kg]

[Tsh]

350
350
450
350

94
100
97.5
100

32,900
35,000
43,875
35,000

Total yearly:

146,775

Jigs
The jigs must be regarded as consumables, since the immersion of the jigs attacks the
aluminium severely. The costs of the jigs and the frequency of replacement must be
estimated:
- estimated costs per jig:
- estimated reptacement interval:

Tsh 7,500 per jig;
every 6 blades.

x
Annual estimated costs for jigging = - - * 7,500

6
Where;
X = number of blades treated yearly;
6 = replacement interval.
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Diesel
Again, a distinction between teclmical alternatives is made. The 45 kV A generator consumes
11.8 litre of diesel per hour, the 28 kVA generator 7.0 litre of diesel. The price per litre of
diesel is Tsh 200. The eperating costs of the generator depend on the time of use of the
generator for the anodize process. The costs of the generator are, therefore, determined per
propeller blade treated. A normal anodize cycle treats three blades per run of 8 hours. So, the
diesel cost per blade are:
Diesel costs per blade

=

1.5 {(8 hours 13blades) *(x *litres I hour) * (litre price) * (number of blades)}

An allowance of 50% (the factor 1.5) is made to cover utilization of the anodize plant lower
than the normal utilization of three blades per run, likereprocessing blades after rejection of
the oxide layer, or anodizing of a two blade propeller.

Diesel costs per blade, technical alternative 1, 45 kVA:
diesel costs per blade

=

Tsh 9400

Diesel costs per blade, technical alternative 2, 28 kVA:
diesel costs per blade

= Tsh 5600

(2) Wages
Por a sound and responsible operation, the anodize process requires manpower as follows:
- supervision by the chief inspector;
- anodize process operator (skilled Iabour);
- assistant operator (unskilled Iabour).
Chief inspector:
In a normal eperating year, it is estimated that the chief inspeetor Iabour time is 2 hour per
blade anodized. This time includes the inspeetion of the blades after anodizing, inspeetion of
the blades after sealing and eventual trouble shooting connected to the anodize process.
Furthermore, time spent on the maintenance of the anodize process is estimated at 10 days
(2 weeks) per year.
Chief inspector's yearly wage expenses = 960,000 + 12,000*X
Where:
- time on maintenance = Tsh 960,000;
- hourly wages = Tsh 12,000;
- X = number of blades.
Anodize process operator:
The anodize process operator should be a skilied local chemica! engineer. The anodize process
operator executes the actual anodizing of the blades which is estimated at 20 hours work load
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per week. Tiris figure is based on the assumption that the anodize process operator takes care
of the direct planning of the anodize process inputs and output, like water, chemicals, diesel,
and the water treatment. Another task of the anodize operator is recording the results of the
anodize process and recording the chemical solution behaviour. The utilization of the anodize
operator strongly depends on the utilization of the anodize process.
Anodize process operators yearly wage expense

= Tsh 400.000

Assistant operator:
The working time spent on anodizing for the assistant operator is estimated at a quarter of the
available time, 10 hours per week.
Assistant operators yearly wage expenses = Tsh 125,000
(3) Expenses for chemica) solution control

The chemica! behaviour of the anodize process solutions is not precisely known. Tiris
behaviour must be determined inthestart-up period of the anodize process by checking the
solutions frequently.

Table 4.14

Chemical solution checks

stripping solution

cleaning solution

anodize solution

free chromium concenttation
phosphoric acid concentration
aluminium contents

sodium carbonate concentration
trisodium phosphate concentration

total chromium concenttation
free chromium concenttation
sulphate concenttation
chloride concentration
aluminium contents

In the frrst year of operation, t 1, all these checks are executed monthly in order to acquire a
profound insight in the chemica! behaviour of the solutions under operational and idle
conditions. The output water of the anodize process must also be checked on the chromium
content before disposal. The chemica! solution checks can be performed by the Government
Chemist Laboratory for an estimated amount of Tsh 3,000 per check. The expenses made for
chemica! solution control are:

Tecbnical alternative 1, year t1:
Technica! alternative 1 includes a stripping tank. Number of checks required monthly = 10.
Expenses year 1, alternative 1

= (12 * 10) * 3,000 = Tsh 360,000

Tecbnical alternative 1, year

~ 10 :

The checking frequency of the solutions is related to the frequency of utilization of the
anodize process. The solutions must be checked before running the anodize process. In a
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normal situation, two three-bladed propellers are anodized. Thus, the average checking of the
solutions is every 6 blades.

x

Expenses year 2- 9, alternative 1 = - - 6

* 10 * 3,000 [Tsh]

Where:
-X
= number of blades treated per year;
- 10 = number of required chemica! checks;
-6
= number of blades between checking interval.

Teehuical alternative 2, year t1:
Technica! alternative 2 excludes the stripping tank. Number of checks required.monthly = 7.
Expenses year 1, alternative 1 = (12

* 7) * 3,000

=

Tsh 252,000

Teehuical alternative 2, year f2_ 10 :

x
Expenses year 2- 9, alternative 1 =

---

* 7 * 3,000 [Tsh]

6
Where:
-X
= number of blades treated per year;
= number of required chemica! checks;
-7
-6
= number of blades between checking interval.

4.3.4
ANNUAL INCOME

Anodizing of own blades
The utilization of the anodize process for the own aircraft does not generate income as this
is defmed as revenues from sales. The anodize process avoids the expenses made when
anodize work is contracted out. The expense savings per blade are:

Table 4.15

Indication of savings expenses of anodizing per blade

propeller overhaul company

costs of anodizing

transport costs

total costs
(Tsh)

MT-propeller, Germany
CSE A viation Ltd, UK

DM 110

DM220

t 30

t60

102,000
69,400
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The transport costs of the propeller blades are estimated per blade at twice the costs of
anodizing. The average expense saving per blade is: Tsh 85, 700.

Third party anodize work and related aircraft maintenance
In 1994, Tanzanair rnaintained approximately 20 aircraft, of which 6 are owned and operated
by Tanzanair. Third party rnainterrance is a substantial part of the rnainterrance organization.
In future it is expected that more turbo-prop aircraft with Me Cauley 700 series propellers (or
similar anodizing requiring propellers) willenter the rnainterrance organization.

The sales revenues by anodize blades are estimated equivalent to the savings expenses for
Tanzanair: Tsh 85,700 per blade. However, in practice the sales revenue per blade can lie
over or under this estimated figure for reasens of competitive nature.

Yearly expected amount of anodize work
The recent fleet composition of Tanzanair contains one aircraft which demands anodizing for
propeller overhaul, the Cessna Caravan 11 with the Me Cauley 700-series blades. Overhaul
of the propeller is dorre after 1500 flight hours. The actual use of the Caravan 11 is around
500 flight hours yearly. So, the propeller is overhauled every 3 years. The allowable number
of overhauls on one propeller is two times. Thus, for the Tanzanair Caravan 11 after 9
calender years, the propeller is replaced by a new one, under assumption that the 500 flight
hours per year remain constant. The new propeller does not require initial anodizing.
Several utilization modes must be forecasted for the expected quantity of anodize work:
Expected quantity determined by the Tanzanair Caravan 11;
mode 1:
mode 2:
Expected quantity determined by 2 Tanzanair Caravan 11;
mode 3:
Expected quantity determined by 2 Tanzanair Caravan 11 and estimated
quantity of anodize work for third parties.
mode 1: Quantity of anodize work for the operatierral Caravan 11:
year

number of blades

6

6

x

6

yearl y treated

Where: x = replacement of used propeller by a new propeller
The Caravan 11 is now for one year in operation. Taking in account a construction period t0
of one year, the frrst overhaul is expected in t 1• The translation from flight hours to calender
years is kept constant over the years; 500 flight hours per year.
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mode 2:

Quantity of anodize work (number of blades) for the operational
Caravan TI and the expected Caravan TI

year

to

tl

operati onal
Caravan 11
expected Caravan 11 total treated blades

6

-

6

~

t3

t4

t,

~

6
6
6

6

~

lt

~

6

x
6
6

tiO

x
6

Assumptions for mode 2 are:
- yearly expected flight hours are 500 and constant for both aircraft;
- the expected Caravan TI starts operatien at 0 flight hours for the propeller;
mode 3:

Quantity of anodize work (number of blades) for the
operational Caravan TI and expected Caravan TI plus
3rd party anodize work

year

tl

1 operationa I Caravan 11
2 expected Caravan 11

6

3 sub-total Tanzanair (1 +2)

6

6

0

intake single engine 3rd,
party ai rcraft
5 accumulated intake single
engine aircraft
6 intake of 2-engine 3rd
party ai rcraft
7 accumulated intake 2-engine
aircraft

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

~

t3

t4

ts

t6

6
6

~

0

8

number of blades,
first overha ui
9 number of blades,
second overhaul

tiO
6

x

6

0

0

0

0

2
0

0

~

x
6

6

lt

0

0

6

0

0

0

2

2

2

0

0

0

s

5

2

2

3

4

5

5

6

6

3

6

6

9

6

6

3

6

6

10 subtotal third party treated
blades (8+9)

0

0

6

6

3

12

12

12

6

6

11 total treated blades (3+ 10)

6

6

6

12

9

12

12

12

6

12

Assumptions for utilization mode 3 are:
identical to mode 2 for the Tanzanair Caravan TI aircraft;
increase of maintenance for aircraft using Me Cauley 700 series propellers, or
comparable, existing of 5 twin engine aircraft and 2 single engine aircraft;
all aircraft maintained make 500 flight hours yearly;
all third party aircraft require propeller overhaul the calender year after entrance into
the Tanzanair maintenance facility.
Utilization mode 3 should be regarded as a future estimate. This option is based on the
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forecast of increasing application of the Me Cauley 700 series propeller or comparable
anodizing requiring propellers. This forecast is based on (1) the expected increase of
application of the turbo-prop PT6 Pratt & Witney engine with matching propeller sets, like
the Me Cauley 700 series and (2) the expected increase of use of larger general aviation
aircraft, like the Cessna Caravan TI, due to more liberalized policy of the Directorate of Civil
Aviation. All aircraft involved in option 3 are equipped with 3 blade propeller sets.

4.3.5
CAPITAL STRUCTURE AND F1NANCIAL OBLIGATIONS

The anodize plant will be completely fmanced by equity of Tanzanair. Therefore, fmancial
obligations are not involved in the feasibility calculations, because the equity exists of
available monetary reserves of Tanzanair.

4.4
METHODS OF INVESTMENT APPRAISAL AND RESULTS

4.4.1
MEffiODS OF INVESTMENT APPRAISAL

The technica! alternatives are evaluated with respect to their commercial profitability for the
three utilization modes. The methods of investment appraisal applied are the net present value
(NPV), the net present value ratio (NPVR) and the intemal rate of return (IRR).
The NPV represents today's value of the stream of future returns (or expenses). In other
words, the NPV is the difference between the present value of revenues and the present value
of costs, accrued throughout the lifetirne of a project. The present value of revenues and costs
is obtained by the technique of discounting. Discounting is reducing the nominal value of the
future sums of money to the present value by applying a discount rate. The discount rate
should be equal to the actual rate of interest, reflecting the opportunity costs of capita!. The
opportunity costs correspond to the possible returns an investor would obtain on the same
amount of capital if invested elsewhere. The rate of interest applied when capital is banked
is often used as discount rate in NPV -calculations.
The NPV is presented as:
n

NPV = ~ ( Cl - CO)*(l + rYt
t:O

Where:
Cl

co

= cash inflow;
=

cash outflow;

NCF
(1 + rYt
r
n

= net cash flow = Cl -

t

= time (years).

= ~ =

discount factor;

= discount rate;
=

lifetirne (years );

CO;
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If the computed NPV is positive, the profitability of the investment in the project is above
the profitability obtained when banking the capital against the discount rate (rate of interest).

The rate of discount should be based as far as possible on the actual rate of interest in the
capital market to reflect the time preferenee and opportunity costs of the possible alternative
use of the capital invested. If no loans are used for fmancing a project, the rate of interest
charged by the central bank on long-term loans should be adopted as the discount rate. 19
The discount rate applied in the NPV-calculations is 29%. This discountrateis basedon the
term lending rate for local credit, published in 'Business Times, Economie and Financial
Weekly, No 288, May 6-12, 1994. Thus, r = discount rate = 29%.
The NPV is a discriminatory method of appraisal with advantages compared to the pay back
period and annual rate of return method, since the entire project life, timing of cash flows and
discounting is included. Disadvantage of the NPV is the inability to express the investment
necessary to generate the net cash flows.
The net present value ratio (NPVR) reflects the magnitude of investment which is required
to generate the NPV. In this way, the unit of investment necessary to produce a unit of profit
is defmed. The NPVR is calculated by:

NPVR=NPV
PVI
Where:
NPV = net present value;
PVI
= present value of investment.
The NPVR is a method for ranking project alternatives which are mutually exclusive, in
combination with the NPV.
The internat rate of return is the discount rate at which Cl, the net cash inflow, is equal to
CO, the net cash outflow:
D

:E Cl*(l
t=O

Where: r

D

+ r)"t

= :E CO*(l

+ r)"t

t=O

= internat rate of return.

In case of a higher IRR than the discount rate, the project is worthwhile to undertake. In this
case, the discount rate (rate of interest on banked capital) is the cut-off rate. The cut-off rate
can be set higher by the investor in order to meet the risks taken with an investment.

Thus, the IRR can be interpreted as the annual cash return produced on capital outstanding
per period, the profitability rate per year. The IRR as evaluation method should be applied
with great care, because IRR does not discriminate with respect to:

19

UNIOO, Manual for eva/uacion of indusrrial projecrs, sales No.:E.80.ll.B.2, 1986, p.43
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- lifetimes of projects;
- timing of cash flows;
- magnitude of investment and magnitude of returns.
Furthermore, a project can show multiple IRRs. In other words, it is possible that a project
reaches a NPV = 0 under more than one IRR. Therefore, the IRR is only used as an indicator
of the efficiency of the capital invested.

4.4.2
RESULTS

The results are presented per technica! alternative. The technica! alternatives discriminate
between investment and annual operation costs. Therefore, presentation of the results starts
with an overview of investment and annual operation costs.
The NPV-calculation matrices are only presented for technica! alternative 1, utilization mode
1, since the matrix set-up is identical for all options. For the partienlar results, I refer to
appendix E. Thus, only the fmal results are presented (NPV, NPVR) in table 4.16.

Table 4.16.

Results of commercial pre-feasibility studies of anodize plant
alternatives

Technical alternative

utilization mode

Technica! alternative 1

utilization mode 1
utilization mode 2:
utilization mode 3:

-79.66
- 79.56
- 79.29

- 1.085
- 1.083
- 1.079

Technica! alternative 2:

utilization mode 1:
utilization mode 2:
utilization mode 3:

- 55.55

- 1.113
- 1.109
- 1.100

NPV
(millions of Tsh)

- 55.37
- 54.93

NPVR

It is not possible to calculate the IRRs for the technica! alternative/utilization mode
combinations, due to the negative figures of all these combinations.
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Table 4.17. Teehoical alternative 1: investment
INVESTMENT
CONSTRUCTION YEAR TO
Actual price

Installati on costs

Total per Item

Stripping tank
Cleaning tank
Anodize tank
Sealing tank

3375000
637500
2100000
3375000

150000
150000
300000
150000

3525000
787500
2400000
3525000

Generator, 28 kV A
Generator, 45 kV A

0
6525000

0
500000

0
7025000

Rectifier

2187500

260000

2447500

550000

0

550000

Temperature control Wlit

2170500

260000

2430500

Building:
Anodize plant building
Modified hangar

8000000
0

0
0

8000000
0

Input water purificati on
plant

1784000

0

1784000

Auxiliary equipment

3225000

750000

3975000

1. FIXED ASSETS

Heating coils:
number: 11

Sub-total fixed assets
Contingencies on fixed assets (20%)
TOTAL FIXED ASSETS

36449500
7289900
43739400

2. PRELIMINARY EXPENSES
Planning
Consultancy services
Start -up expe nses
Training of personnel

2673000
2673000
2870000
1300000

Sub-total preliminary expenses

9516000

Contingencies on preliminary expenses (20%)

1903200

TOTAL PRELIMINARY EXPENSES

11419200

3. WORKING CAPITAL
Working capita!
Contingencies on working capita! (5%)

1698753
84938

TOT AL WORKING CAPITAL

1783691

4. INITIAL INVESTMENT
INTEREST DURING CONSTRUCTION (29%)

56942291
16513264

TOTAL INVESTMENT

73,455,555
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Table 4.18a. Technical alternative 1: operating costs
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Table 4.18b. Teehoical alternative 1: operating costs

BASIC INFORMATION OPERATING COSTS: CHEMICALS
Item

Chromic acid:
technical alternative 1
technical alternative 2
Phosphoric acid:
technical alternative 1
technical alternative 2
Sodium carbonate
Tosodium pbospilate

Yearly amowu for
refreshment {kg)

Price per kg (Tsh)

9300

BASIC INFORMATION ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS
Estimated use of per blade
in % of original contents

Item

5

Jigs
Chemical solution control:
technical alternative 1
technical alternative 2

41.8
0
4.73
0
2.56
0.86

Item

Yearly amowtt (kg)

Sulphuric acid
Natrium hydroxide
Ammonia liquid
Hydrated lime

100
97.5
100

94

23250

5

5400
4800

5
5
Price per kg (Tsh)

350
350
450
350

Number of samples

Price per sample
(Tsh)

Reptace mentfchec king interval
(number of blades)

7500

6
6

3000

10
0

Item

Litrefhour

Diesel:
technical alternative 1
technical alternative 2

11.8

Priceflit re (Tsh)

200
0
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Table 4.19. Technical alternative 1, utilization mode 1: NPV figures
NPV figures for utilization mode l: l Tanzanair Cessoa Caravan II
NPV CALCULATIONS
Item

TO

Tl

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

T7

T8

T9

TlO

0

514200

0

0

514200

0

0

0

0

0

514200

CASH INFLOW (Cl)
1. Sales revenues

9466200

2.Residual value
3. Subsidies

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

ACCUMULATED CASH INFLOW

0

514200

0

0

514200

0

0

0

0

0

9980400

CASH OUTFLOWS (CO)
4. lnvestment

73455555

5. Cash expenses

942760

2579598

1856228

1856228

2249598

1856228

1856228

1856228

1856228

1856228

2249598

ACCUMULA TED CASH OUTFLOW

74398314

2579598

1856228

1856228

2249598

1856228

1856228

1856228

1856228

1856228

2249598

NET CASH FLOWS (NCF = Cl - CO)

-74398314

-2065398 -1856228 -1856228 -1735398 -1856228 -1856228 -1856228 -1856228 -1856228 7730802

DISCOUNT RATE (%):

29

DISCOUNT FACTOR

1.00

0.78

PRESENT VALUE OF NCF
AT DISCOUNT RATE

-74398314

-1601084 -1115455 -864693

6. Taxes

NPV (TO-T10)

=

-79,664,785

0.60

0.47

0.36

0.28

0.22

0.17

0.13

0.10

0.08

-626672

-519616

-402803

-312251

-242055

-187639

605797

NPVR (TO-T10)

=

-1.085
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Table 4.20. Technical alternative 2: investment
INVESTMENT
CONSTRUCTION YEAR TO
TOTAL PER ITEM

ACTUAL PRICE

INSTALLATION COSTS

0
637500
2100000
3375000

150000
300000
150000

787500
2400000
525000

0
0

500000

500000

0

0

2187500

260000

2447500

400000

0

400000

Temperature control unit

2170500

260000

2430500

Building:
Anodize plant building
Modified hangar

0
3000000

0
0

3000000

Input water purificati on plant

1784000

0

1784000

Auxiliary equipment

3225000

750000

3975000

1. FIXED ASSETS
Stripping tank
Cleaning tank
Anodize tank
Sealing tank
Generator, 28 kV A
Generator, 45 kV A
Rectifier
Heating coils:
number: 8

Sub-total fixed assets
Contingencies on fixed assets (20%)
TOTAL FIXED ASSETS

0

0

0

21249500
4249900
25499400

2. PRELIMINARY EXPENSES
Planning
Consultancy services
Start-up expenses
Training of persennel

2673000
2673000
2870000
1300000

Sub-total preliminary expenses

9516000

Contingencies on preliminary expenses (20%)

1903200

TOT AL PRELIMINARY EXPENSES

11419200

3. WORKING CAPITAL
Working capita!
Contingencies on working capita! (5%)

1698753
84938

TOTAL WORKING CAPITAL

1783691

4. INITIAL INVESTMENT

38702291

INTEREST DURING CONSTRUCTION (29%)

11223664

TOTAL INVESTMENT

49,925,955
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Table 4.21a. Technical alternative 2: operating costs

Table 4.21b. Teehuical alternative 2: operating costs
BASIC INFORMATION ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS

BASIC INFORMATION ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS: CHEMICALS
Item

Chromic acid:
technical alternative 1
techn ical alternative 2
Phosphoric acid:
technical alternative 1
techn ical alternative 2
Sodium carbonate
Trisodium phosphate

Yearly amOWlt for
refreshment (kg)

Price per kg (Tsh)

9300

Estimated use of per blade
in % of miginal contents

Item

5

Jigs
Chemical solution control:
teehoical alternative 1
teehoical alternative 2

0
7

Item

Litrefhour

Diesel:
teehoical alternative 1
teehoical alternative 2

0
7

0
37
0
0
2.56
0.86

Item

Yearly amOWlt (kg)

Sulphuric acid
Natrium hydroxide
Ammonia liquid
Hydrated lime

100
97.5
100

94

23250

5

5400
4800

5
5
Price per kg (Tsh)

350
350
450
350

Number of samples

Price per sample
(Tsh)

Replace mentfchec king interval
(number of blades)

7500

6
6

3000

Priceflit re (Tsh)

200
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4.5
DISCUSSION ON THE RESULTS
The NPV -calculations clearly show that the anodize plant, irrespective of the technica!
alternative, will never be self-supporting under the utilization modes considered, see table
4.22. A significant larger increase of 3rd party anodize work, as a variant of utilization mode
3, is not foreseen and will notchange the NPV-results positively.
The factors responsible for the negative results of the NPV are primarily the investment costs
in combination with the minor revenues and low utilization of the anodize plant. The
investment costs are so high in comparison to the generated revenues that the revenues per
blade and the number of blades must increase extraordinarily.
The magnitude of the discount rate does not have a negative effect, since the yearly net cash
flows, NCFt, are negative with exception of year 10. In fact, the higher the discount rate, the
lower the net future losses are accounted in a situation of negative NCFs.
Table 4.22. Summary of commercial pre-feasibility results
technica! alternative

utilization mode

NPV

NPVR

Technica! alternative 1

mode
mode
mode
mode
mode
mode

- 79.66
- 79.56
- 79.29
- 55.55
- 55.37
- 54.93

-

Technica! alternative 2

1
2
3
1
2
3

IRR

1.085
1.083
1.079
1.113
1.109
1.100

The net present value ratio for bothalternatives is, therefore, also negative. Roughly spoken,
for each unit of capital invested another unit of money is spent. Or, for every million Tsh
invested, a million Tsh is lost over the lifetime of the project. The only dissimilarity between
the technica! alternatives w.r.t. the NPVR, is that the absolute amount of capita! invested
differs, see table 4.17 and 4.20.
The difference in results for the two technica! alternatives is mainly found in the investment
costs. This difference is Tsh million 23.5. This difference in investment costs is the primary
actor in the difference between the NPVs of the technica! alternatives. It is self-evident that
the operating costs are a fraction smaller for technica! alternative 2, leading toa slightly lower
NCF yearly.
The utilization modes of the anodize plant are of minor importance for the NPV-outcome.
Higher utilization reduces the negative magnitude of NPV, but not in such way that the NPVs
reverse to positive figures.
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4.6
SUPPORT STUDIES:
MAINTENANCE

ANODIZE

PROCESS

AND

RELATED

AIRCRAFT

As discussed in the previous paragraph, the anodize plant will be not self-supporting.
However, anodizing is a part of propeller overhaul of the Me Cauley 700 series. By offering
the complete overhaul program for these propellers, Tanzanair may be able to contract 3rd
parties for the total rnainterrance of the aircraft related to the MC Cauley 700 series
propellers. In this paragraph, the related aircraft rnainterrance mentioned above is linked to
the anodize plant commercial pre-feasibility.
Aircraft maintenance related to the anodize processis a support study to the commercial prefeasibility of the anodize plant altematives. The assessment of aircraft rnainterrance can be a
factor which is clearly decisive for the viability of the anodize plant altematives. The result
of the support study is a set of pre-conditions which must be fulfilled by the aircraft
maintenance facility of Tanzanair.
To evaluate the commercial pre-feasibility of the anodize plant, the revenues generated by
third party aircraft rnainterrance must be estimated. These revennes may only be related for

the whole amount if anodizing is the sole and conclusive reason for a third party to
direct aircraft maintenance to Tanzanair. It is reasonable to assume that all aircraft
rnainterrance (check 1-3) and overhaul is then also executed by Tanzanair, since anodizing is
part of overhaul, the most thorough and extended kind of aircraft maintenance.
The revenues of third party aircraft rnainterrance are very difficult to determine, because the
actual performed rnainterrance depends on:
type of aircraft;
difference between mandated rnainterrance per check and the actual executed
maintenance. It is very likely that the actual rnainterrance exceeds the mandated
rnainterrance due to special customer demands, judgment of the chief engineer/ehlef
inspector, etc.
The estimated yearly profit made on an turbo-proptwin engine aircraft (similar to the Cessna
Caravan II) is set at $ 15,000 (Tsh 7,710,000). For single engine aircraft the yearly profit
made is set at$ 10,000 (Tsh 5,130,000).

4.6.1
RESULTS OF THE SUPPORT STUDIES

The basis for the results are tables 4.17 and 4.18a/b for technica! alternative 1 and tables 4.20
and 4.21a/b, both in combination with utilization mode 3, see paragraph 4.3.4. The annual
income for the support study is presented in table 4.23.
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Table 4.23.

Annual income for the support studies

Item
Tanzanair savings per blade
Third party anodize revenue per blade

Income (Tsh)

85,700
0

Yearly profit third party, single
engine aircraft rnainterrance

5,130,000

Yearly profit third party, twin
engine aircraft rnainterrance

7,710,000
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Table 4.24. Support study technical alternative 1, utilization mode 3
NPV CALCULATIONS

Item

TO

Tl

T2

T3

0

514200

8224200

15420000 21064200 28774200 35970000 48810000 48810000 48810000 49324200

T4

T5

T6

TI

T8

T9

T10

CASH INFLOW (Cl)
l. Sales revenues
+

aircraft mainten ance

2.Residua1 value

9466200

3. Subsidies

0

0

0

0

ACCUMULATED CASH INFLOW

0

514200

8224200

15420000 21064200 28774200 35970000 48810000 48810000 48810000 58790400

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

CASH OUTFLOWS (CO)
4. Investment

73455555

5. Cash expenses

942760

2579598

2249598

2249598

2642968

2431283

2642968

2642968

2642968

2249598

2642968

ACCUMULATED CASH OUTFLOW

74398314

2579598

2249598

2249598

2642968

2431283

2642968

2642968

2642968

2249598

2642968

NET CASHFLOWS (NCF =Cl- CO)

-74398314

-2065398 5974602

13170402 18421232 26342917 33327032 46167032 46167032 46560402 56147432

DISCOUNT RATE (%):

29

DISCOUNT FACTOR

1.00

0.78

0.60

0.47

0.36

0.28

0.22

0.17

0.13

0.10

0.08

PRESENT VALUE OF NCF
AT DISCOUNT RA TE

-7~398,314

-1,601p84

~59ûf90

6135217

6652116

7374207

7231999

7766118

6020246

~7~22

4399799

6. Taxes

NPV (TO .... T10)

=

-22,122,784

IRR = 21.92%
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Table 4.25. Support study technical alternative 2, utilization mode 3

Item

TO

NPV CALCULATIONS
Tl
T2
T3

0

514200

T4

T5

T6

TI

T8

T9

TlO

CASH INFLOW (Cl)
l. Sales revennes

8224200

15420000 21064200 28774200 35970000 48810000 48810000 48810000 49324200

2.Residual value

5176923

3. Subsidies

0

0

0

0

ACCUMULATED CASH INFLOW

0

514200

8224200

15420000 21064200 28774200 35970000 48810000 48810000 48810000 54501123

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

CASH OUTFLOWS (CO)

4. Investment

49925955

5. Cash expenses

680627

2247562 2016562

2016562 2331508

2163535

2331508

2331508

2331508

2016562 2331508

50606582

2247562

2016562

2163535 2331508

2331508

2331508

2016562 2331508

6. Taxes
ACCUMULATED CASH OUTFLOW
NET CASH FLOWS (NCF

= Cl • CO) -50606582

2016562

-1733362 6207638

13403438 18732692 26610665 33638492 46478492 46478492 46793438 52169615

0.47

0.36

0.28

0.22

6243773

6764588

7449158

7299586 7818511

DISCOUNT RATE (%):

29

DISCOUNT FACTOR

1.00

0.78

PRESENT VALUE OF NCF
AT DISCOUNT RA TE

-50606582

-1343691 3730328

NPV (TO-TlO) =

2,234,801

2331508

IRR

0.60

=

29.93%

0.17

0.13

0.10

0.08

6060861

4730179 4088091
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Including aircraft maintenance into the NPV-calculations for the support studies, for technica!
alternative 2 shows a positive NPV. However, this positive NPV should be regarded as a
'NPV break-even' since the magnitude of the positive NPV is very small. The difference
between technica! alternative 1 and technica! alternative 2 in the support study is, again, found
in the investment costs.
The pre-conditions for technica! alternative 2 in the support study are:
third party aircraft maintenance must be contracted in the way presented by utilization
mode 3, or more, over the lifetime of the project;
Tanzanair aircraft maintenance facility must be reckoned to the arrival of 7 aircraft
during the lifetime of the anodize plant, as out lined in utilization mode 3;
profit generated by aircraft maintenance initiated by the anodize overhaul service is
reserved to cover the losses made by the anodize plant;
technica! alternative 2 must be capable to fulfil the demands of MIL-A-8625.

4.6.2
SENSITIVITY ANALYSES W.R.T. SUPPORT STUDY TECHNICAL ALTERNATIVE

2

The sensitivity analyses are performed to detect the importance of aspects acting in the NPVcalculations, especially those actors which are estimated. The behaviour of this estimated
actors and their importance on the NPV -results are outlined in the sensitivity analyses. The
sensitivity analyses are only performed on the technica! alternative 2, for the following
reasons:
support study technica! alternative 2 shows a viabie altemative;
the most important difference between the technica! alternatives is the investment costs
which are not discounted for the reason that the investments are all done in year 1:o
(see NPV-calculations). The importance of the operating costs for the two alternatives
is therefore minor.
The aspects evaluated in the sensitivity analyses are:
1
investment costs;
2
annual operating costs: chemica! behaviour relations;
3
annual operating costs: checking interval chemica! solutions;
4
Iabour time of the chief inspector;
5
profit made by third party aircraft maintenance;
6
number and distribution of entrance into the Tanzanair maintenance facility of 3rd
party aircraft;
7
discount rate.
The sensitivity of these aspects is determined by varying the costs and/or relations of the
particular aspect, by keeping all other aspects constant for support study alternative 2.

4.6.2.1
Investment costs
The investment costs are linear reversed related to the NPV-results, because all investments
are done in to and accounted for the whole amount. The investment sensitivity of support
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study alternative 2 is presented in figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2 shows that the NPV = 0 at an investment of Tsh 52.16 million. Since the
investment is made in year to, every unit of money saved at investment is returned in a one
to one positive contribution to the NPV. The investment sensitivity on the NPV is ,therefore,
evident. A minor oversboot of investment costs will result in a negative NPV of the support
study.
lnvestment sensitivity
Investment
(million Tsh)

NPV
(millions Tsh)

-.J::. 30

{!

f/)

C:20

30
40
50
60

22.16
12.16
2.16
-7.84

.Q

·e

NPV support study

-10

>
a..
z

I

-10

Figure 4.2 Sensitivity of investment on NPV

4.6.2.2
Annual operating costs: chemical behaviour
As figure 4.3 shows, the relations applied for the chemica! use are not of distinctive influence
on the overall commercial performance of the anodize plant. The estimated chemical
consumption per blade of original chemical solution concentration (5% per treated blade), the
relation used in the NPV-calculations, is therefore justified. The measures intended to cover
the lacking knowledge by checking monthly in year t 1 are for fmancial reasons of minor
importance.
Sensitivity of chemica! use
Estimated use of
chemica! of original
contents (%)

NPV
(millions Tsh)

:ê

{!

2.5

Cl)

_

c

,g

2

2.51

3
4
5

242

§.

2.33
2.23

z

10
15
20

1.77
1.31
0.84

NPV support study

2.0

>
a..
1.5

1.0

5

10
15
20
Estimated use of chemica!
of origionl contents (%)

Figure 4.3 Sensitivity of chemical use on NPV
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4.6.2.3
Annual operating costs:

interval
(blades)

checking interval of chemical solutions and replacement
interval of jigs
sensitivity of checking/replacement interval

NPV
(millions Tsh)

J?
~
1/)

c:

9
12

NPV support study

~

2.126
2.235
2.290

3
6

2.3

"

I

2.2
>
0..
z

2.301

2.1
2.0
3

6

12

9

Cheking/replacement interval (blades)

Figure 4.4

Sensitivity of checking/replacement interval on the NPV

The intervals for reptacement of jigs and checking of chemica! solutions are taken together.
The interval steps are set on 3 blades, because this is the number of blades treated per one
day run. The costs for jig reptacement have only a small role in figure 4.4. However, only
the interval is varied, not the estimated costs for the jigs. But as figure 4.4 shows, the
influence of these two actors is of very minor importance on the commercial feasibility. From
a commercial point of view, the interval of replacement of jigs and checking of the chemica!
solutions is not relevant, since checking/replacing earlier than 3 blades per interval cannot be
done practically. (3 blade per anodize cycle)

4.6.2.4
Annual operating costs: Iabour time chief inspeetor
Sensitivity of Iabour time chief inspeetor
~ 3.0

.

~

NPV support study
2.5

Ë

iz

/

z

NPV support study

j!. 3.0

:!!

/

,g

2.0

1.5

1.0

5

!

2.0

[:
z

1.0

-1.0

Fixeet Iabour time (hours)

Variabie Iabour time (hourSiblade)

-2.0

Figure 4.5a

Sensitivity of variabie
Iabour time chief inspeetor

Figure 4.5b

Sensitivity of ftxed
Iabour time chief inspeetor
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Variabie Iabour time chief inspeetor
(hours per blade)

NPV
(millions Tsh)

Fixed Iabour time chief inspeetor
(hours per year)

NPV
(millions Tsh)

0
2
5
8
10

2.85
2.23
1.31
0.39
-0.23

40
80
120
160

3.76
2.23
0.71
-0.82

The variabie labeur time of the chief inspeetor is estimated at 2 hours per blade. The chief
inspector's role in the anodize process is inspeetion of the treated blades on cracks, support
by executing the anodize plant, trouble shooting, etc. The variabie Iabour time of the chief
inspeetor is critical, in case an average of 9 hours or more is spent on above mentioned task.
However, the impact of the variabie labeur time of the chief inspeetor on the NPV is small.
Figure 4.5b shows the sensitivity of the ftxed labeur time of the chief inspector. It should be
noted that this is the yearly ftxed Iabour time, an average. Here, the impact on the NPV
is slightly larger, but still not of significant importance for the viability of the anodize plant.

4.6.2.5
Profit by third party aircraft maintenance
This aspect will be of major importance, since commercial feasibility of the anodize plant is
viabie under the support study, which is based on the third party aircraft rnainterrance attracted
by anodizing. Figure 4.6 shows two lines, which are the sensitivity analyses for single engine
and twin engine aircraft maintenance.
Sensitivity of yearly profit per aircraft on NPV

-~

70

{!:.

(/) 50

~

I

>
a..

3o

z

10

Lagend

0-r----r=~=T--~~---.----.---~r---~

-10
-30

Yearly profit aircraft maintenance
per aircraft ( US $ x 1000)

-50

Figure 4.6 Sensitivity of yearly profit per aircraft on NPV
As the legend outlines, sensitivity of single engine aircraft rnainterrance is done by a stabilized
profit margin for twin engine aircraft rnainterrance and vice versa.
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Single engine aircraft maintenan ce constant;
Sensitivity of twin engine aircraft maintenance

Twin engine aircraft maintenan ce constant;
Sensitivity of single engine maintenance

Profit on twin engine
aircraft maintenance (US $))

NPV

Profit on single engine
aircraft maintenance (US $)

NPV

(millions Tsh)

0
5000
10000
15000
20000
25000
30000
35000

-46.75
-30.45
-14.16
2.23
18.43
34.73
51.03
67.32

0
2500
5000
7500
10000
15000
20000
25000

-7.07
-4.75
-2.42
0.09
2.23
6.89
11.54
16.19

(millions Tsh)

Figure 4.6 shows two interesting features. First, varlation in profit made by aircraft
rnainterrance has a very large impact on the NPV of the support study. Whenever the profit
margin on aircraft rnainterrance is lower than presented by the two lines, excessive negative
NPVs will occur. It should be kept in mind that negative NPVs include the discount rate
factor, meaning that the actuallosses will be even higher.
The second feature of figure 4.6 is the slope of the twin engine aircraft rnainterrance profit
figure. The steeper slope is caused by the larger amount of profit expected to gain by twin
aircraft maintenance, in combination with the number of twin engine aircraft (5) entering the
Tanzanair aircraft rnainterrance related to the number of single engine aircraft (2). See support
study. Or, in other words, the profit made on twin engine aircraft rnainterrance has the largest
impact on the NPV-sensitivity w.r.t. aircraft rnainterrance profit
4.6.2.6

Number and distribution of entrance into the Tanzanair maintenance facility of 3rd
party aircraft
Utilization mode 3 incorporates the rnainterrance of seven 3rd party aircraft by random
distrlbution of entrance over the life time of the anodize plant, see § 4.3.4. Utilization mode
3 represents a possible way of utilizing the anodize plant and contracting associated aircraft
maintenance. In this paragraph is attempted to investigate the sensitivity of the number of 3rd
party aircraft maintained in future and the distrlbution of entrance of a particular number of
aircraft . All 3rd party aircraft rnainterrance mentioned below is anodizing associated 3rd party
aircraft maintenance.
It is practically impossible to evaluate all alternatives in number and distrlbution pattem, since
the number of utilization modes is, theoretically, infmite. For example, 7 twin engine 3rd
party aircraft result fora life time of 10 years in 107 =10 million distrlbution options. Varlation
in absolute number of aircraft and the subdivision in single and twin engine aircraft does
expand the number of options even more.

The analyses w.r.t. distrlbution of 3rd party aircraft is set up in a way that the sensitivity of
the distrlbution shown by varying the year of entrance of the number of aircraft of utilization
mode 3, 7 aircraft. The impact of the number of 3rd party aircraft contracted is only reviewed
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for less then seven 3rd party aircraft, since it is interesting for Tanzanair how much 3rd party
aircraft must be contracted in order to obtain a feasible anodize plant.
All other relations used in the NPV-calculations are kept constant, thus as applied in technica!
alternative 2, the support study.

Variations within utilization mode 3:
different distribution of entrance of seven 3rd party aircraft
Distribut ion alternative (1)

Tl

T2

T3

T4

TS

T6

TI

T8

T9

TlO

single
engine

number of intake
accumulated number 1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

twin
engine

number of intake
accumulated number 1

1

0

0

0

0

3

4

s

0

2

s

s

T2

T3

T4

TS

T6

TI

T8

T9

TlO

0
0

0
0

0
0

2

1
3

4

s

NPV
IRR

s

s

s

= 47.32 millions Tsh
= 51.2%

Distribution alternative (2)

Tl
single
engine

number of intake
0
accumulated number 0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

twin
engine

number of intake
0
accumulated number 0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

T2

T3

T4

TS

T6

TI

T8

T9

T10

0
0

0
0

0
2

0

0

2

2

0
2

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

1
2

1

NPV = - 41.31 millions Tsh
IRR -Distribution alternative (3)

Tl
single
engine

number of intake
0
accumulated number 0

twin
engine

number of intake
0
accumulated number 0

NPV
IRR

2
3

2

s

s

s

s

s

s

2

s

= 22.72 millions Tsh
= 38.1%

The distribution of entrance of (7) 3rd party aircraft has a large impact on the feasibility of
the anodize plant. The later the entrance, the less the positive influence on the NPV, due to
less accumulated profit over the lifetime and the discount effect of later years (see §4.4.1.).
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Variation on otilization mode 3:
Five 3rd party aircraft onder different distribotion of entrance
Distribution alternative (4)
Tl
single
engine

number of intake
0
accumulated number 0

twin
engine

number of intake
accumulated number 1

NPV
IRR

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

T7

T8

T9

TlO

0
1

0

0

0
1

0
1

0

0
1

0
1

2
3

4

0
4

0
4

0
4

0
4

0
4

0
4

0
4

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

T7

T8

T9

TlO

0
0

0
1

0

0
1

0

0

0
1

= 31.72 millions Tsh
= 45.3%

Distribution alternative (5)
Tl
single
engine

number of intake
0
accumulated number 0

0
0

twin
engine

number of intake
0
accumulated number 0

0
0

NPV
IRR

3

4

0
4

0
4

0
4

0
4

0
4

T4

T5

T6

T7

T8

T9

TlO

0
1

0
1

0
1

0

0
1

0
1

0
1

4

0
4

0
4

0
4

0
4

0
4

0
4

2

= -7.19 millions Tsh
= 25.9%

Distribution alternative (6)
Tl
single
engine

number of intake
0
accumulated number 0

twin
engine

0
number of intake
accumulated number 0

NPV
IRR

T2

T3

0
0

2
3

= 9.80 millions Tsh
= 33.4%

Varlation on otilization mode 3:
3 3rd party aircraft onder different distribotion of entrance
Distribution alternative (7)
Tl

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

T7

T8

T9

TlO

single
engine

number of intake
0
accumulated number 0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

twin
engine

number of intake
3
accumulated number 3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

NPV
IRR

= 17.46 millions Tsh
= 40.9%
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Distribution alternative (8)

Tl

T2

T3

T4

TS

T6

17

T8

T9

TlO

single
engine

number of intake
0
accumulated number 0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

twin
engine

number of intake
accumulated number 1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

T2

T3

T4

TS

T6

17

T8

T9

TlO

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

2

3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

T2

T3

T4

TS

T6

17

T8

T9

TlO

= 5.50 millions Tsh
IRR = 32.3%
NPV

Distribution alternative (9)

Tl
single
engine

number of intake
0
accumulated number 0

twin
engine

number of intake
0
accumulated number 0

NPV
IRR

= -9.74 millions Tsh
= 23.8%

Varlation of utilization mode 3:
Two 3rd party aircraft
Distribution alternative (10)

Tl
single
engine

number of intake
0
accumulated number 0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

twin
engine

number of intake
2
accumulated number 2

0
2

0
2

0
2

0
2

0
2

0
2

0
2

0
2

0
2

NPV

= -7.05 millions Tsh

IRR = 24.0%
Distribution alternatives (4) to (10) show the following characteristics:
minimum number of 3rd party aircraft contracted is 3;
contracting the 3rd party aircraft must be favourably done in the frrst operation year
of the anodize plant. lllustrative is the difference in NPV of distribution alternative (8)
and (9);
number of 3rd party aircraft contracted is of less importance to the NPV than the
distribution of 3rd party aircraft entrance.
All conclusions drawn in this analysis are based on the yearly profit made for 3rd party twin
engine aircraft of Tsh 7,710,000 and Tsh 5,130,000 for single engine aircraft.
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4.6.2.7
Sensitivity on discount rate
The sensitivity of the discount rate differs form all the previous actors, because the discount
rate is not an impHeit relation of the anodize plant. However, for the NPV-results of the
support study, the discount rateis of major importance, since the IRR of the support study
of alternative 2 is just slightly higher than the applied discount rate of 29%. (IRR = 29.93%)
Therefore, the discount rate is critica! for the support study.
By introducing a cut -off rate higher than the discount rate in order to cover up future
uncertainties, the support study will show a negative NPV (and a too low IRR). The
sensitivity of the discount rate w.r.t. the NPV is called the present value profile of a project,
see figure 4.7.

.s=.

Discount rate

NPV

(%)

(millions Tsh)

25
27
29
31
33
35

13.48
7.51
2.23
-2.43
-6.58
-10.27

~

rJ)

c::

Present value profile
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g

I

>
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5
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/

0
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-10

Figure 4.7 Present value profile
Concluding on the sensitivity analyses, five major aspects are distinguished:
1
investment costs;
2
profit made by 3rd party aircraft maintenance;
3
number of 3rd party aircraft contracted for aircraft maintenance;
4
distribution of year of entrance into the Tanzanair maintenance facility;
5
discount rate.
The behaviour of these five aspects have a major impact on the NPV -results of support study
technica! alternative 2. All the other reviewed aspects are of minor importance for the NPV,
but critica! since the NPV of the support study is approaching NPV = 0. Only exception here
is the sensitivity of checking/replacement interval, which is not critica! at all.
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4.7.
ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT OPTIONS
The alternative investment options discussed are:
- Veratronic Ltd. manually operated anodize line;
- brush anodizing.

4.7.1.
VERATRONIC LTD. MANUALLY OPERATED ANODIZE LINE

The British company Veratronic Ltd. offers an anodize line which includes:
- 4 process tanks at specified dimensions;
- rectifier;
- temperature control devices.
The total investment price of this anodize line is L 26,080 ::: Tsh 20.1 millions. Comparison
with table 4.17. shows an investment difference of Tsh 4.5 million. So, for the sarne items
as offered by Veratronic Ltd, Tsh 4.5 million less is estimated/determined. The investment
costs of alternative 1 by incorporating the Veratronie anodize line is then Tsh 78.8 millions,
instead of Tsh 73.5 million of technica! alternative 1. As the investment costs directly affect
the NPV of each altemative, the Veratronic anodize line results in a commercial less viabie
investment alternative, under assumption that all other relations applied are the same as in
technica! alternative 1.

4.7.2
BRUSH ANODIZING

Brush anodizing applies a different operational principle compared to conventional anodizing,
by not using chemical process tanks. The disadvantage of brush anodizing is: For every
particular type of blade, a special propeller-related anode device, a mould, must be
manufactured. The anode device is the reptacement for the anodize tank. The anode device
has to cover the whole area to be anodized. Correspondence with the supplier Sifco Selectton
showed that they are not capable of manufacturing this kind of specialized moulds.
Furtherrnore, inforrnation on pre-treatments and post-treatments could not be obtained. So, no
realistic view could be obtained from brush anodizing.
As far as the inforrnation goes, brush anodizing is not suitable to replace the conventional
anodizing, but is applied to touch up damaged anodic oxide layers.
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5.1
COMMERCIAL FEASffiiLITY OF THE ANODIZE PLANT
The pre-feasibility study reviews two technica! alternatives for three different utilization
modes. The technica! alternatives are the extremes in investment range. Technica! alternative
1 is the most comprehensive investment mode, the upper extreme. The most frugal investment
alternative is technica! alternative 2, the lower limit.
Both technica! alternatives are evaluated w.r.t. their commercial performance under three
utilization modes. Utilization mode 1 represents the actual quantity of anodize work derived
from the operational Cessna Caravan II. Utilization mode 2 represents the probable quantity
of anodize work generated by Tanzanair, since the second Cessna Caravan II is foreseen to
come in operation in the near future. Thus, utilization mode 1 and 2 represent the actual and
forecasted quantity of anodize work generated by Tanzanair aircraft.
Utilization mode 3 is a future forecast for 3rd party anodize work in combination with the
anodize work generated by Tanzanair aircraft similar to utilization mode 2. Utilization mode
3 is also applied in the support studies which take into account 3rd party aircraft maintenance
attracted by the anodize plant services.
Combining the technica! alternatives with the utilization modes results in a matrix of technica!
alternatives versus utilization modes, figure 5.1. This matrix embodies all project alternatives
under acceptable estimation of future utilization variants of the anodize plant.
Utilization mode
1

Technica!
alternative 1

Utilization mode
2

Utilization mode
3

NPV = ·79.66

NPV=·79.56

NPV=-79.29

NPVR = ·1.085

NPVR=-1.083

NPVR = -1.079
~

jTechnical
lilternative 2

NPV = -55.55

NPV=-55.37

NPVR=-1.113

NPVR=-1.109

t=·~·~
PVR = -1.100

Associated 3rd party aircraft maintenanc:-r

Support study technica! alternative 2, utilization mode

Figure 5.1.

JE

a

Sensitivty
analyses

Matrix of technica! alternatives versus utilization modes and further refmement
of the pre-feasibility study
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The outcome of this matrix is a set of indicative commercial trends which are, in spite of the
numerous estimates made, suitable for a vindicatory decision w.r.t. the viability and
attractivity of the anodize plant investment opportunity.
The decisive factor w.r.t. the viability of the anodize plant is the attraction of 3rd party
aircraft maintenance by the anodize plant services. It is clear that the anodize plant does

not generate sufficient revenues to pay itself back by anodizing only. The importance of the
revenues generated by associated 3rd party aircraft maintenance is clearly shown in the
support studies. Thus, 3rd party aircraft maintenance is critical to the commercial

feasibility of the anodize plant.
Within in the support study conditions, four critica! elements are distinguished: (1) investment
costs, (2) profit generated by associated 3rd party aircraft maintenance, (3) number of 3rd
party aircraft attracted by the anodize plant services and year of entering the Tanzanair
maintenance organization and (4) discount rate.
The last aspect is a national parameter which is not under control of Tanzanair. However, the
investment costs of the anodize plant are fully under control by Tanzanair. The profit
generated by associated 3rd party aircraft maintenance is controllable by Tanzanair but subject
to the market price established for aircraft maintenance.
The number of 3rd party aircraft and year of entering into the Tanzanair maintenance facility
is partly controllable by the Tanzanair management. The 3rd party aircraft considered in the
spherical reach of Dar es Salaam airport should be prognosed in order to chart the future
potentlal number of 3rd party aircraft which require anodizing of propeller blades. The profit
made on 3rd party aircraft maintenance by Tanzanair affects directly the number of 3rd party
aircraft contracted for aircraft maintenance. Here, an optimum must be found between number
of aircraft contracted and the profit made on this 3rd party aircraft maintenance.
The potential in 3rd party aircraft maintenance must be investigated in a marketing study on
aircraft maintenance which provides the possible number of aircraft requiring anodizing of
propeller blades and the services offered by competing aircraft maintenance organizations in
Tanzania and neighbouring countries.
The year of entering of 3rd party aircraft affects the level of possible profit generated, since
the profit is calculated over a yearly period. The sooner the aircraft enter, the more profit is
accumulated during the lifetime of the anodize plant, increasing its commercial feasibility.
Thus, estimates made within the pre-feasibility study are of a decisive nature for the
investment costs, profit generated by associated 3rd party aircraft maintenance and number
and time of entrance to the Tanzanair maintenance organization of 3rd party aircraft.
The management advice in order to secure a potentially commercially feasible operation of
the anodize plant is summarized in box 5.1.
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5.2
TECHNICAL FEASffiiLITY
In order to obtain a licensed anodize process, the anodize plant must produce oxide layers
which meet the requirements set in MIL-A-8625. Here, two problems occur. First, the anodize
plant design is nota guarantee for fulfilling the MIL-A-8625 requirements. The operation is
as important as the design itself. Profound testing and adjusting of the operating conditions
within the design is an essential part of meeting the conditions set in MIL-A-8625. Second,
the examinatien of the produced oxide layer demanded in MIL-A-8625, the salt spray test,
cannot be performed at Tanzanair. Certification of the process can ollly be done by a third
party, probably a foreign institute. Direct feedback in the important start-up period is,
therefore, not available. This is even more important since the cleaning salution is replaced
by an alternative salution of sodium carbonate/trisodium phosphate and since mechanica!
stripping is introduced for technica! alternative 2.

Another difficulty with regard to the technica! feasibility is the uncertainty of availability of
anodize plant components and the related effects on other anodize plant components.
Redesigning of (parts of) the anodize plant is an essential process which will occur when
major changes in plant components cannot be avoided.
The last technica! problem related to the anodize process is the application of (agressive)
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chemieals and their controL The control of the solutions relates to three areas (1) input water
quality, (2) bath solutions and (3) output water quality and chemical waste.
Assistance of a chemicallaboratory is required for all three areas mentioned, especially in the
start-up phase and first eperation years. Poor control of areas (1) and (2) primarily affect the
production of the oxide negatively. Area (3) is of secondary importance to the anodize plant
operation. However, poor control over the output water and waste causing environmental
pollution could affect the anodize plant eperation negatively.
Although the anodize plant is technically feasible, this feasibility should be set against the
costs and efforts.
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5.3
CONSEQUENCES FOR THE TANZANAIR MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION

The consequences of an anodize plant for the Tanzanair maintenance organization are
summarized by the next statement:
'By incmporating the anodize process into the Tanzanair maintenance program, overhaul
equipment is utilized which is not of a turn on/tum-off character.'
Under normal operation, any time the anodize process is utilized, extensive preparations must
be executed w.r.t. input water, solution concentrations and output water. The preparadons
exist of checking quantity and quality of input water, examining of the concentrations of
solutions and measuring the output (rinse) water.
A sound planning must be developed to assure availability of the anodize plant. This planning
must synchronize with the aircraft maintenance planning and the propeller overhaul planning.
This planning entails:
availability of consumable items such as chemicals, cartridges, jigs and diesel;
preceding necessary chemica! checks;
incorporation of anodize plant maintenance into the capacity requirements imposed by
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the aircraft maintenance propeller overhaul.
Without a sound planning, the complexity of the anodize plant operation will obstruct the
propeller overhaul turn around time negatively.
For the construction and start-up phase, a plan of action must be developed, in order to
implement the anodize plant following the scheme leading to planned date of putting the
anodize plantinto use. Ad hoc planning of construction and start-up of the anodize plant can
cause severe delays, resulting in a bottleneck situation for the propeller overhaul of Me
Cauley 700 series or, in the worst case, an incomplete investment operation.
Commercial profitability of the anodize plant depends largely on the associated third party
aircraft maintenance. Whenever the anodize plant is utilized on a commercial base, Tanzanair
must secure a substantialload of third party aircraft maintenance.
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6
Commercial general aviation and the civil
aviation liberalization policy in Tanzania
6.1
TANZANIA'S GENERAL ECONOMIC POLICY BEFORE LffiERALIZATION

2 21
'·

Six years after the Tanganyika African National Union obtained independenee from the
British crown, the Tanzanian government adopted the Arusha Declaration (1967). The
economical effects of this declaration were nationalization of 'commanding heights of
economy', such as fmancial, manufacturing and trading institutions. Goals of nationalization
were, among others, reducing the capitalistic influence, taking advantage of economy of scale
to increase production and redistribution of wealth.
Unti11971, the nationalized industries kept the capitalistic philosophy. The 1971 'Mwongozo
Directions' meant the end of the capitalistic forms of management. The effect of these
directions was chaos in the state enterprises, since management was no longer able to pursue
economical goals necessary for the survival of enterprises.
The economy was regulated mainly through excessive centralized economie decisions,
quantitative restrictions, licensing, price and interest rate ftxing. Together with (1)
mismanagement w.r.t. misappropriation of resources and wrong choice of development
policies and strategies, (2) expansion of the public sector beyond its technica! and managerial
capacity, (3) increased world oil prices, (4) droughts negatively affecting the agricultural
sector, Tanzania plunged in an economie crisis.
The effects of the economie crisis were:
decline in real Gross Dornestic Product (GDP);
decline in real capita income;
increasing inflation;
deepening external imbalance;
growing overall deficit in public fmance.
The effects of the economie crisis caused a balance-of-payment crisis which spinned off new
economie policies which turned away gradually the out of date socialistic economie policy.

20
21

Koenders, P. Dewlopmellt of a traffic plannütg sysu m at TaiiZtlniD Railways Corporadon (TRC) Effects of libera/i zation on
Tanzania Rallways Corporation, 1994, p.S7-61, p.66-69
Maliyamkono, TL~ Bagachwa, M.SD~ 17ae secolld economy In Ta~~Zt~nia', Eastem & Soulhem African University Research Programme
(ESAURP), p.l-25
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Polides after 1981
In 1981, a new balance-of-payment crisis occurred, resulting in the cancellation of the fourth
Five Year Plan (1981-1986) which was replaced by the National Economie Survival
Programme. The socialist economy was abandoned and replaced by a more liberal economy
in cooperation with the World Bank, the Structural Adjustment Programme 1982. With
fmancial support of the International Monetary Fund, three Economie Recovery Programmes
were sequently introduced in the period 1986-1995. The socialistic economy was gradually
replaced by a more liberal one.

6.2
CIVIL AVIATION POLICY BEFORE LffiERALIZATION
CIVIL AVIATION IN TANZANIA

Civil aviation's major division is (1) air carriers and (2) general aviation, according to chapter
1. However, a refmement of division is introduced in order to come toa clear defmition of
general aviation in Tanzania. The ei vil aviation di vision applied in this chapter distinguishes:
foreign air carriers:
international passengers;
national flag carrier ATC: international and dornestic passengers;
general aviation:
primarily dornestic passengers.
Cargo transported is not reviewed, since the share of cargo transported by ATC is very minor
and for general aviation neglectable.
In 1990, 139,142 international passengers were transported by 14 foreign air carriers,
accounting for 70% of the international passengers transported in and out of Tanzania. British
Airways, KLM and Swiss Air transported together the bulk of the long-haul international
passengers, 49,000. Kenya Airways, Ethiopian Airlines and GulfAir transported together
60,000 regional international passengers. No distinction is made between long-haul and
regional international passengers.
ATC, the Tanzanian air transport parastatal, transported 61926 (30%) international passengers
in 1990. Domestically ATC transported 225,682 passengers in the same year, which is 90%
of the total dornestic passengers. The estimated number of dornestic passengers transported
by general aviation is 24,900 which is 10% of the total dornestic passengers.
Figure 6.1. shows the civil turbojet/turbo-prop aircraft registered. All commercially used
aircraft are owned by ATC. The remairring aircraft are govemment and private owned ones.
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Figure 6.1. Turbojet/turbo-prop aircraft registered in Tanzania
Transpon staristics 1991, Bureau of Stalistics and Planning Commission

Source:

6.2.1
GENERAL AVIATION WITBIN CIVIL AVIATION: FACTS AND FIGURES

The number of passengers transported domestically by general aviation (GA) is around 10%
of the total. However, the annual aircraft movements of GA charters at Dar es Salaarn
international airport account for 34.4% versus 20.2% for dornestic scheduled movements, in
1990. The real stake of GA operators could be higher, since in 1990 someGA operators could
have taken up scheduled services besides ATC.
Commercial transport of passenger is only allowed intwin engine aircraft, according to the
British standards applied in Tanzania. An overview of the twin engine aircraft is given in
figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2. Twin engine piston propeller aircraft
Source:

Transpon stalistics 1991, Bureau of Stalistics and Planning Commission

GA air charter operators largely make use of 2-engine piston propeller aircraft. Thus, the
commercial part of tigure 6.2 could be interpreted as the number of GA passengers transport
aircraft. No information is available to explain the sharp decrease in registered aircraft in the
period 1989-1990. GA operators also use single engine piston propeller aircraft for areal work
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and flight instruction. A substantial part of the Tanzanian registered single engine aircraft are
in use with wild life foundations and multinationals. Exact data w.r.t. the nature of a
registered aircraft was not provided by the DCA. Figure 6.3. shows the number and division
of single engine piston propeller aircraft registered in Tanzania.
Combining figure 6.2. and 6.3. for 1991 shows:
- 37 commercial twin engine piston propeller aircraft (90% of totaltwin engine aircraft);
- 49 commercial single engine piston propeller aircraft (64% of total single engine aircraft).
General aviation includes more than only commercial GA, such as privately owned GA
aircraft. In the forthcoming only commercial aviation is reviewed, since the liberalization
policy affects commercial GA directly .
.._ 100
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Commercial general aviation
A survey conducted by Tanzanair found 231icensed air charter operators, on January 1st 1991.
Five additional applications were directed to the Civil Aviation Board. For May 1994, 11 of
these licensed operators were still active. Thus, 12 1991-licensed operators ceased operations
in 1994. The total number of operators licensed in May 1994 is 29. In the period January 1st
1991 - May 1994, 19 new licenses were granted. Appendix F, table F1 provides an overview
of the May 1994 licensed operators. Seven operators are not operational, of which 2 operators
are to getting started in short terms.
Within the 1994 overview of GA operators, four major types of organizations can be
distinguished according to the type of aircraft used:
(1) air charter operators
twin/single engine piston propeller and small turbo-prop aircraft
(25 operators);
(2) air carrier like operators turbo-prop and turbojet aircraft:
-Air Star Zanzibar: Fokker F27;
- New ACS: Boeing 727;
(3) hot air balloon operator;
(4) helicopter operator.
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The liberalization policy for civil aviation affects all types of organizations, but in different
ways for the different types. The air carrier like operators will compete more directly with
ATC. The hot air balloon and helicopter operators have a monopoly on aircraft related
operations, so for this types of operations only introduetion of sirnilar operators will affect
the operations of these organizations. For air charter eperating substitutes, the helicopter
operator must be regarcled as a normal air charter operator.
Evaluating the 25 remairring air charter operators shows that 5 operators obtained a scheduled
domestic/regional license. The bulk of the operators still only have charter licenses. The
transition of general aviation services towards replacing dornestic scheduled services provided
by ATC has hardly taken place.

General aviation infrastructure
A non-exhaustive overview of the general aviation infrastructure is provided in this paragraph.
An attempt is made to review (1) the participants in general aviation legislation and
regulation, (2) to outline and review the GA company infrastructure already available and
(3) to review the aerodrome infrastructure.

Pardeipants in general aviation legislation and regulation
The licenses of air charter operators are granted by the Civil Aviation Board (CAB) which
falls under the responsibility of the Ministry of Communications and Transport. The
Directorate of Civil Aviation (DCA) is responsible for 'the control and executive management
of matters relating to civil aviation' as described in the Civil Aviation Act of 1977 22 • The role
of the DCA is:
regulation, registration, licensing and certification of aircraft and relevant persons;
prescription of fees and charges;
prescription of conditions under which passengers and cargo may be carried in order
to secure safety, efficiency and regularity of air navigation;
licensing, inspeetion and regulation of aerodromes.
The frrst two points are executed by the Flight Safety Division which regulates the mentioned
subjects. For the last two points, the DCA has not only a regulatory function, but also an
executive function by providing all air traffic and associated services and providing and
eperating all communications and navigation aid facilities and services. Here, no separation
between executive and regulatory functions exists. This conflicts with the independent position
which must be taken by the DCA.
The air charter operators are organized in the Tanzania Air Operators Association, which
represents the air charter operators general interests by forming a discussion platform for the
DCA and CAB.

22

Sir Frederick Snow (International) Ltd, Civil aviation master plan for the Uniled Republic of Tanzania, Directorare of Civil A viation,
volume 2, 1992, p.42
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Govemmental relations to GA

The relation of the CAB, DCA and Tanzania Air Operators Association is showed in figure
6.4. It should be noticed that the DCA has also an executive function. However, the structure
presented in figure 6.4. does not work properly in practice. First, Tanzania Air Operators
Association has been 'donnant' for several years now, resulting in disperse reactions to the
govemmental aviation authorities. Second, the DCA inhibits executive as well as regulatory
functions which may, and probably will, cause changing and adjusting regulations which are
initiated by the DCA as regulatory authority. The trustworthiness of the DCA as regulatory
authority is at stake here. Third, regulations applied by the CAB w.r.t. licensing are not
uniform, leading to confusion and a loss of trustworthiness of the GA operators.

GA company infrastructure available
The GA company infrastructure is presented in table 6.1. Table 6.1. is a summary of the
investigation to the general aviation industry and the impact of air services licensing policy
made by Tanzanair in 1991. Despite of the incompleteness of this overview of company
infrastructure, a good indication is obtained of the situation anno 1991.

Table 6.1.

Company infrastructure (23 operators)

Operators with:
Pilots and licensed engineer(s)
Pilot(s), no engineer(s)
No pilot(s), no engineer(s)
1 pilot, 1 aircraft
More than 1 pilot and more than 1 aircraft
Commercially active operators
Commercially active aircraft
Operators with rnainterrance facility
Source:

Particular number of operators

3
9
9
8
4
15
30
3

Samaras, D.J.17re impact of air services licensing policy on the tkvelopmerrt of tM general aviation irtdustry in Tanzania,
Tanzanian Air Services Lid, 1991
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The analysis done by Tanzanair especially highlights the regularity of services and flight
safety. Many of the GA operators are believed not capable to provide regular services since
they only operate on a 1 aircraft - 1 pilot basis. Regular rnainterrance interrupts directly the
service level of the operator. Safety of aircraft is doubted, since only 8 GA operators maintain
their aircraft in Tanzania under the umbrella of the DCA. Many operators maintain their
aircraft in Kenya without the DCA supervision, although the DCA has licensed 14 foreign
aircraft rnainterrance facilities. So, safety aspects involving aircraft rnainterrance are mainly
left to the responsibility of the GA operators. Further it is observed that newly licensed
operators bring in and acquire very old aircraft.
Further analysis of the company infrastructure shows that 4 air charter operators went
bankropt and 2 operators never used their licenses. The reasons for foregoing aspects can be:
DCA does not take into account the fmancial position of the license applicant;
DCA licenses air charter operators on routes and air transport modes which are
already profoundly covered by the established air charter operators, leading to a cutthroat competition and bankruptcy;
preparation to start up business is not thoroughly done by the new air charter operators
nor demanded by the licensing authority.
In the past, potential customers were not especially attracted by the GA operators, besides
advertising in the newspapers. Only direct contacting was available in order to book an
aircraft. Booking of aircraft via a travel agency is under development for the GA operators
by starting up travel agencies which are owned by the GA operators ( 1994).
Aerodrome infrastructure
Tanzania has a total of 136 aerodromes within its borders, existing out of:
- 3 international airports;
- 6 major dornestic airports;
- 54 airports and air fields;
- 73 privately owned air strips.
Fifty five airports are govemment owned, the remaining 8 are exclusively owned by national
parks and private companies. Many of the govemment owned aerodromes lack basic facilities
like communication, reliable electricity and water supply, fuel station, navigational aids and
frre fight equipment. Many aerodromes suffer from lack of runway maintenance. The complex
of this low level of aerodrome facilities causes a decrease in flight safety, high risks to
sensitive and expensive equipment, irregularity of route service level and inefficient
functioning by GA and air carrier operators.
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6.2.2
POLICY ASPECTS AFFECTING GENERAL AVIATION BEFORE CIVIL AVIATION
LIDERALIZATION POLICY

After the collapse of the East African Community in 1977, ATC was founded as a parastatal.
Por the dornestic market, ATC was assigned as sole provider of air transport. This
governmental decision was supported by heavily subsidizing ATC with fmancial funds,
providing training eentres for technica! staff, foundation of ATC rnainterrance facilities and
a strict licensing policy w.r.t. potentially competing, private dornestic operators.
The licensing policy implied that direct competition to ATC by dornestic operators was not
made possible by the licensing authorities. Licenses were granted for specific routes on
specific times, specific types of air transport modes with a specific limited aircraft passengers
capacity. The licensing policy goal w.r.t. dornestic operators was to supplement the dornestic
ATC services.
Effects of this licensing policy on private operators were derived from the measure that
commercially interested, large volume routes were assigned to ATC only. The GA-industry
developed the following features under this civil aviation policy:
transport mode is non-scheduled charter flights;
routes licensed which are not served by ATC;
use of small aircraft. The passenger capacity is limited to 8 persons;
commercial basis of operation;
limited number of GA operators: less competition between GA operators;
services effered for a selected group of clients.
The transport mode non-scheduled charter flights means that the demand of air transport
is initiated directly by the clients. In other words, the clients hire a complete aircraft plus
crew. The merit of this system for the elient is that air transport is flexible to their demand
in departure time and destination within the capacity and operationallimits of the operators'
aircraft. This merit is especially effective in combination with the low regularity grade of the
dornestic ATC services. Por some hinterland destinations, air transport by GA operators is the
only way of practical transport. The disadvantages of the non-scheduled charter flights are
divers. The elient can only hire complete aircraft, which leadsoftentoa low load factor of
the aircraft (reservation of single seats in aircraft was prohibited before liberalization). This
effect is returned to the elient in terms of higher prices per passenger. The air charter operator
can tune this aspect by eperating a range of aircraft. However, the utilization grade of aircraft
is then at issue. Again, low utilization grade of aircraft is passed on to the clients by higher
prices.
Many GA operators are licensed for routes which are not served by ATC and so provide air
transport services all over Tanzania. The routes served by GA operators are all by the
transport mode previously discussed. Air charters to destinations served by ATC are granted
for some operators often only on days on which ATC does not fly on that particular
destination. The transport to the small hinterland air strips and airfieldsis only economically
viabie with small aircraft on a charter basis. Thus, aircraft utilized in GA on economical
grounds are in the capacity range of 3-8 passengers.
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However, the maximal passengers capacity per aircraft was limited to 8 persons by the
licensing authority. This limitation was probably set to ensure that growth in passenger
density of a particular route was assigned to ATC. This measure resulted in a clear distinction
between specialistic transport by GA and collective transport by the dornestic air carrier.
The air charter operators must work based on the commercial principle. Continuation of flight
operation is only possible ifprofit is generated by the operator. Aviation supporting subsidies
are not received from the Tanzanian govemment. In practice this meant: theoretica! similar
services offered by GA operators are more expensive than offered by ATC, which was
heavily subsidized in the past.
A limited number of GA operators obtained a license in the past. The applicant of a license
had to prove the ability to provide and support the charter operations which it intended to
start. The applicants were assessed on:
satisfactory service with respect to continuity, reguiacity of operation, frequency,
punctuality, reasonabless of charges and general efficiency;
fmancial resources of the applicant;
type of aircraft proposed to be used on the service;
competence of applicant w.r.t. experience, equipment organization, staffmg,
maintenance in order to secure safe operation of aircraft. 23
The conditions imposed by the licensing authority acted as a threshold w.r.t. entering GA
operations. The potential GA market was served by a smaller number of GA operators,
resulting in a less competitive situation.
The clients of the GA operators are a rather selected group of persons. Business men,
dornestic and foreign govemment officials, western tourists and wealthy Tanzanian citizens
are an indicatory description of the clients of the GA operators. GA transport was certainly
not available for the cross section Tanzanian citizen, due to the fares charged.
6.2.3
BOtTLENECK ANALYSIS OF GENERAL AVIATION

The major constraints are found in the following participants and factors:
- regulating and controlling authority;
- individual GA operators;
- organization of GA operators;
- economie environment.
These constraints all affect the performance of general aviation, as is shown in figure 6.5.

23

Samaras, DJ.77re Impact of air services liceiiSing policy on tM lkvdopment oftM geMral aviation lndustry in Ta~~Z~Jnia,

Tanzanian Air Services Lrd, 1991
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General aviation bottleneck analysis

Figure 6.5.

GA bottleneck analysis

Reguiatory and controlling authority
The regulating and centrolling authority for civil aviation is the DCA. However, 5 Ministries
are involved in civil aviation, resulting in a complex implementation of policy measures.
Effectivity of measures is undermined by different policy goals persued which is amplified
by the difficult provision of data between the involved Ministries on one side and the air
operators on the other.
The centrolling capacity of the DCA is not sufficient to monitor all aircraft active in
Tanzania. Especially the foreign maintenance facilities licensed by the DCA fall in practice
not under the control of the DCA. Proper aircraft maintenance is then the sole responsibility
of the aircraft operator, without the centrolling function of the DCA. Furthermore, the
capacity ofthe control function is questioned. For example, expensive maintenance equipment
is repeatedly retumed broken after being checked by the DCA.
A proper regulation requires a proper data collection which is often not available within the
DCA. In this way, policy measures can miss their goal since the actual situation is not clear.
Furthermore, regulations should be applied as strictly as possible in order to assure equal
rights for the GA operators within the limits imposed by an aviation policy. At the moment,
exceptions on the policy are often made. For example, Zanzibar based operators enjoy
privileges which are not valid for the main land operators, demands to company infrastructure
are partly dropped, etc. The reasens for lifting the existing demands are divers, but a stricter
application of the regulations and centrolling ensures the safety of operatien and improves
equality between competing GA operators.

Individual GA operators
The bottlenecks occurring with the individual GA operator are:
- lack of sufficient company infrastructure;
- severe competition of other GA companies;
- limitation on expansion by regulations;
- lack of sector data and forecasts.
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Table 6.1. shows that most of the GA operators use a minimum infrastructure to operate.
Discontinuadon of one of the key aspectsof operation (aircraft, pilots, maintenance) directly
causes a discontinuadon of the entire company operation. Discontinuadon of services by
minimum infrastructure causes irregularity of services, loss of (potential) business and, in the
worst case, reduction of flight safety.
The period January 1991-May 1994 showed large movementsin the GA business. Nineteen
new license applications were granted, twelve operators expired business. This movement
within the commercial GA could indicate that the demand is satisfied by the capacity
available through (existing) operators. The part of the eivil aviation market served by the GA
operators is still a niche market Starting up a GA company in such a saturated environment
can only be successful when the GA air transport demand is growing, the services offered
differ from the existing services in quality and transport mode, or operating costs are reduced
in order to offer similar services for lower fares. The last aspect soon conflicts with the flight
safety, since operating costs consist for a large part of maintenance and insurance costs. Table
6.1. indicates that many GA operators run their company with a minimal or insufficient
infrastructure.
A successful GA operatorisnot easily able to expand the campany's activity due to restrictive
licensing regulations. The regulations affect routes serviced, transport modes and capacity of
aircraft. As mentioned before, these regulations were imposed to proteet the ATC dornestic
services. However, routes which require an aircraft in the range 20-40 passengers are not
efficiently serviced since ATC ceased the Twin Otter services. The GA operators are limited
in their activities by the licensed transport mode and aircraft passengers capacity to adjust
their company to the changing market Here, efficiency of air transport is directly at stake.
Data w.r.t. the GA aviation are hardly collected by many GA operators for their own
company performance as well as the performance of GA in generaL Data w.r.t. cost
efficiency, number of passengers transported, aircraft maintenance, are often not available
resulting in possible company constraints. The performance of GA general should be outlined
by the GA operators in order to formulate future company goals and policy measures in order
to adjust the campany's activities to the ever changing market conditions. The absence of
clear goal setting must be regarcled as a major constraint, since policy making is then always
a step behind the actual GA situation.

Organization of GA operators
The GA operators are not effectively organized in the Tanzania Air Operators Association.
In this way, founded and integral reply to governmental policy propositions is not possible.
Company survival in changing aviation policy is then the only reaction, objections made
against policy measures are only regarded as speaking for own interest. An association of air
operators could be able to guide policy propositions in cooperation with the governmental
policy institutes in such a way that acceptable measures for all aviation participants are
implemented. It goes without saying that the effecdveness of such an association strongly
depends on information availability from the GA operators and cooperation of all individual
GA operators in the association.
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Economie environment
Aviation depends, like all other transport modes, directly on the general economie
performance of a country. For Tanzania, the economical development is still minor. However,
the need for (domestic) air transport is clearly present, due to the poor, but improving, road
system, long distances to travel, speciality of services offered by air operators and the growth
of the tourism sector. Appendix G shows the extrapolated and projected developments in air
transport passengers for ATC and the aviation sector. For the GA, an increased role is
expected, especially when taking into account the extrapolated diminishing role of ATC on
dornestic air transport, combined with the expected growth in need of air transport. However,
aviation is very conjuncturally sensitive, meaning that changes in economie environment
affect the aviation sector in an amplified way. Decreasing economie activities generates a
lower demand to air transport which will eenstrain the continuadon and development of the
aviation sector.

6.3
TANZANIA'S GENERAL ECONOMIC POLICY AFfER LffiERALIZATION
The economie crisis of the early 1980s initiated a change in general economie policy from
a socialist economy towards a (more) liberalized one. The philosophy bebind liberalization
is that (state) enterprises should make profit, make better use of production factors, maximize
productive efficiency, adopt management practices basedon 'private rationality' and generate
additional tax revenues in order to reduce the fmancial burden of the state.
The market mechanism is assigned great importance in a liberalized economy, resulting in
competitive business environment for private enterprises as well as parastatals. fucreased
competition can result in price reductions, quality improvement and larger availability of
desired goods. Some incentives towards liberalization of the Tanzanian economy were (1)
reduction of the over valuation of the Tanzania shilling in order to strengthen the international
market position, (2) lifting of import restrictions in order to promote economie activity and
increase the low industrial capacity utilization and (3) lifting of monopoly positions of
parastatals in order to support competitiveness of the market
The liberalization policy is adopted for several reasons:
boosting the Gross Dornestic Product;
decreasing of the external imbalance of payment;
relieve the public fmance of the growing deficit to provide the government with the
possibility to obtain fmancial capacity to develop and support other policies;
obtaining funds of foreign donors which follow the economie policy of the World
Bank and IMF (World Bank/IMF policy is liberalization of the economy and
privatization of parastatals).
For Tanzania another explanation for adopting the liberalization policy is presented. 24 The

24
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liberalization policy started 2 years before the retirement of president Nyerere. His potential
successors saw the economie liberalization policy as the immediate option to the occurring
problems. In this way, a strategy for the economie crisis was worked out and continuatien of
the existing politica! power was established.
A logic consequence of the withdrawal of the parastatals and liberalization of the economy
is the privatization of the parastatals, since many of these parastatals were pressing heavily
on the fmancial resources of the Tanzanian government. Privatized parastatals are no longer
able tofall back on governmental funds whenever the fmancial performance is inadequately
and lose of the monopoly position on the market
Liberalization strives for healthy economie performance and thereby reduces the government
financial burden. However, liberalization policy faces the government with the dilemma to
what extent its overall (economie) control must he weakened without giving up major policy
objectives, economie ones and others, on one side and on the other side not to interfere in the
positive effects of the liberalization policy. Absolute economie liberalization, which means
no regulation or a minimum of regulation of the economy, will deteriorate the potential
success of the liberalization process. Negative effects of absolute liberalization are for
example, (1) forming of new monopolies due to cut-throat competition, (2) the development
of long-term projects (like the road infrastructure) is slowed down or not undertaken, since
the individual entrepreneur is focused on making (short term) profit and (3) passive promotion
of undesirable socio-economie effects like uncontrolled progressive urbanization and
underdevelopment of the rural areas.
The challenge for the government is to fmd an optimum between a completely guided
socialist economy and a completely liberalized capitalist one. Regulations and restriedons are
essential for a successful liberalization process, otherwise the liberalization policy may turn
out the victim of its own success, as we will see for civil aviation.

6.4
CIVIL AVIATION LffiERALIZATION POLICY
6.4.1

USA LIBERALIZATION POUCY
The aim of liberalization of the civil aviation in Tanzania is to improve the market
mechanism by enforcing competition among air operators. The improved market mechanism
must adjust the air transport needs more soundly than was the case in the past, in combination
with the commercial operation of air operators. The increased freedom of action on the air
transport market is supported by the policy of deregulation. First, the
liberalization/deregulation of the USA eivil aviation is discussed in order to review shortly:
effected policy measures;
changing market mechanisms;
developments within the civil aviation sector, after liberalization/deregulation.
However, the USA civil aviation sector (capital intensive environment) and its developments
after liberalization cannot be directly translated to the Tanzanian civil aviation sector (capital
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extensive environment). Differences in the organization of the civil aviation sector also
prevent direct translation, for example airport ownership.
The process of deregulation was frrst introduced in the USA. Before the deregulation process
emerged the following air transport market aspects were controlled by the regulatory
authority:
rates of air fares;
entry and withdrawal of air operators;
cooperation and fusion.
Above mentioned regulations applied for air operators which had destinations in at least two
states. Deregulation was initiated by operators which did not fall under the regulations and
which showed the capability to operate commercially against lower air fares than the
regulated operators. The main characteristics of the Airline Deregulation Act (1978) were:
easy entry into the aviation business;
objections to entry of new participants can only be made whenever the established
operators proof that the new participant's operatien harms the aviation sector;
possibility to acquire (parts of) licenses which are not used by a competing air
operator;
clear rules w.r.t. acquisition and merging of competing air operators;
instead of air fare rate description a price range was indicated.
The effects of the American deregulation of the civil aviation sector were (1) number of air
operators increased slightly. However, this was only a short term effect since the fmancial
position of a number of operators worsened, making these operators vulnerable to acquisition
by competing operators, (2) major movements in routes and destinations serviced occurred.
Many new routes were opened or closed, resulting in an absolute increase of routes combined
with a decrease of number of direct destination routes, (3) air transport prices were tempered,
(4) strategie fusion and acquisition decreased the number of operators and slightly increased
the tempered air transport prices. 25
A hub-and-spoke system developed under the liberalized policy, which means that commuter
services from small airports to main airports were progressively undertaken resulting in a
decrease of direct connections and an increase of services from small airports to main
airports. The effects of liberalization were limited since Oarge) air operators also owned and
operated airports. So, another tooi of competition is active which restricts the freedom of
operatien by other competing air operators.

25
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6.4.2
LIDERALIZATION POUCY ASPECTS AFFECTING GENERAL AVIATION

The civil aviation liberalization in Tanzania develops parallel and simultaneously with the
reduction of participation of the government in ATC. However, ATC is still protected via the
licensing policy of the authorities, although a hesitated start is made with the withdrawal of
proteetion of ATC on dornestic and international routes. The effects of the liberalization
policy are discussed for the general aviation operators which are mainly eperating on
dornestic routes.
Major effect of the liberalization policy is the increasing number of licensed air (charter)
operators. These operators are still licensed for specific routes and specific air transport
modes, intensifying the competition within general aviation, since only a very small number
of operators obtain licenses which allow direct competition with the dornestic ATC services.
See appendix F. However, forecasts made in the Civil Aviation Master plan for the United
Republic of Tanzania 26 show an increase of dornestic passengers numbers, in absolute tenns
and in percentage share for general aviation. See appendix G. Appendix G also shows the
extrapolated number of passengers of dornestic ATC passengers. 27 This figure indicates that
the forecasted number of dornestic passengers transpotled by ATC decreases sharply if the
present trend of dornestic ATC passengers is prolonged, in combination with an absolute
growth of the air transport demand.
Whenever the difference between forecasted and present trend extrapolated number of ATC
passengers is picked up by (and allowed to) general aviation, expansion of established general
aviation operators is possible (§ 6.6), together with the licensing of new general aviation
participants. A frrst irnpression of the potential number of passengers transpotled by general
aviation, by combination of figure G l/G2 with G3/G4 (appendix G), in the future is:
Civil Aviation forecasts (2001):
Optimistic scenario:
283,000 dornestic passengers
Pessimistic scenario:

225,000 dornestic passengers

- ATC:
-GA:
- ATC:
-GA:

188,000 dornestic
95,000 dornestic
150,000 dornestic
75,000 dornestic

passengers
passengers
passengers
passengers

ATC extrapolstion (2001): .- 50,000 ATC passengers

General aviation forecasts with ATC extrapolstion (2001):
Optimistic scenario:
95,000 + (188,000 -50,000) - 233,000 dornestic passengers transported by GA
Pessimistic scenario:
75,000 + {150,000 -50,000) - 175,000 dornestic passengers transported by GA

The licensing authority must then review the demand of air transport, present and future, and
compare this to the offered capacity of the existing general aviation operators.

26
27

Sir Frederick Snow (International) Ltd, Civil aviarion master plan for rhe Unired Republic of Tanzania, Direcrorare of Civil Aviario11,
volume 2. 1992.
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Liberalization without licensing regulation of air transport capacity requirements and capacity
availability could show the following mechanism: At the start of the liberalization process
many operators will start up operations, by a certain volume of air transport needs. In order
to survive, the air fare rates will be reduced and operatien costs will be minimized. Many of
the operators will not make enough profit to continue operations and stop business. The
strengest air charter operators will survive. However, monopoly forming will occur if no
restriedons are opposed by a centrolling authority. Monopoly forming prevents entrance of
new operators through the mechanism of temporarily reducing air fare rates, possibly below
operating costs, and thereby retaining or increasing market shares. The cut-throat competition
stops when the new started operator goes bankrupt. Then the air fares will rise again, since
the operator is again in a monopoly position.
Unregulated liberalization can lead to two extremes of market types:
(1) Monopoly/oligopoly market

Here one or a couple of operators dominate the market The monopolistic/oligopolistic air
operators execute many aircraft, potentially providing regularity of services, against higher
prices than is strictly necessary for continuation. Demands of the market can be more easily
ignored due to the market position. Operatien costs are not necessarily minimized, since profit
is assured by the higher prices. This means that funds for aircraft maintenance are more easily
provided, which can improve the safety of operation.

(2) Full competition
Full competition with many small operators. None of the operators can dominate the market.
Profit margins and air fares are low due to the competition. A better response to the market
demands is expected, since reacting to market demands potentially secures or expands the
market share of the small operator. Operatien costs are minimized in order to be as
competitive as possible, which may result in minimizing aircraft rnainterrance which can
conflict with the safety of operation. Both extremes are not desirabie for a successful general
aviation sector. Reguiatien of a liberalized civil aviation sector is therefore neerled in order
to adjust the air transport facilities to the transport demand, to secure safety of operatien and
to control the level of air fares.
Another present effect of the liberalized civil aviation policy is the licensing of larger
aircraft. 28 The gap between existing general aviation and the dornestic air carrier is hereby
reduced (see § 6.2.2). Market demands will determine the optima! aircraft passenger capacity
for routes which are not longer protected or serviced by ATC.

Aircraft maintenance is affected by the present policy measures, since surviving increasing
competition is also done by reducing operation costs of which rnainterrance is a major aspect.
The mechanism here present is two-sided. Reduction of aircraft rnainterrance in the short run
leads to lower eperating costs. In other words a better competition position. However, proper
maintenance secures regularity of operations for the operators owning more than one aircraft
28

Based on on-site observations
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and safety of operations. In this case, proper aircraft maintenance will pay itself back with
a potentially better operatien performance.
In essence, the need for aircraft maintenance is derived from the flight operation. This means
that minimizing of aircraft maintenance has to be in balance with the flight operations. This
relation must be thoroughly monitored by a centrolling authority. However, as stated before,
the DCA is only capable to control the Tanzanian aircraft maintenance facilities. lt is possible
to maintain aircraft abroad, without the control of the DCA, which may leadtoa safety of
operatien that comes under pressure. This could lead, in the worse case, to fatal accidents.
Without proper control on aircraft maintenance, the responsibility of safety is fully laid down
with the operator which can easily decide to reduce maintenance to a level which cannot
secure flight safety. 29

6.5
PRE-CONDITIONS FOR A SUCCESSFUL LffiERALIZED GENERAL AVIATION
SECTOR
The future of general aviation in Tanzania is promising, due to increased freedom of operatien
via liberalization and the forecasted increasing need of dornestic air transport. To optirnize
the success of general aviation and civil aviation in genera!, the following pre-conditions are
believed necessary.

Lifting of ATC proteetion on dornestic routes
The lifting of ATCs proteetion on dornestic routes has the effect that these dornestic routes
are more effectively and efficiently serviced by the utilization of aircraft with sound passenger
capacities. Utilization of large aircraft on low-density routes, at the moment the case for many
ATC dornestic routes, affects the efficiency of operatien and the frequency of servicing that
route. The market mechanism will determine the aircraft capacity required.

Lifting of routes and air transport modes licensing
The air transport operators should be free in utilizing their air transport capacity. The
'invisible hand' of the market mechanism will direct the air transport capacity to the air
transport needs. Undesired developments within the utilization of air transport capacity can
be corrected by increased taxation. Desired developments can be supported by tax relief or
subsidises. Por example the continuatien of less profitable routes to inland development areas.
In this way, the policy objectives are supported by 'guiding the invisible hand' of the market
mechanism.

29

Samaras, DJ.The impact of air services licensing poliey on the tkW!lopment ofthe general aviation intlustry in Tanzania,
Taozanian Air Services Lid, 1991
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Prescription of an air fare range
The air fair range prescription must ftx the lower limit and the upper limit. The lower limit
of the range must secure a profit margin which leads to safe continuadon of operation, under
condition of good fm.ancial and operational management. The lower limit is also be set to
prevent a cut-throat competition, which may abuse the flight safety of operation. The upper
limit must be set in order to prevent price agreements which have negative consequences for
the air transport clients. The upper limit must also be set in case of a
monopolistic/oligolopolistic market in order to prevent the air operator to make super proftts.

Clear rules for fusion and acquisition of air operators
A monopolistic/oligolopolistic market is not favourable for reasons described in§ 6.4.2. Here
the DCA and CAB have major roles in evaluating the civil aviation sector. The licensing
authority must clearly defme conditions under which fusion or acquisition is granted. The
conditions must follow from the civil aviation policy. Examples of these conditions are:
acquisition is approved/disapproved when the acquisitioning air operator widens its
market operations;
acquisition is approved/disapproved when the acquisitioning air operator has a
profound company infrastructure, a good fmancial base;
fusion is approved when the fused operators take up routes to underdeveloped areas,
etc;
The rules for fusion and acquisition must be clearly defmed and publicly publisbed to the air
operator in order to sustain a competitive civil aviation sector.

Licensing authority must define conditions for starting up air operations
The licensing authority must defme conditions which must be fulftlled by the license
applicant, w.r.t. equipment, organization, stafftng, rnainterrance and fmancial competence. In
case of approval based on mentioned aspects, the starting air operator is capable to engage
in operation in a safe and responsible way. Fulftlment of the conditions must belaiddown
in a business plan, which execution is closely monitored by the DCA.
Three conditions areworkout more speciftcally:
acquisition of old aircraft must be prevented by the licensing authority, in order to
initiate flight safety and regularity. For example, the DCA should ftle a directive
which prohibits the acquisition of aircraft older than 7 years;
starting up operations is only allowed if the operator starts with more than 1 aircraft.
In this case, the regularity of operation is at least partly secured;
starting up operations is not allowed on a 1 aircraft - 1 pilot basis ( see §6.2.1,
company infrastructure).
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Strict control by DCA
The DCA should closeiy monitor the flight safety, air worthiness, capability of engineers and
pilots by checking regularly the actual situations to the regulations w.r.t. mentioned aspects.
Especially the quality of aircraft maintenance must be controlled in a situation of full
competition.
Without a centrolling authority, execution of policy measures are never as effective as
possible. The centrolling authority has two tools to enforce policy measures: sanctions and
incentives. Sanctions are utilized whenever operators (continue to) show behaviour which is
marked as a negative development of the civil aviation sector. Incentives are applied to
initiate and stimulate positive actions undertaken by the air operators.
The centrolling authority must fmd the optimum between sanctioning and stimulating in order
to guide the civil aviation sector in the liberalization process. Clear rules for sanctions and
incentives must be made and strictly applied.
Tanzanïa•s general aviation aircraft maintenance must be stimulated by incentives to the
air operators
The air operators must be stimulated to maintain their aircraft in Tanzania for two reasons:
(1) centrolling function of the DCA is more easily executed (see §6.3.2) and (2) relatively
high technology is retained in Tanzania. The spin-off effects of the aircraft maintenance
technology can have positive effects for other industrial branches, as aircraft technology is
often seen as a spearhead technology.
Licensing of new aircraft maintenance facilities must be seen in the light of the
monopoly/oligopoly versus full competition market mechanism present in a liberalized
environment, together with the capability of the new facilities to provide proper aircraft
maintenance.
Ownersbip of airports must be in hands of non-aviation operators
In order to provide optimal coverage of Tanzania by air transport, the ownership of airports,
airfields, and aerodromes must be, as much as possibie, in the hands of independent
participants. In this way, a potential tooi of competition for air operators is prevented, since
such a competition tooi can affect negatively the positive effects of the liberalization policy.
A transfer of airport ownership to private, non-aviation operator participants is an option
which must investigated by the DCA. The DCA should be aware of the capability ( by
licensing conditions) of the potential airport owners and the effects of private ownership on
the air transport coverage of Tanzania.
Proper management w.r.t. airport maintenance and airport navigational aids is essential for
civil aviation operation, especially w.r.t. flight safety.
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Licensing authority adjusts air transport capacity to presentand future air transport
needs
The licensing authority has two ways to increase the air transport capacity: (1) allowing the
existing operators to expand, (2) licensing of new operators. The frrst option makes use of the
existing company infrastructure but can come in conflict with the competitive structure of the
aviation sector. The second option requires a company infrastructure which must be set up.
In case of a saturated market, the introduetion of new operators is not desirabie (cut-throat
competition).
Adjustment of transport capacity by the licensing authority is only well executed if the present
(operational) capacity and present and future capacity needs are known by the authority.
Cooperation of air operators is required in order to chart the (operational) capacity. The
licensing authority should make future forecasts in order to foresee changes in air transport
capacity needs and to develop aviation policies which are adapted to the future developments.

Air operators must be united in the Tanzania Air Operators Association
Effective performance of the Tanzania Air Operators Association depends on the data
supplied by the individual operators. Memhership of the association should be related to the
data supply of the individual operators, in order to establish a reliable data bank w.r.t. the
performance of the civil aviation sector. Cooperation with the licensing authority is
established w.r.t. licensing of new operators, sirree objections to new applicants can be
established in this way. The data supplied by the operators should be, among others, load
factors, operation costs, annual reports, etc.
The Tanzania Air Operators Association should represent the communal interests of the eivil
aviation operators to all governmental authorities. It is important that the association acts as
an independent intermediary, and so only representing the communal interestsof the general
aviation operators insteadof representing besides communal interests, individual interestsof
specific operators. In this way, trustworthiness and representation is established towards the
individual operator.
Memhership of the association and the related data supply should be a condition for granting
new licenses or extension of old ones.
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6.6
GENERAL AVIATION DEVELOPMENT FORECASTS
As condusion of chapter 6, a frrst impression of the general aviation sector development is
worked out, based on the forecasts made in appendix G. The fmal result of this paragraph will
be an indication of the number of general aviation operators possible, in order to fulftl the
civil aviation capacity needs up to 2001. The nature of this paragraph should beseen as the
frrst step to further research on the development of general aviation within a liberalized
environment.
6.6.1
ASSUMPTIONS

Assumptions w.r.t. civil aviation sector
The assumptions applied to come to the overall optimistic/pessimistic scenarios are elaborated
in the 'Civil Aviation Master Plan for the United Republic of Tanzania'. 30 The extrapolated
trends for ATC are based on the dornestic performance of ATC the last 4 years.
Other assumptions w.r.t. the civil aviation sector are:
ATC dornestic operations develop in the extrapolated way;
civil aviation liberalization policy is continued for the time span to 2001;
general aviation operators take over the volume of passenger-kilometres of ATC and
are capable to fully fulfil the dornestic air transport need;
air transport need is uniform, which means no distinction is made to specialized
customers demands;
general aviation operators are completely free in operation. In other words, no
restrictions are imposed w.r.t. the air transport modes;
load factor of aircraft is set on 70%.
Assumptions w.r.t. air transport need
The volume of the future air transportneedis expressed in passenger-kilometres. Therefore,
the average dornestic distance travelled per passenger must be estimated. The estimated
distance travelled is based on the average dornestic distance flown by ATC. This average
dornestic distance is determined by: total dornestic routelengthof ATC which is divided by
the number of destinations serviced by ATC. 31 Frequency of servicing a particular route
( = distance in kilometres) is nottaken into account. In this way only a very rough indication
is obtained of the dornestic passenger-kilometres volume. Data to check the validity of this
assumption are not available.
The average estimated distance travelled per passenger = 375 km.

30

Sir Frederick Soow (International) Lid, Civil aviation master planfor ru Unired Republlc of Ta111t1nia, Dirtcrorare of Civil Aviation,

31

Sir Frederick Soow (lntematiooal) Lid, Civil aviarianmaster planfor tM Unired Republlc ofTall'lllllia, Dirtcrorate ofCivil Aviation,

volume 2. 1992, p.7.S(7.8
volume 2. 1992, p3.7(3.8
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Assumptions w.r.t air transport capacity
Assumptions w.r.t. air transport capacity are:
number of aircraft per operator is set at 5 aircraft per operator, in order to provide
satisfactory services;
yearly estimated utilization of aircraft is 500 hours per year. (Based on the yearly
utilization of the Cessna Caravan ll of Tanzanair);
distance flown during aircraft utilization is set at 300 kilometres per hour;
aircraft composition per general aviation operator is set at:
- 2 five-seaters;
- 1 eight-seater;
- 1 fourteen-seater;
- 1 twenty-seater.
The passengers capacity is 54 seats per operator.

6.6.2
GENERAL AVIA110N DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS

Optilnistic scenario 2001-situation
The general aviation air transport need in 2001 for the optimistic scenario is:
233,000 passengers
{See §6.4.2)

* 375 kilometres per passenger flown = 87,375,000 passenger-kilometres

The air transport capacity per operator is:
number of seats

* 500 hours of flight * 300 kilometres per hour of flight

2 * 5-seater * 500 * 300
1 * 8-seater * 500 * 300
1 * 14-seater * 500 * 300
1 * 20-seater * 500 * 300

per aircraft -

= 1,500,000
= 1,200,000
= 2,100,000

= 3,000,000
----+
7,800,000 passenger-kilometres

The passenger-kilometres capacity is utilized at an estimated load factor of 70%. So, the
utilized air transport capacity for the operators is: 0.7 * 7,800,000 = 5,5 million passengerkilometres.
Number of general aviation operators is then:

Number of general aviation operators = general aviation damestic air transport need
air transport capacity per operator
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The number of general aviation operators in the optimistic scenario is in 2001 : 16 operators.
Number of aircraft utilized in this scenario: 80

Pessimistic scenario
The general aviation air transport need in 2001 for the pessimistic scenario is:
175,000 passengers
(See §6.4.2)

* 375 kilometres per passenger flown = 65,625,000 passenger-kilometres

The air transport capacity per operator is identical to the optimistic scenario, under application
of the earlier assumptions. The number of operators in the pessimistic scenario in 2001 is:
12 operators, utilizing 60 aircraft.

Table 6.2.

Summary of general aviation development scenarios
Optimistic scenario

Number of GA operators
Number of GA aircraft

16
80

Pessimistic scenario
12
60

Basedon the presented scenarios (including all assumptions), the preliminary condusion could
be drawn that at this moment licensing of new general aviation operators, aiming at the
business of dornestic transport of passengers, is not necessary.
Further research is recommended in order to obtain a more realistic view on the future
development of civil aviation and general aviation.
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1. SCOPE
1.1 ~· Thts speclf\catlon covers the requ1rements for four types and
two classes of electrolyt\cally formed anodlc coatings on alumtnum and
a.lumtnum alloys for non-arch1tectura1 app11cat1ons.
l.Z Classtf1cat1on. Anodtc coatings for alumlnum and arumtnum alloys
shall be of tne followtng types and classes, as spec\f\ed (see 6.2.1);
1.2.1

I.Ym

- Chrom\c ac\d anodtz\ng, conventtonal coattngs produced from
chrom1c acid bath, <see 3.4.1)
Tyl)e tB - Chro111l c ad d auod \ z \ lllh low voltage process. 20V, (se a 3. 4. 1)
Type II - Sulfurie acid anod1z1ng, conventtonal coatings produced from
sulfurie actd bath, <see 3.4.2>
Type lil - Hard Anodtc Coat1ngs <see 3.4.3)
Type I

•

1.2.2 Classes. The coattng types speetried 1n 1.2.1 shall be of the
followtn9 ëlassëi:
Class 1
Class

l.

~

- Non-dyed, natu'ral, lm.:ludln9 dtchromate sealtng, (see 3.5.)
- Dyed. (see 3.6.)

APPLlCABLE OOCUMENTS

z.t Government documents.
2.1.1 Spec\ftcattons, and standards. The fo11ow,ng spectftcat1ons and
standards forma part of th1s spec\ftcatton to thc extent speelfled here1n.
Unless otherwlse spec\fled, tha \ssuas of these documents shall be those
l\sted \n the \ssue of the Department of Defense Index of Spectftcattons and
Standards CDODISS) and supplement thereto, ctted 1n the soltcttatton.
Benenetal comments (recommendat\ons, addlttons. deletlons> and any pertinent
data wh\ch may be of use \n 1mprov1ng th1s document should be addressed to:

Systems Engtnear1ng and Standard1zat1on Departmant <Code 53>, Naval A1r
Eng\neer\ng Center, Lakehurst. NJ 08733-5100, by us\ng the self-addressed
Standard1zat\on Document Impravement Proposal <DO Form 1426) appeartng at the
end of thts document or bY letter.
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Samp11ng Procedures and Tables for Inspeetion
by Attr1butes

<Coptes of spec1f1catlons and standards requtred uy contractors 1n
conneetton wtth spectflc acqu1sttton functions should be obtatned from the
contracttng activtty or as d1rected by the contract,ng acttvlty.)
2.2 Other publtcattons. The follow1ng documents forma part of thts
speclflcatton to the extent speelfled here\n. Unless otherw\se speclfled, the
1ssues of the documents whtch are DOD adopted shall be those ltsted In the
Issue of the DODISS speelfled 1n the so11c1tat\on. Unless otherwlse
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documents also may be ava11able tn or through 11brartes or other 1nformat1onal
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2.3 order of precedence. In the eventof a confltct between the· text of
th1s spectftcatton and the raferences ctted heretn <except for assoc1ated
deta11 spectftcattons, spectftcatton sheets or MS standards>, the text of th1s
spectftcatton shall take precedence. Nothtng 1n thts spec1f1catton, however,
shall supersede app11cable laws and regulat1ons unless a spectftc exempt1on
has been obtatned.

3.

REQIJIREMENTS

3.1 Matertals. The matertals used shall be such as to produce coatings
wh1ch meet the requtrements of th1s spectrtcat1on.

•

3.1.1 Base metal. The base metal shall be sufftctently tree from surface
defects, caused by machtntng, cutttng, scratch1ng, poltshfng, buff,ng, roughen1ng, bendtng, stretchtng, deform1ng, rolltng, sandblasttng, vaporblasttng,
etch1ng, heat treatn1ent condttton, alloy chemlstry 1mbalance and 1nclustons,
that wtll causa test panels or parts nottomeet all app11cable requ1rements
for the type and class of anodtze •·equ1red. It shall ba subjected to such
clean1ng, etch1ng, anod1z1ng and sealing procedures as necessary to yteld
coat1ngs meeting all requtrements of thls spec1f1cat1on.
3.2 Egufpment and processes. lhe equtprnent and processes employed shall
be such as to produce coatings whtch meet the requtrements of thts speclftcat1on. · Unless otherwtse speelfled In the contract, order or appltcable dra~11ng
<see 6.2.1), process operattng cond1t1ons shall be at the optlon of the
supp11er, subJect to approval of the acqu1r1ng a.ctivtty.

3.3 General.
3.3.1 Anod1zlng of parts and assemb11es.

3.3.1.1 Anodlz1ng of parts. Unless otherwtse speclf1ed tn the contract,
order or appltcable drawtng <see 6.2.1>, parts shall be anod1zed after all
heat treatment, machtntng, weld1ng, form1ng and perforattng have been
complctcd.

•
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3.3.1.2 Anod1z1ng of assemb11es. Unless otherwlse spec1fled tn the
contract, order or appltcable drawtng, anodtc coattngs shall not be applted to
assembltes whtch wtll entrap the electrolyte 1n 3o1nts or recesses. Hhen
anodtz.lng of assemb11es 1s authortzed by the cont.-act, order or app11cable
dra\f'1ngs, edges shall be masked to prevent electrolyte entry. Spot welded
assembltes are examples requtrtng edge masktng. Assemblies whtch contatn
non-alumlnum parts such as steel, brass or organ1c substances, whtch would be
atla.cked by pretreatment or anodtztng soluttons or·would prevent un1form
formatton of the anodtc coattng. shall not ba anodtzed as assemb11es, unless
the non-alum1num surfaces are masked or electrtcally 1nsulated 1n a mannar
whtch produces sattsfactory anod1zed parts. Hhere coat1ng of assembHes 1s
not authorlzed, the separate components shall be anod1zed before assemb11ng .
Post c1ean1ng of anodtzed parts to ba used tn assembl1es shall be accomp11shed
w1th s11ghtly actd1c or de1on1zed wate1· tn order to a.llow for proper anodtc
seal.
·
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3.3.2 Hand11ng and clean1ng. Pdrts shall be so handled durtng all

pretreatmants, anodtzlng·and post treatments that mechanlcal d~m~ge or
contam1nat1on wilt be avo1ded, Parts sha11 befree of a11 foretgn substances,

ox1des and sotls, such as greases, o11, palnt and we1dtng flux. Parts sha11
have oxtde and other 1nterfer1ng ftlms removed by the use of' proper clean1ng
procedures so as to be c1oan and have water break free surraces. Abrashes
conta1n1ng iron, such as steel wool, 1ron oxide rouge and ste91 w1re, wh1ch
may become embedded tn the metal and accelerate corrosion of' alumlou~ and
alumtnum alloys, are prohib1ted as a means of mechanfcal c1eanlng, prior to
anod1z1ng. If spec1a1 c1eanlng requlrements are requtred they shall be
speelfled 1n the contractor order <see 6.2.1>.

3.3.3 Reflecttve surfaces. Hhen speclf1ed tn the contract.or order <soe
6,2,1), parts fabttcated to produce a htghly reflecttve surface sha.tl be
chemtcally or electrochemlcal~y brtghtened, prlor to anodlc coating <see 6.9).

3.3.4 Repa\r. Unless otherwtse speclf1ed by the procurtng acttvtty,
mechan1ca11y damaged areas ft•om \'lhlch the anodlc coating has been removed may
be repa1red uslng chernlcal converston mater1als approved on QPL-81706 for
Class lA coatings and the appllcable method of appltcatlon. For Type III
coatings, repair ~hall only be allowed 1n areas whlch w111 not be subjeetod to
abras1on <see 6.1.1). The repa1r area shall not exceed 5 percent of total
ttem surface area. If the repair area exceeds 5 percent. speclflc approval
must be obtatned from the procurtng acttvlty before the area can ·be repa1red.
3.4 Coatings. Conventtonal anodlc coat\ngs as speelfled In the contract,
order or applicable drawtngs <see 6.2.1), shall ba prepared by any procass or
eperatton to produce the spaelfled coating on alumtnum and alumtnum alloys.
Tha applled anodlc coating sha11 be un1form 1n appearance, free from breaks,
scratches and other defects whtch wlll reduce the servlceablllty of anod1zed
parts or assemblies <see 3;13),
3 .4. 1 Type I and I6 coat1 'lli· Type l and IB coat1ngs shall be the 1·esult
of treatlng alum1num ana afwmlnum alloys electro1yt1ca11y 1n a bath containlng
chromlc acid to produce a untform anodtc coating on the meta1 surface. Unless
otherwtse speelfled tn the contract, order or app11cable draw1ng, Type I
coatings shall not be applled to alumtnum alloys w1th .a nomtnal copper content
In excessof 5.0 percent; nomlnal silicon contents tn excessof 7.0 percent;
or when the total allowable conb~nts of nomtnal alloylng elements exceed 7.5
percent. Heat treatable altoys which are to recetve a Type I or IB coating
shall be in a temper obtalned by heat treatment, such as -T4 or -16, prtor to
anodlz1ng. Parts havtng complex shapes 1n whlch the bath solutlon rnay be
antrapped shall be processed by a Type I or IB process.

3.4.2 Type II coat1nTs. Type II coatings shall betheresult of treatlng
alumtnum and alumlnum al oys electrolytlcally ln a bath contalntng sulfur1c
actd to produce a untform anodtc coating or. the metal surface. Heat treatable
alloys shall be tn a temper obtained by heat treatment, such as -T4 or -T6,
prtor to ~nod1z1ng,
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3.4.3 !Ype III co~t1ngs. Typa III coat1ngs shalt be the result of
treat,ng alum\num and alumtnum alloys electrolyt1ct11Y to produce a untform
anod\c coat,ng on the metal surface. Type III coattngs. as spec1fted tn
accordance w1tb the contract, order or app11cable draw1ng, shall be prepared
by a.ny proeen opentton to produce a. heavy dense coatinV of spedfhd

th\ckness on alum\num alloys <see 3.7.Z.1). Unless otherwise spectf\ed \n the
contract, order or app11cable draw1ng, Type III coattngs shall not be app11ed
to alumtnum alloys w\th a nomlnal copper content tn excessof 5 percent or a
nomlnal sn\con content \n excessof 8.0 percent. Alloys wlth a nomtna.l
s111con content h1g~er than 8.0 percent may ba anod1zed subject to approval of
tha procurtng acttvtty, prov1ded data 1s subm1tted by the supplter whtch shows
that such coattngs are equ1va1ent to those obtatned on alloys or lower stltcc~
contents. Haat treatable a.lloys shall be \n a temper obtatned by hea.t
treatment, such as -T4 or -T6. prior to anodtzlng.
3.5 Class t. When class 1 ts speclfted In the contractor order.<see
6.2.1>, the anod1c coatingshall not be dyed or pigmented. Any natural
colorat1on result\ng from anodtc treatment w1th the vartous alloy compos1t1ons
shall not be constdered coloratton. The charactertsttc co101·. tmparted by the
d\chromate sealtng tec~ntque shall also be constdered as non-dyed.

•

3.6 Class 2. When class z ts spectf1ed tn the contractor order,<see
6.2.1), the anod1c coat1n9 shall be un1formly dyed or ptgmented by exposure to
a solut\on of a su\table type dye or stain. The color on wrought alloys shall
be untform. cast alloys may exhtb1t dye bleed-out or lack of color assoctated
w1th the Inherent porostty of the casting. The varlous dyes and p1gments used
shall not be damagtng to the anod\c coat1ngs •
3.6.1 Dye color. Hhen dyed or p1gmented coatings are requ1red, the co1ot·
shall be as spec1fled by the contract, order or appl1cable draw~ng <see 6.2. l).
3.6.1.1 Casting a11oys. Oycd ca.sttng alloys may show a sHght lack of
untformtty. The degrea of non-untformlty that ts acceptable shall be
establtshed by the procurtng acttvtty <see 6.2.1>.

3.7 Detatl requ1rements.

3.7,1 !Ypes

I~

IB and li conttngs.

3.7.1.1 Hetght of coattng. After sea11ng, Type I, IB and II coattngs
shall conform to the minimum we,ght requ\rements of Table 1 when tested 1n
accordam.:e wtth 4.5.2 <see 6.l0.6). Hhen Type II, Class Z, coatings are
speelfled for ldentlflcatlon purposes on parts such as r1vets to be
mechantcally deformed, the mtn1mum coat1ng we1ght for Type II, Class 1.
coatings shall ~pply.

I

•
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· TABLE I.

-

;rnes ..tand rr

a~od1c coat1ng

M111 tarams oer sauare
Class 1

Type
I and IB

200

u

600

wetghts.

foot

Cm\nJmum>_

Class 2
500

zsoo 11

!/ For wrought alloys of the 2000 ser1es <such as 2011, 2014, 2011,

2219, 2024, etc.) where capper 1s the major alloytng element and
for casting alloys wlth ~ nom1na1 copper content of 1.0 percent
or greater Csuch as 213.0, 222.0, 242.0, 296.0, 333.0 and 852.0
etc.>, the mintmum coating walghts shall ba 1400 m111tgrarns per
squaro floot.

3.7.1.l Corros1on reststance. Sealed anodtc coat1ngs shall proteet the
substrate meta\ when subjected to tha ·corroston reststance test spec1f1ed tn
4.5.3. Hhen vtsually examtnlng for corroston res1stance, test speetmens shall
show no more than a total of 15 1so1ated spots or ptts, none larger than .031
1nch 1n diameter, 1n a total of 150 square 1nches or test area grouped from
ftve or more. test ptoces: nor rnore than 5 1solated spots or ptts, none larger
than .031 Inch in diameter, tn a total of 30 square Inches from one or more
test p1eces; except those areas w1th1n .052 1nch from 1denttftcat1on mark1ngs,
edges and electrode contact rnarks rematn1ng ~fter processing.
·

3.7.1.3 L1ght fastness res1stance, Class 2, dyed anod1c coat1ngs, shall
show no more fadtng or dtscotoratlon than would be equivalent to a Delta <E>
value of 3 when subjected to the ltght fastness reststance test, see 4.5.4.
Lt9ht fastness t·eslstance sha11 be detarmtned when speelfled tn the contract,
order or ipp11cable draw1ng. <see G,2,1).
3.7.2 Typ& TII coatfngs.
3.7.2.1 Th1ck.ness of coat1ng.

Type UI c:oat1ngs shall conform to the

spectfted thlckness requ{rements when tested tn accordance wtth 4.5.1.
Thtckness of Type III coat1ngs shall be as spec1f1ed 1n the contract, order,
or app1tcable drawtng (see 6.2.1). lf a defln1te thtckness 1s not speclfled,
the nomlnal thtckness of the coating shall be 0.002 Inch (2 mlls). Un1ess ·
otherwtse spectf1ed, the thlckness of tha coattng ·sha11 not va.ry by more than
plus or minus 20 percent for coatings up to 0.002 Inches thtck. (2 mils).
Coattngs ovtr 0.002 1nches <2 m11s) shall not vary by more than plus or minus
0.0004 toehes (0.4 m11s) In thtckness. <see 6.10.4). A typtcal Type III
coat1n9 thtc~ness r1nge is shown tn T~ble rv.
3.7.2.1.1 wetrht of coattnJ. The coattng wetght may be determtned tn 11eu
of the coating th ckness (see .7.2.1>, a.t the opt1on of the procurtng
act1v1ty. Unsea.led Type III coatings shall have a mtntmurn coating wetght of
4320 rntlltgrams per square foot for every 0.001 Inch of coating when tested 1n
accordance w1th 4.5.2 <see 6.2.1>.
6
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3.7.2.2 Abras1on reslstance. All u~sealed Type III coatings shall have a
hard abras1on res1stant fln1sh when tested fn accordance wlth 4.5.5. for
a1um\num alloys havlng a nomtna1 copper content of z percent or higher (see
6.14>, anodtc coat1ng toss shall not exceed 35 mltl\grams. Anodtc coating
loss ror all other alloys shall not exceed 15 m1111grams.
3.8 Sealing.
3.8.1 Types I, IB and II. All Types I, IB and Il anod1c coatings shall be

complately sealed, unless otherwtse spectfted tn the contract, order or appltcab1e drawlog <see 6.2.1>. They shall be sealed as speelfled tn 3.8.1.1 or
3.8.1.2, wh1chever 1s appltcabte. If wett1ng agents are used they must be of
the non-tonic

typ~.

Class 1. .When class 1 1s spectfted, saattng sha11 be accompllshed
tmmers\on tn a sealing med1um such as a 5 percent aqueous salutton of
sodtum dtchromate <pH s.o to 6.0> for 15 mlnutes at go•c to 1oo·c (194•f to
~12•n. 1n bo\1\ng detontzed water, or other su1table chem\cal solut\ons.
3.8.1.1

by

3.8.1.2 Cla.ss 2~ When class 2 ts spcctf\ed, sealtng shall be accompllshed
afte1· dye\ng by 1mmers1on \na sealtng med1um, such as a hot aqueous salutton
contatn1ng 0.5 percent ntckel or cabalt acetate (pH 5.5 to s.a>. botltng
de1ontzed water, duplex sea11ng wtth hot aqueous soluttons of ntckel acetate
and sodtum d1chromate <see 6.11), or other su1table chemtcal so1ut1ons

•

3.8.2 lYJ2e til. Type III coattngs shall not be sealed where the matn
funct1on of appllcat1on 1s to obtatn the maxtmum deg1·ee of abraston or wear
reststa~ce. Where Type lil coattngs are used for extertor non-matntatned
appltcattons requtr1ng torroston reststance but permttt1ng reduced abraston
reshtance, the -contnct or purchase order shall spectfy that sealtng 1s
requtred. Sea11ng for such Type III coatings shall be accompltshed by
1mmerslon 1n a medturn. such as botltng detontzed water, tn a hot aqueous s
parcent sodtum tJtchromate solutton, tn a hot aqueous solut1on conta1n1ng
o1cke1 or cobalt aceta.te or other su1table chemlcal solut1ons <see 6.2.1).
When Type III coattngs are provtded unsealed, parts shall oe thoa·oughly rtnsed
1n cold. detontzed clean water and drted after anodtztng.

3.9 D1mens1ons of coated art1cles. Art\cles or parts shall comply w1th
the dtmenstonal requlrements of the appltcable drawlngs aftar appllcat1on of
the anoiUc coattng. (for tnterference 1n close ftts of parts or assembltes

see 6.10.5),

3.10 loxtctty. The coatings and electrtcal/chemtcal processas used to
develop these anod\c coatings shall have no adverse effect on the health of
persennel when used for thelr tntended purposes and wtthln the realm of known
1ndustr1al practtces. Questtons perttnent to th1s effect shall be referred by
the contract\ng acttvtty to the approprtate departmantal medtcal servtee who
w\11 ~ct t\S 11n advtsor to the contncttng a9ancy .

•

•

3.11 Patnttng. Hhen prtmary patntlng operattons are not perforrned on
fresh, uncontamtnated, anodtzed parts w\th1n 48 hours of the anodtz1ng
process, the parts shall be stored tn a manoer that wtll avotd contamtnatton.
If the parts become contamtnated, they sha11 be cleaned 1n a manoer that wtll
not be detr1mental to the anod1c coat1n9 or the bas1s rnatal, <see 6.3>.

~--------
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3.1Z Dletng or color1ng. Anod1c coattngs sh~11 not be altowed to dry
before dye ng or co1orlng; Items to be dyed or colored shoutd be preferably
coated by the Type II anod1z1ng treatment <see 6.12), Dyed or co1ored
coatings shatl not be allowed to rematn tn r1nse waters f'or more than 5
m1nutes before sealing.
3.13 Horkmansh1p. The anod1c coat1ng sha11 be contlnuous. smooth, adherent. uniform 1n appearance and shall be free from powdery areas, loose
ftlms, dfscont1nu1t1es such as breaks ~nd scratches or other damage. The

sfze and number of contact marks sha11 be at a mintmum consistent w1th good
practtce. The locatton of contact marks shall bo tn areasof mintmum exposure
to servtee envtronmental cond1tfons when tmportant to the funct1on of the part.
4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS

4.1 ~aspons1b111ty for 1nspect1on. Unless otherw1se speclfted tn the
contractor purchase order, the contractor 1s responstble for the performance
of all tnspact1on requtrements as spec1fled heretn. Except as otherwtse
spec1ftod 1n the contract or purchasa ordar, the contractor may use hts own or
any othar factltt.1es sultabla for the performance of the inspeetton requ1remants speelfled heretn, unless dlsapproved by the Government. The Government
reserves the rt9ht to perferm any of the fnspectlons set forth 1n the spec1ffcat1on where such 1nspect1ons are deemed necessary to assure supplles and
servlees conform to prescrtbed requtrements.

4.1.1 Respons1b11tty for compltance. All Items must meet all requtrements
of Sectlon a. The lnsfect\on set forfh In th1s speclflcatton shall become a
part of the contractor s overall tnspectlon systern or qUl11ty program. Th&
absence of any tnspectlon requfrements in the ~pac1f1catlon shall notreltave
the contractor of tha respons1b111ty of assurlng that all products or supplles
submt tted to the Governmenf fo1· acceptanca comply wl th all requ1 remants of the
contract. Samp11ng 1n qualtty conformanee does not author1ze submtssfon of
k.nown defecttve material, etther lndlcated or actual, nor does 1t commtt the
Government to acceptance of defect1ve mater1a1.
4.2 C1ass1f1cat1on of tnspect1on.
heretn are class\fled as follows: -

The tnspect1on requfrements spectfied

a. Process control Inspeetton (sec 4.3).
b. Qua1Hy conformanee inspeetton <sec 4.4).
4.3 Process control 1nspect1on.

4.3.1 Process control records. The processor sha11 matnhtn o. record of
the htstory of each processlng~h. showtng all chemieals or traatment
solutlons added to the baths and the results of all chemtcal analysls
performed. Cllemtcal analysts shalt be performed at least once every week,
unless otherwtse speelfled by the procur1ng actlvtty. Upon request of the
procurtng acttvity, such records, as we11 as repQrts of the test results,
shall b& made ava11able. These records shall be matnhlned for not less than
one year after complet1on of the contract or purchase order.

8
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4.3.2 Process control tests. To assure conttnuous control of the process,
spec1men$ sha11 be tested tn accord~nce wtth Table Il. Process contro1 tests
are conducted to determtne conformanee of the anod1c coattngs wtth the
requ1rements of thts spectf1cat1.on and are acceptable as ev,dence of the
properttes betng obta1ned w1th the equ1pment and procedures employed.
4.3.2.1 Freguency of tests. Process control tests sha11 be conducted once
every month. In add1tton, the 1ntervals between each monthly testshall not
exceed 35 days. I~ production 1n accordance w1th th1s spectftcatton ts not
performed fora per1od of one month or longer, process control tests shall be
conducted at the start of product\on.

TAOLE li. Process control tests and SRec\mens.
of
~al'ëlJLI'aph
speelmens
Speelmen
to be tested Preparatton Requ1rement
. __________ -------· ..____ ----·-- .--.
Numb~\·

Appltcable
type

Test

Test
t~ethod

_._

•

Coat1ng
wetght

III!I

Coattng
III!f
j:h1ckness . --·--· ""-··· .....
Corroston I' IB aod II
reststance
Ltght
fastness

Abraston
reststance

y

•

I, IB and II

I

I

IB and II

Class

III

~

only

3

4.3.2.2.1
4.3.2.2.1

3.7.1.1
3.'7.2.1.1

4.5.2

4.5.2

........._________

. ··---·-··-····--

3

4.3.2.2.1

3. 7 .2. 1

4.5.1

A mtntmum
of s

4.3.2.2.2

3.7.1.2

4.5.3

--·-···-~---

3

4.3.2.2.2

3.7.1.3

4.5.4

2

4.3.2.2.3

3.7.2.2

4.5.5

For Type III coat1ngs, the coating welght may be chosen tn lteu or the coating
thtckness at the opt\on of the procurtng act1v1ty <see 3.7.2. 1. 1).

4.3.2.2 Test spec1mens. lhe test speetmens for the process control
lnspect\on shalt be prepared tn accordance wtth 4.3.2.2.1 through 4.3.2.2.3,
as appltcable, for the anod\c coattng wetght, coat1ng th1ck.ness, eerroston
res\stance, ltqht fastness reststance and abraston res1stance. If more than
one a1um1num a11oy ts be1ng processed at the same t1me. the alloy representlng
the brgest percentage of current production shall be used for process control
test\ng. 1'hat ls, all tuts may be conducted wtth spec1mens made from that
a11oy and tt ts not necessary totest speetmens of every alloy be1ng
processed. All test speetmens sha11 be anod1zed tn the samemannar as the
actual hardware, 1ncludlng all pretreatment processes.
9
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4.3.2.2.1 scec1mens for th1ckness and atlod1c coat1ng we1yht. Actua1
hardware shall e selected tn lteu of separate speetmen pane s tf tt can be
convantently adapted to the coat1ng wetght test. <see 4.5.2), and/or co~ttn9
thlckness tast. <see 4.5.1), Jf separate speetmen panels are requtred, they
&hall ba alum1num e.lloy paneh 3 1nches In length a.nd w1dth hav1ng a rntntmum
oom1na1 th1ckness of 0.032 tnch

i

4,3,2.2.2 S eetmens for torrosion reststance and 11 ht fo.stness est •
Actual hardware shal e selected 1n 1 eu of separate spec men p&nels lf 1t
can be convan1entty adapted to the corros1on resl~tance test, <see 4.5.3),
and/or the 11ghtfastness reststance test, (see 4.5.4). If separate speelmen
panels are requtred. they shall be alurnlnum alloy panels 10 Inches 1n length,
3 Inches 1n w1dth and have a m1ntmum nomlnal th1ckness of 0.032 1nches.
4.3.2.2.3 srec1mens for abras1on reststince test. Actual hardware shall
be salected tn 1eu of separate ·specimen panels \r lt can be conventently
adapted to the abras1on reststance test In 4.5.5. If separate specimen panals
are requ1red, they shall be alumlnum alloy panels 4 Inches In lengthand wtdth
havtn9 a mintmum nom1na1 thlckness of .063 Inches.
4.3.3 Fallure. Fatlure to conform to any of the process control
requ1rements shall result In tmmed1at~ halt of productton. All lots anod1zed
after the fatled process control speelmens were taken shall not ~e
acceptabla. The reason for fallure shall be determ1ned and corrected before
production resumes. Procass control tests shall be reconducted at the start

of

pro~vctfon.

Qualtty
and d1menstonal
4.4.1 Lot. A lot sllall consist of all èlrt1cles, items, parts or compononts
w1th anodlc coatings of the same type a.nd class, aplil"OX1mate1y the same sfze,
shape, th1ck.ness and color submltted for Inspeetton at one ttme. The lot stze
shall not exceed the number of parts, arttcles, items or compon&nts resu1t1ng
from one et~ht-hour production pertod.

J

)

4.4.2 Samples for vtsual and d1mens1ona1 examlnatfons. Unless otherwfse
speelfled tn the contractor order <see 6.2.1), samples for vtsual and
d1mensfonal examlnatlons of coated arttcles shall be selected from each lot of
anodt zed parts and artt cl es 1n accordance ~1flh the prov1 sI ons of MIL-STD-l 05,
Inspeetton Level II wtth an Acceptable Qua11ty Level <AQL> of 1.5 percent

I -

dofoct1 ve,
4.4.2.1 Vtsual examtnatton. Samples selected In accordance wHh 4.4.2
shall be 1nspected and vtsuat ly examlned for compllance wlth 3.13 after
anodlztn9 and senl1ng.

I

4.4.2.2 D,mens1ona1 eKamlnatlon. Samples. selected tn accordance w1th
4.4.2, shalll)Odtmens\onally tnspected for compllance w1th 3.9. unless
otherw~se spectfled by the procur1ng acttvlty <see 6.10.5>.
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4.4.3 Fa11ure. Fatlure to conform to any of the qua11ty conformanee
requlrements shall result In rejectton of the represented lot
4.5 Process control test methods.
4.5.1 Anod1c coating th1ckness. Test speelmens prep~red tn a.ccordance
w1th 4.3.2.2.1, shall be tested for anodlc coattng thtckness 1n accordance
wtth ASTMa 244, Method 5ZO or Method 520.1 of FED-STD-151, at the optton of
the contr~ctor, to determ1ne conformanee to the requlrements of 3.7.2.1. If
etther ASTH B 244 or Method 520 of FED-STD-151 ts used, the th1ckness shall be
computed as the avarage of' not 1ess than e1ght measurements. In case of
d1spute, Qnodtc coating thtckness shall be deterrn!ned by measurement of a
perpendtcu1ar cross sect1on of the anodtzed speetmen uslng a rnetallographlc
mtcroscopa wtth a caltbrated eyeplece •
4.5.2 Anod.1c coating wetght. Test speelmens prepared 1n accordance w1th
4.3.2.2.1 shall be tested for anod1c coat1ng welght alther In accordance w1th
ANSIIASTM B 137, or the mathod spec1f1ed tn 4.5.2.1. at the optlon of the
contractor. Type I, IS and 11 coatings sha.ll be tested for conformanee wtth
the requ1rements of 3.7.1.1. rr tha procurtng acttv1ty chooses to have
coat1ng wetght tested 1n 11eu of the ccattng thtckness for Type III hard
anod\zed coat1ngs, 1t shall be tested for conformanee wtth 3.7.2.1.1.

4.5.2.1 Method. Anod1c-coat1ng wetght determtnatlons shall ba
accomp11shed 1n the followtng manner:
a.

Test speetmens sha11 be wel9hed followlng the anodtztng traatment.

An analyt1ca1 balance or other 1nstrument sensltlve at least to
10 percent ot the net anodtc-coattng we!ght on the panel or
speelmen of materlal shall be used. Specimens shall be cleaned
and drted ror a m1n1mum of 30 m1nutes at 93•+ 6•c <zoo•+ lO"F>
and altowed to cool to roorn temperature befere we1ghtng7

b.

Immedlately fo11owtng wetghtng, the test spec1mens shall be
str1pped by 1rnmers1on tn a phosphor1c-chromlc ac1d solut1on for a
mtntmum
ot 5 m1nutes, <not to exceed 6 m1nutes>, at 100•+ 6•c
(212 6 + l0 6 f). The solutton sha11 constst of the foltow1no:
Phosphorlc actd, 85 percent
Chtom1c ac\d <Cr03>
Hater to make

35 m1111T 1ters

20 grams .

1 ,000 mi 11111 ters

The test: speelmens shall be removed f.-om the so1utton, washad In
d1st111ed water, drted, apd welghed. The 5-mlnute exposure shall
be repeated untll the coat1ng 1s complete1y removed, wh1ch 1s
1ndtcated by the panel or spec1men's wetght rema1n1ng constant. The strlpptng solutlon shall be dlscarded after 1 11ter
of the salutton has d1ssolved 5 grams of tha anod1c coat1ng.

c.

After ttna1 we1gh1ng, the tota1
sha11 be accurately determtned.

d.

The un1t ttlm we1ght shall be determ1ned by subtract1ng the
we1ght 1n mllltorams of the str1pped speetmen from tts we19ht tn
mll11grams pr1or to str1pp1ng and d1vtd1ng by the surface area
expressed '" squàrfl fftet.

t

ll •
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surf~ce
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4,5.3 Corros1on

rest~tance,

4,5,3.1 Mothod, Test spectmens. prepared 1n accordance w1th 4,3.2.2:2,
sha11 be washad 1n d1stt11ed or delontzed water, drled wtth a soft cloth and
then subjected toa 5 percentsaltspray test 1n accordance w1th ASTM B 117,
except that the stgn1f1cant surface shalt ba fncltned 6 degr&es from the
verttcal. Speetmens wtth Types I, IB and II coatings shall be exposed for 336
hours. After exposure, speetmans shall be examtned and compared wtth unexposed
speetmens for the effects of cor1·os1on to determtne complh.nce wtth 3.7.1.2.
4.5.4 Ltght fastness reststance CClass z only>. T~st specimens, prepared
tri accordance wltfi 4.3,2..2..2, sha11 be tested for 11ght fastness res1stance by
exposure to ultravlolet rad1at1on In accordance wfth efther ASTM G 23, ASTM D
822 or ASTM G 26, for a pcr1od of 200 hours, except that the speetmens wt 11 be
exposed conttnuously to 11ght without water spray. After exposure, speetmens
shall be compared wlth dupltcate speetmens not exposed toa 11ght souree for
the same pertod of ttme to determ1ne the Delta (E) value fn accordance wtth
ASTM 0 2244. The Delta <E> value shall be used to determ1ne conformanee wtth
3.7.1.3.
4.5.5 Abras1on ras1stance. Test spec1mens, prepared 1n accordance with
4.3.2.2.3, shall be tested 1n accordance w1th Method 6192 of FED-STD-141 us1ng
CS-17 wheels wtth lOOO gram toad. The wheels shall revolve on the anod1c
coattng at a speed of 70 revolutlons per minute <RPM> for 10,000 cycles. The
test spec1mens sha11 be we1ghed to the nearest milligram before, <Wl), and
after, <W2), abrading • The we1ght loss obtalned by subtract1ng the f1nal
wetght from the tntttal weight, CWl - H2>, shall be used to determtne
comp11ance wlth the requ1rements of 3.7.2.2.

S.

PACKAGING <Not appl l,cab1e to thl s

spec1f1cat1on>

6. NOTES

I

6.1 Intendad

us~.

6.1.1 Types I. 16 and 11. Tha convenltonat Type$ I, ID Md II anodlc
coatings are 1ntended to trnprove surface corroslon proteetton under severe
servtee conditlens or as a base for pa1nt systems. Anodlc coattngs can ba
colorad w1th a large v.ar1ety of dyes and ptgments. Types I, IB and II coatings
provtde better corros1on proteetton at higher cost than the chromate chemlcal
converston systems CMIL-C-5541). Repair of mechan1ca11y damaged areas by the
use of materhls conform\ng to I.UL-C-81705, <see 3.3.4), w\11 not restore
abras1on reststance but wtll provide an effect1ve means of reestabllshtng
eerroston reststance.

I
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6.1.2

T~Ve

III. Type III coat1ngs are tntended to prov1de wear and

abras\on res stant surfaces wtth tmproved corros1on proteetton due to greater

thtckness and welght than the conventlonal ancdie coattngs. Soa11ng
of Type Iti coat1ogs 1s not recommended unless corrros1on reststance ts also a
factor. Hear restttance ts reduced by sea1tng. Anodtc coattngs rorm an
excellent base for most types or patnt systems, adhestves and dry f1lm
lubrtcants. Hard coat1ngs may reduce fattgue strength. lhese factors should
be consldered \n proposed use of parts subjected to cyc11c loads. Generally,
these bard coatings should not be used on parts or port1ons of parts wh1ch
normalty durtng rework would requlre restortng of dtmenstonal tolerances
because of wear of hard coated surfaces.
G.l.t.l Appl1cat1ons. Type UI coatings are used 1n such app11ca.t1ons as
valves. sHdlng pa1·ts, hinge mechan\sms, cams, gears, swlvel joints, ptstons,
roeket nozzles, 1nsulatton pla.tes, blast sh!elds, etc.

..

6.2 Ordertng
6.~.1

followtng:

•
I

d~tl·

Acgu1s1t1on requtrements. Acqu\slt1on documents should spectfy the

a.

T1tle, number and date of thts spec1f1cat1on.

b.

Type of anodt c coatt ng <see 1. 2. 1).

c.

Class of anod1c coat\ng <see·l.2.2) •

d. Special process open.tlng condltlons,
e.

ff

app11cab1e <see 3.2>.

Spec1al cleantng and fabrlcatto'n requtrements <see

::I.J.l, 3.3.2,

and 3.3.3>.
~.

Type III coat1ng th1ckness, tf appltcable <see 3.7.2.1).

g.

Color of Class

2

coating, 1f app11cable <see 3.6. 1 ànd 3.12).

b. l1ght fastness res\stance. tf appl1cab1e <sea 3.7.1.3).

I

t.

.l

Coat1ng we1ght for thtck.ness, Type III, 1f substttuted
<see 3.7.2.1.1>.

I

j.

Spech.1 seal1ng requfrements <sec 3.8).

k.

Spec,al

~amplthg

plans <see.4.4.2>.

1. Degree of non-un1form1ty of dyed castfng alloys <see 3.6.1.1).

I

I

.

•

6.2.2 Except\ons to d1·aw1ngs for tïP.es I. IB. and rr anod,c coatings. l~hen
the anodfc coating type \s not spec1f1ed on the draw\ng, Type I, IS or II rnay
be furnhhed w\thtn the 11m1ts of th1s spoc1ftcatfon, at the opt\on of the ·
contractor. When the coat1ng ctass \s not spec1f1ed on the draw1ng, etther
Class 1 or C\ass z sha11 be supplted w!thtn the 11m1ts of th1s spec1ftcat1on,
at the optton of the contractor.
13
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6.3 Patnttng. Hhen anodtzed coatings are requtred to be palntod, the
parts should be drted and patnted as promptly as posslble, dur1ng whtch tSma,
exposure to contam1na.t1on should be kept toa mtntmum. Prtor to pafnttng
anodlzed or sealed parts, w1ptng, bufflno or mechan1cal operattons should be
kapt to a mlntmum. Thts n1ay darnaga the relattvely soft outs1de layer of the
anod1c coat1ng make it suscepttble to subsequent patnt adhes1on fa11ures. ·
6.4 Electrolyttc actton. severe attack by the electrolyte on castings o1·
welds may be occastonad either by unsound castings, tmproper welding pract1ce,
a dtfference in composttton between the weld and the base metal or.
partlcularly tn the case of the sulfurie acid process, the retent1on of the ·
solutton tn cracks, crevtces, or lrregular surfaces. Severe attack by .the
electrotyte mayalso be caused by contamtnants In the electrolyte,
part1cularly chlorldes or by lmpropor racktng of the parts.

6.5 Anodtzlng rate. Alum1num and alum\num alloys may be conveniently
grouped by anod\ztng rate, espectally tn the case of the chrom1c acid process
<Type I> for conventtonal coattngs. Howcver, elther the chrom,c <Type I) or
the sulfurie acid process <Type II) will anod1ze mtxed loads satfsfactor11y,
depend,ng upon local processing preference. Supplfers are cauttoned that,
espec1a11y tn the sulfurie acid process, the anod1ztng t1me w111 have to be
sufffclently long to assure that the _slower anod1ztng alloys have at least a
minimum coating thtckness. In some cases, thls may result In 1mproper
coatings on the fast anodlzlng altoys.

6.6 Color match. FED-STD-595 may be used as a gu\de for spectfy1ng color
of anodtc coat\ngs. The color standards tn FED-STD-595 are 1ntended for pafnt
f1n1shes and should be used for approxtmate comparlson only w1th the anod1c
coatfn~s.
<see 6.2.1).
6.7 tapp1ng. The Type III anod1c coat1ngs venerally have tncreased
surface roughness as well as hav\ng the proparty of betng softer on the top
surface than 1n tha core of the coating toward the base metal. Such coatings
may bo processed oven\zed and then lapped or honed down to the ftnat des\red
d1mens1on.
6.8 Coating bath~· For 1nformat1on, 1t should be noted that processos
provldlng ether coatlog electrolytes for the convent1onat coatings may be
aqueous soluttons contalnlng oxallc acid, borlc actd plus ammonium borate and
n1tr1des. There are propr1etary processas requtr1ng coating electrolytes,
other than sulfurie actd, for tha Type III coatings; for example, the var1ous
Alum\1\tes, the Martin Hard Coat, the Sanford, the Hardas and others. One of
the Alum\ltte processas requlres an aqueous solut1on contatn1ng both sulfurie
and oxalic actds for the bath. Other baths used less frequently and for
speet al purposes emptoy sulfosa11cyllc, sulfam\c or sulfophthal te acid
i01ut1ons.
6.9 Chem1cal br1,hten1ng and poltsh1ng. Chem1ca1 brtghten1ng can be

beneflc,al by 1mprov ng the appearance and corros1on res1shnce, 1n smooth,ng
the meta111c surface by removtng certaln contamtnants and tn enhanctng the
conttnu\ty of the anodtc coat\ngs on alumtnum alloys <see· 3.3.3).

I
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6.10 Oes1gn tnformatton •
6.10.1 Surface d1mens1on of parts. On spectfytng the thtckness of coat1ngs, especla\1y for the Type III coat1ngs, allowance must be made for

d1menstona1 1ncrease. Bath a machtntng dlmenston and a coated d1menston should
be placed on appltcable drawtngs. An 1ncrease tn dlmenston, equal to one half
of the thtckness of the app11ed coattng, can be expected for each surface coateá due to surface growth. for example, fora 0.004 1nch (4 mils> coating on
close toleranee parts, a pre-mach1ntng allowance of o.ooz tnch C2 mils> per
surface must be made pr1or to hard coating. If close ftts are speelfled 1n
destgn drawtngs, butldup 1n thtckness caused by anodtc coat1ngs, especfally
Typ& III, may result In lntetference on assembly.
6.10.1.1 Holes. In the case of small hOles and tappad holes, coat1ng
thlckness can vary from no filmtoa full normal coat1ng. Holes, both tapped
and not tapped,·over 1/4 1nch shoutd be anodtzed. Parts w1th Type II
coat1ngs, external or tnternal, wtth a totat toleranee of o.0004 tnch or less,
lf lapped, honed or stoned to stze after Mod1z1ng. should be subsequently
treated wtth QPL-81706 materfals to provtde surface protectton. Dlscoloratton
on the surface that has been slzed ts acceptable <see 6.6>. lhe destgner 1s
cauttoned to requ1re adequate thread and hole sealing operat1ons tn subsequent
assemblies a.s may be requtred to produce the necessary corros1on reststance.

•
I

d

I

Rad11 of curvature for nomlnal coattng thtcknass.

· Nom1nal coat1ng
th\clness. tnch

Radtus of curva.lure Önedge and 1nstde corner

+----------------1----------·----------+

I
I

6.10.3 Fabr1catton, Successful use or a.nodtc coattngs. espec1ally the
hard Type III, depends on proper product destgn. Because or the manner of
format1on, anodtc coatings wttl develop vofds at sharp corners and edges.
Sharp edges a.nd corners are dlfftcult to anodtze satlsfactortly and tn general
should be avotded. All edges and tnslde corners should be rad1used prtor to
anodtzlng. Chamrertng should not be used unless resulttng sharp edges are
radtused. In genera1, to avotd any. uncoated edges or 1ns1de co1·ners. the
plerctng and blank1ng operattons should comply wtth the radt1 of curvature for
nom1na~ coa.ttng th1cknesses as in ïable 1II.

TABLE III.

I
I

6.to.z Thread dtmens1ons. All anodlc coatings wt11 affect thread
d\mens,ons fo1· external and 1nterna1 threads; the major and minor dtameter
wl11 be 1ncreased 2 times the amount of growth <see 6.10.1). The pttch
dtameter tor threads havtng an 1nc1uded angle of 60. w111 tncrease 4 times the
amount of growth. for threads havtng an 1nc1uded angle, other than 60•, the
p1tch dtameter wtll lncrease 2 times the aniDunt of growth <see 6. 10.1) atv1ded
by the stne of .1 12. the 1nc1 uded angle.

•

approx1mately 1/32 tnch
approx1mately 1/16 1nch
approx1mately 3/32 tnch
approxtmately T/8 1nch

0.001
0.002
0.003
0.004
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6.10.4 Coat,ng thfc~nes~. Thtckness of the heavy iype III coat,ng can be
controlled to extremety ~lo$e tolerances. Anod1zed coating can be obtatned
w1th tolerances of as 11tt1e as+ 0.0001 1nch (0,1 mil>. Wtth all anodtzfng
processes used prtmartly for engTneertng rather than for decorattve purposes,
a numbar of htghly spectalfzed techntques are used for operatfon control. One
method that may be employed 1s to carefutly measure the coated part wh1le
sttll wet and replace ft 1n the bath for a ffxed pertod of treat~ent.
Calculattons based upon a calculated rata of coating per unit of processing
t1me may be used as the bas1s for determ1nfog the exact durat1on of processing
requtred for the spec1f1c altoy betng coated.
6.10.5 Coatfnq d1mens1ons, Table IV gtves th1ckness ranges of anodtc
coat1ngs that can 6e applied on a1um1num and aluminum alloys •. All anodlc
coatthgs are harder than the substrata matertal. lf 1nterference 1s requ1red
for ass&mbly, and h accomplhhed by force fitting, Type r. IB a.nd some Type II
coatings are too th1n, too soft and too br1ttle to wtthstand abras1ve damage
durtng such assembly. ~1\th Type III coat1ngs, however, assernbly may be
accornpllshad by gr1ndtng. lappingor otherw1~e remov1ng the surplus coat1ng.
Coat\ngs of all types are br1ttle and may crack and ·spall due to force
f1tt1ngs.
6.10.6 coat1ng wa1ght

~ thtc~ness

re1at1onsh1P-·

6.10.6.1 Thtckness. TableV g\ves typ1ca1 m1n1mum th1cknesses 1n inches
of anodlc coaflngs formadon soma wrought and cast alloys that could comply
wtth the mintmum coattng wetght requtrernents 1n accordance wtth Tabla I for
Types I, IA and II, Class 1.
·
6.10.6.2 Type II. For extartor surfaces processed f•-om sulfur1c acid
electrolytes <Type II> that are cleaned regularly, a thtckness of at least
0.0004 tnch (approx1mately· 2450 ml111grams per square foot> wlll assure high
reststance to wea.therlng. For exterfor parts that are handled frequently or
~ept wtthout matntenance. a m,n,mum thtckness of 0.0007 inch <approximately
3890 milllgrams per squue foot> should be requ1red. For ord\nary app11cattons fo1· Interlor serv1ce, coatings 0.0004 1nch th1ck are ample. Where
abraston raststance \s not a factor and parts are not normalty handled, thtckness of 0.00013 to 0.00025 1nch <900 to 1700 mllltgrams per square foot> may be
ad9quah.

TABLE IV. Thickness ranges of anod1c coattngs on
.!.

......

-

Coat,ng Type

Thtckness re.nge, 1 och

-

·--

0.00002 to 0.0003
0.00001 to 0.0010

I and 16
li

o.ooo5 to

III

-

....

--------·-·-··

0.0045

. ··-

16
.-

alumtnum

t~.lum1num o.nd
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alloys
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TABLE V. Mtn1mum th1ckness <tvptcal> 1n tnch of !nodtc

TfiTèKn&Si'Ot coat1ng. tnch

Alloy des\gnatton

Type I and IB

1100
2024-14
2024-T6
3003

sosa

6061-TG

7075-16
Atclad 2014-TG
Alclad 7075-T6

0.000093
0.000125

0.000035
0.000033
0.000021
0.000034
0.000040
0.000045
0.000041

0.000103
0.000098

-

295-T6

Type 11
--·-·-

0.000029

0.000044

SOSG

356-T6
514

•

coat1ngs~

-

-

0.000099

-

-

-

0.000107
0.000102
0.000086

6.10.7 Effect on fatlgue. The fat\gue properties of alum1num alloys can be
severely reduced by anodlc coatings. The amount of reduct1on varles w1th the
process. As a generat rule, the th\cker the coating the greater the effect

w11 1 be.

6.11 Duelex sealing. The corroslon reststance of dyed parts, espec1a11y
those anod\zed in a sulfurie acid bath. Type II, may be enhanced by treatment
in a sod1um d1chromate solutlon e1ther durlogorafter convent1ona1 sealtng
w\th nl d.el iH:eh.tli!. Th1s treatment can eau se s11ght changes 1n the co lor of
the dye. Pa1nt systems adhere very sattsfactortly to duplex sealed dyed coat1ngs. However, where any objectton w\th such duplex sea11ng app11cat1on 1s
warranted because of a ftrmly destred colorat\on, the dual process for sea11ng
sh~uld not be UsQd.
6.12 ~ye1ng or coloring Type I ar.d IB coattnfis. Because Type I and IB
coat\ngs ave a different pore structure and a t Inner anod\zed la.yer th~n
Typa II t:oat,ngs, they are the most d1ff\cutt to dye. As a resu1t, Type I or
IB black anodtz~d ts not readtly obtatnable.

6. 13 Htgh copper content t1.ll oys, A1urnt num a 11 oys hav 1ng a nom1 na l copper
content of 2 percent or higher tnclude a11 2xxx sertas alloys, 7050 and 7178.
6.14 Subject term <key word> 11st1ng.

I
I

I

Anodtc coat1ngs
Alurntnum
Alurntnum a.lloys

•

6.15 Supersedure data. Type I, conventlonal chrom1c actd anodlztng,
referencea throughout thls spec1ftcat\on Is the same as the Type IA destgnated
tn the 0 r~vtston and the Type I 1n a.ll verslons preced1ng the D revtston.
17
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At-IENDMENT-1

13 November 1989

'"'
MILITARY SPECIFICATION

ANODIC COATINGS, FOR ALUMINUM AND ALUMINUM ALLOYS
Th1s amendment forms a part of military speclf1cat1on MIL~A-8625E,
dated 25 Aprtl 1988, and Is approved for use by all Departments
and Agenctes or the Department of Oefense,

PAGE 1

1.2. 1 Type IB, Oelete and substttute:
Type IB- Chrom1c ac1d anod1z1ng, low voltage process, 22 ± zv, <see 3.4.1)

2.1.1, Oelete and substltute:

Spec1flcat1ons and standards. The foltow1ng spec1rtcatlons and
standards forma part of thts document to the eKtent speelfled hereln.
Unless otherwlse speclf1ed, the 1ssues of these documents are these 11sted
1n the 1ssue of the Department of Defense Index of Speclf1cat1ons and
standards CDOOISS> and supplement thereto, c1ted 1n tho soltc1tat1on.
2.1 .t

PAGE 2

Under "FEDERAL STANDARDS" delete:

FED-ST0-595 - Color
After the 11st1ng of all government documents delete, "(Coples of
spec1f1catlons and standards requtred by contractors 1n connect1on wtth
spec1f1c aqu1s1tton functtons should be obtalned from the contracttng act1vlty
or as d1rected by the contract1ng act1vlty.)" and subst1tute:

<Unless otherw1se 1ndlcated, coples of federal and rn111tary spec1ftcatlons,
standards, and handbooks are ava11able from the Naval Publlcattons and
Forms Center. <ATTN: NPODS), 5801 Ta.bor Avenue, Ph11adelph1a PA. 19120.)

1 of 5

AMSC N/A

AREA MFFP
QISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A, Approved for publtc release; d1str1but1on 1s unl1m1ted.
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PAGE 2

rI

2.2. délete and substttute:
2.2 Non~Government publ1catlons. the followtng documents forma part of
thls document to the extent spec1f1ed horeln. Unless otherwhe spec\f1ed,
the Issues of the documents wh1ch are ooo adopted are those ltsted tn the
Issue of the DODISS clted tn the sollcltatlon. Unless otherwlse spec1fled 1
the Issues of documentsnot llsted In the DODISS are the Issues of the
documents ctted In the sollcttatton.
·
PAGE 3
Oelete "(Nongovernment standards and other pubtlcatlons are normally avatlable
from the orqan1zatlons whlch prepare or whlch dlstrlbute the documents. These
documents also
may be avaltabla 1n or through 11brar1es or ether tnformat\onal
11

servtces.)

2.3, Oelete and subst1tute:
2.3 Ordetof precedence. In theevent of a conf11ct between the text of
thts document and the references c\ted hereln, the text of thts document
takes precedence. Noth1ng tn th1s document. however. supersedes app11cable
laws and regulatlons unless a speclfic exemption has been obtatned.
PAGE 4

Add the fotlow1ng new paragraph after 3.4.2:

Photosenstt1zed <tdentlflcation> nameplate~. Whén Type II anodtc
coattngs are sp~ctfied for use In photosensttlzed nameptates, oxal\c actd
anod\ztng may be used tn lteu of sulfurie acid anodtzlng, at the opt1on of
the contractor. If oxa11c acid anodlztng ts used. the resultant coating
shall meet all the requtremants speelfled tn thls document for Type II
Ancdie coatings.
3.4.2.1

PAGE 6
3.7.2.1. at the ênd of the thtrd sentence add;
• see 6.16

PAGE 7
3.7.2.2. delete and substltute:

3.7.2.2 Abr~s\on res1stance. khen tested 1n accordance wtth 4.5.5,
unsealed Type III coattngs shall provide a hard abraston reslstant f1ntsh
as spectfled here1n. see 6.17. The anodlc coattng shalt have a maxtmum
wear \ndex of 3.5 mg/1000 cycles on alumtnum alloys having a coppet·
content of 2 percent or h\gher, see 6.13. The wear tndex for all ether
alloys shall not exceed 1.5 mg/1000 cyctes.
2
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PAGE 7

3.8.1.1, at the end of the last sentence add:

, see 6.15.
PAGE 8

3.13, at the end of the second sentence add:

, see 6.14.
4.1,

Delete and subst1tute:
4.1 Responstbtltty for 1nspectton. Unless otherwlse speelfled tn the
contractor purchase order, the contractor h responstble for the
performance of all tnspect1on requtrements (examlnattons and tests> as
spec1fted heretn. Except as otherwlse speelried In the contract or.
purchase order, the contractor may use h1s own or any other f'acntt~es
sultabla for the performance of the Inspeetton requ1rements spectf1ed
hereln, unless d1sapproved by the Government. The Governmeot reserves the
rlght to perferm any of the 1nspections sat forth tn the spec1f1cat1on
where such tnspect1ons are deemed necessary to eosure supp11es and
servtees conform to prescribed requlrements.
·

4.1.1,

delete and subst1tute:

Respons1bt11tr f'or compltance. All Hems must meet all
requtrements of Sect on 3. The Inspeetton set forth In tht s spec1f1catton
shalt become a partor the contraetar's overall Inspeetion system or
qual\ty program. The absence of any Inspeetton requirements 1n the
speclf1catlon sh~ll net rel,eve the contractor of the responstb11tty of
ensur1ng that all products or supp11es subm1tted to the Government for
acceptance comply w1th alt requtrements of the contract. S~mp11ng
1nspectlon, as part of mdnufacturtng operat1ons, is an acceptable practtce
to ascertaln conformanee to requtrements, however. thfs does not authortze
submisston of ~nown defect1ve matertal, etther 1ndtcated or actual. nor
does 1t commlt the Governmant to acceptance of defectlve mater1a1.
4.1.1

PAGE 10

4.3.3, delete and substltute:
4.3.3 Fa11ure.

..

ratlure to conform to any of th& process control

requtrements speelfled tn Table I shall result tn 1mmed1ate halt of
product,on. The re&son for fa11ure shall be determtned.and corrected
before productton resumes. All traceable and retrtevable work from the
tt~ the fltled prO(ess control spec1mens were anodtz~d to the
ttMe ~han the fa,lure WiS detérmtned. sha11 be rejected, unless the
tontractor can de~strate that the ttems under review can meet the
requ1rtments of thts spec1flcatton. Unless otherwlse ipeclf1ed, parts
~lch have been pa1nted or have gone onto a ~lgher level of assembly shall

not be cons1dered retrteva.ble.

·
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PAGE 12

)

4.5.5 1 delete and subst\tute:

4.5.5 Abraston res1stdnce. Test specimens, prepared tn accordance wlth
4.3.2.2.3, shall be tested tn accordance wtth Method 6192.1 of FEO-STD-141
us\ng CS-17 wheels wHh a 1000 gram loa.d. The wheels shall revolve on the
anod\c coatin9 at a speed of 70 revoluttons per m1nute (RPM) for 10,000
çycles. The wear 1ndex shal\ be datermtned aftar the 10,000 cycle pertod
by d\vid\ng the wetght toss by 10. The wear tndex shall meet the
requtrements of 3.7.2.2.

PAGE 17
6.14, delete and substttute:
S\ze of contact marks. In order to obtatn the destred current
denstty without burn1ng the parts, the stza or number of contact marks
w\11 begreater for parts havtng h\gher surface areas. ~ecause current
dens\ty 1s a. rueasure of the requlred current per square foot of alum1num
betng anodlzed, a part havtng twtce as much surface area relattve to
another w111 requtre tw1ca as much current. Trytng to force the htgher
currents requ1t·ed fot hryer parts through sma11 er contact area.s
sutf\c1eot for parts wtth lower surface areas may result ln burntng.
6.14

}
6.15, delete and substitute:

6.15 Sealing. In gener~l. a sod\um d\chromate seal w\11 provide better
corros\on res.1stance than a hot water sea1 but both methods are capable of
provldtng anodlc coatings wh\ch meet the requlrements of th1s
spectflcat\on. The hot water saal has envtronmental advantages but the
anod1c coat1ng Is more d\fftcult to v1sua.lly exam1ne because tt lacks the
bronze color associated wlth the sodlum dlchromate saal.
PAr.J:" 1R

6.16, delete and substttute:
6.16 Effects on coating th1ckness. A hardcoat of 2 m11s or more \s
extremely d\ff\cult to obtatn on h\gh stl\cone die castings such as 360, 380,
and 3B3. It 1s recommertd&d that th\s be cons1dered when spectfy1ng a coating
thlckness for htgh s\11cone cast\ngs.
Add paragraph 6.17 as follows:

G.l7

Effects of Type III coat1ng th\ckness on abras\on reststance.

The

abras\on reststance of Type 111 coat\ngs wtl1 decreasa as the coating thickness
approaches 3 mtls. In general, abraston reststance does not tncrease wlth
tncreastng coattng th\ckness.

4
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PAGE 18

t
Add

para~rAph

6.18 as fo11ows:

6.18 Sugersedure data. Type I, convent\ona1 chrom1c ac1d anodlzlng,
referenced throughout th1s spec Hl cation h the same as the Type IA
deslgnated In the D revls\on and the Type I In all verslons preced1ng the
D revts1on.
Add

paragraph 6.19 as fellows:

6.19 Changes from previous Issue. Astertsks are not used In thls
revhlon to tdent1fy changes wtth respect to the prevlous Issue due to the
extenslveness of the changes.

Add paragraph 6.20 as follows;
6.20 Subject term <key word> ltstlng
Alumtnum
Alumtnum alloys

Anodtc coatings
Anodtzlng

CustodiM:
Army - MR
Navy - AS
Air Forée- 11

Review

Preparing act1v1ty:

Navy - AS

<Project no. MFFP-0435)

~çtlvltles:

Army- AR, AV, MI
Navy- EC, OS, SH
Air Force- 70, 71, 801 82 1 85 1 99
User acttvltles:
Army- AT, CR, GL, ME

•

'
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Added Sectien III(e).
Sectien III(f), Znd
paragraph, added: "for
demineralized .... ".
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Page 2, Sectien III (a)
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REVISION
LETTER

I REVISION DESCRIPTION

IDATE

a

Page 3, III (c) pp3 -changed
85°F to 90°F

b

Added Page 8a and (3) (a),(b),9/7/61
(c), (d) toD. SOLUTION CONTROL

c

Added Note (c), Page 5, under 10 I 13/61
Dl. SPECIAL PROCEDURE NOTES

d

Added Note (5), Page 8, under 10/13/61
VII, QUALITY S'TAl"lDARDS C.

e
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oz. te 2 - 6 oz. & 140°-180°
te 100°-140°.

f

Page 3, III (c) para. 7 adde~ -7-6-64
to 507., using a colorimeter
test.

g

Page 5, IV (b) (2) added
colorimeter kit for i. by wt.

h

Page 8a, VII(D) (1) added as
called out under Spec. Proc.
(IV) in this manual.
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Sectien III {c), Paragraph 7, added last
sentence
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Sectien III (d), rewrote
first sentence. 15
changed to 13.
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Sectien III (e), added
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or seal tank ••• " to
first paragraph. Added
last sentence to last
paragraph.
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TRW HARTZELL PROPELLER .
PROCES S MANUAL

CHROMIC ACID ANODIZE
Manual Code H-S-4

Date: 8-14-61
Revised: 3/23/70
Revised:

I.

APPLICATION:
(A)

Chromic acid anodize is a process approved for the
formation of a protective ancdie film, applied te
aluminum metal parts te increase the resistance to
corrosion, abrasion, and attack of foreign materials
on the base metal.

(B)

Unless otherwise specified on engineering drawings, the
ancdie film operatien shall be performed after all
machining and processing is completed, excepting the
final painting and applying of decals in the case of
prop~ller blades.

'_)

II.

8/5/81

MATERIALS EMPLOYED:
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

Chromic Acid (approximately 10% solution)
Inert Anodes (lead and/or steel)
Demineralized Water
City Tap Water
Commercial Alkaline Cleaners
":;.
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Revised:
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Process Hanual (H-S-4)

7-6-64
3-8-72
5-8-73
3-25-76

8-5-81

III.

PROCEDURE:
Equipment and Solutions
(a)

Cleaning (Soak):
Mild steel tank is heated by steam coils and exhausted
by lip type ventilation.
Cleaning solutions approved for the cleaning of aluminum
parts are:
Salution
Taskleen D4
Wyandotte
Spray Altrex

(b)

Concentratien
5 - 7 az/gal. water

Temp.
Time
150°-160°F 30-60

5-10 oz./gal. water

160°-190°F

3-10

Cold Water Rinsing
Following the cleaning cycle, complete rinsing for removal of residual cleaning compounds and loose soil is
accomplished by agitation of parts in two cold water
baths made up of city tap water. The second rinse is a
constant ~lowing bath with spray headers which allows
the operator to completely flush each part as it is
raised out of the solution. Complete and thorough rinsing befare the anodize is essential.
Rinsing time is not a preset cycle. Parts are agitated
up and do1m in the water bath until completely free of
materials from the cleaning cycle. Additional air agitation is furnished through headers in the bottorn of the
tank.

Page 2

TRW Hartzell Propeller
Process Hanual (H-S-4)
III.

Revised:

6-14-66

3/23/70

8/5/81

PROCEDURE (Continued):
(c)

Chrornic Acid Anodize:
Tank is fabricated from mild steel using lip type
ventilation. Copper anode and cathode rails, insulatad
from the tank and solution, carry DC power from the
rectifier to the parts being processed.
The parts act as the anode and inert type catbodes madz
of lead or steel, complete the circuit on the cathadie
side.
Temperature is accurately maintained at 95°F. (± 4°)
by means of automatically controlled heating and cooling
coils. Air agitation is used as needed by the operator
for salution control.
Current density is maintained from 1-6 amps/sq. ft.
The DC voltage builds up automatically from 0 to 40 volts
by the resistance of the ancdie film being formed. After
reaching the 40 volt level, constant voltage·regulation
is maintained by the power source. At this same time,
the amperage is decreasing due to the ancdie film being
formed.
The parts are fastened tightly to titanium or. aluminum
racks, which are in contact with the anode rail, suspendi
the parts into the solution.
The salution concentratien is maintained at approximately
10% to 5% weight. Tests are made every 30 werking days
using a Kocour Test Kit.
. . ::
. · ..........-··.
The time cycle is held relatively the same on all siz2 ·
parts. A minimum of 40 minutes is required to attain th
proper coating.
~~:. .>->-~ --~
~·::" ...

·i ··-=-;_;.~...~ ..-~z~~--;"..'.-·
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Revised:

6-14-66
3/23/70
3/8/72
8/5/81

III.

PROCEDURE (Continued):
(d)

Recirculated Cold Water Rinsing:
Following the chromic acid tank, parts are allowed to
drain thoroughly befere transfer te the rinse operations~
Parts are prerinsed in city water and final rinsed in.·-y-:::'-~}
a tank that is recirculated constantly through an ·
--~.-~ ."'"\
industrial decineralizer where the resin bed removes the:
chromic acid (CR03) and holds the taxie material for
disposal at a later date. The circulation is under
pressure through a positive pump and is maintained at
13-17 GPM.
Air agitation is installed in this tank and is used to
insure complete remaval of residual materials from the
cbrome tank.

(e)

Inspeetion for Indications of Su=face Defects:

(f)

Hot Water Seal:

H-S-20.

After thorough rinsing and draining, the parts are
immersed in a demineralized hot water·seal tank or seal
tank with 6 oz./gal. of sodium dichromate.
Temperature is very accurately controlled by automatic
valves to held 208° F.-212° F. for demineralized water
seal or 178° F.-182° F. sodium diebramate seal.
The tank is made of stainless steel with all components
in contact with the salution or vapors, also of stainles!
material.
Lip type ventilation is necessary for the comfort -·of ·tbeoperator.
~~~ .- _.:.._~i::~-:
.-.··.

. .

..-.,;;;:.-.'· ..
.;,: :..··;:

Immersion time is extremely important _on this operatiori.
Time varies from 15-20 minutes, depending upon the i':">? SS ..
and wall thickness of the parts.
i. ( ..€/
:;._; 0 .

:

·-

=:~f~~:.:

The ano.dic film is soft coming to this hardening ~-pe;~ti
After approximately 15 minutes, the film is hardeneci by
the constant heat of the water. Excessive temperature
or toe long immersion time will tend to resoften the
hardened ancdie film.

Revised:
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Process Hanual (H-S-4)

6-14-66

3/23/70
3/8/72
8/5/81

III.

PROCEDURE (Continued):
(f)

Hot Water Seal (Continued):
After full time cycle, the parts are removed from the
hot water tank and allowed to air dry for convenience
of unracking. A rinse is required if sodium dichromzte
seal is used.
SPECIAL NOTE
During the cooling of the parts and the following 30-60
minutes, the parts should be handled carefully to prevent
marking and damage to the semi-hardened surfaces.

·.
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Revised:

Har tze 11 Prope 11er
Process rlanual (h- S- 4)
TR'IIl

IV.

SPECIAL PROCEDURE

~OTES:

(a)

Reference to specific proprietary products using vendors'
narnes in this manual is for operational information only
and indicates the current product being used. This is
not to be considered as part of this specification, and
a change in a product of the same nature does not necessarily constitute a change in the specificatien or
manual.

(b)

Bath Constituent Notes:

(c)

(1)

Commercial cl~aners being used are to be checked
and concentratien maintained mon.thly.by Quality
Con trol.

(2)

The chromic acid tank is maintained by test kit
for % by weight and eperator's visual observation
of the coating being produced and checked with the
anodicator daily.

(3)

Demineralized water is produced automatically, and
the manufacturing equipment is regenerated as required and indicated by sensing instruments built
into the demineralizer.

Special Alloy Problems:
(1)

7076 alloy used in certain blade applications will
nat always accept an ancdie film that will pass the
salt spray requirements. We will continue to anocii
this alloy but will accept no responsibility as to
the quality of the coating.

Page 5
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TRW Hartzeil Propeller
Process Manual (H-S-4)
V.

STRIPPING OF

(a)

A.:.~ODIC

Date: 8-14-61
8-5-81
COATINGS:

Stripping of ancdie coating produced by Chrornic Acid is
accomplished by immersion of the parts in a salution
composed of a ratio of 1 pint of Phosphoric Acid to
16 oz. of Chromic Acid.
Temperature is held at 180°F - 210°F.

:~

.·

-

..:. ......

Time cycle varies frcm 5 - 30 minutes, depending on
salution temperature, mass of the parts, and thickness of
the ancdie coating.
(b)

Parts that have been stripped must be thoroughly rinsed
in the flowing demineralized water tank te remave the
taxie Chromic Acid (CR0 3 ) and deposit same in the resin
bed for disposal purposes.

....... .....
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TRW Hartzel~ Propeller
Process Nanual (H-S-4)
VI.

Date: 8-14-61
8-5-81

S~.FETY:

(a)

Chromic Acid is a poisonous material when taken internally
and destructive to ani~l and vegetable tissue. Care must
be taken to prevent spillage on skin areas and clothing._
Cotton clothing is especially sensi::ive to Chromic Acid ~-··.>
contact.
,··:~:::~.~,--.··~:

(b)

.·

- - (1)

Alkaline cleaners are normal irritants to the skin
and should be avoided as much as possible.

(2)

When building a new cleaner tank charge, care must
be taken to prevent heat explosions by adding large
amounts of make up water to small amounts of the alka1
material.

-·

··- ,:_ ....-. ..:.:..
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VII.

Revised:

10-13-61
3/23/70
8/5/81

QUALITY STANDARDS:
A.

APPE..A..RANCE:

The ancdie coating sha11 be smooth in texture, free of
crystalline and burned areas, and uniform in coloration.
The color should range from light and silver gray through
dark gray.
B.

THIC.t01ESS:

(1)

Thickness shall be measured by means of an anodica=or
This instrument is designed to check AC voltage
breakdown as controlled by the resistance formed
by the insulating ancdie coating on the parts.
Since ancdie films are not additive in nature, the
surface formed is a conversion of the outer surface
of the part itself. The protective oxide coating
is valued by its resistance rather than its thickness

(2)

C.

Per Spec MIL-A-8625-A, the production anodizing tank
shall be checked for film weight on a test panel
every 60 werking days and for eerrosion resistance
by salt spray once each six (6) months minimum.

QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURE:
(1)

Thickness, as indicated by a resistance check on
first run lot, is checked by the operator and
logged in daily log record.

(2)

A reading of 100 AC volts is the minimum allowed on
the anodicator for anodized parts.
··· .,._

(3)

Appearance on anodized parts is to be given 1007.
visual inspeetion by the operator.

(4)

The periadie check on thickness and eerrosion resist.
is performed by an outside certified testing laborat

(5)

The current density may be determined by calculating
the total surface area and dividing the tank amperag
by the work area.
Page 8
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VII.

ÇUALITY STANDARDS:
D.

E.

(Co::1 t inued)

SOLUTION CONTROL:
(1)

Quality Control shall make
periadie checks of
tank solutions per arocess Control as. called out
under Special P~ocedures (IV) in this manual.

(2)

Constant surveillance is made by the operator of
amperage, voltage, liquid levels, te~perature, and
ventilation during the werking day.

(3)

Automatic temperature controllers on tanks will be
checked by the operator at least once a week for .
any difference in readings between controller and
the checking equipment.
(a)

A precision laboratory thermometer will be
used for this purpose.

(b)

Checks will be made at the sarne area in the
tank that the sensing thermocouple norrnally
is located.

(c)

The operator shall maintain a record of each
check, showing data and time of readings on
bath instruments.

(d)

Operator shall initial such records.

t-1ASTER EQUIPt-1ENT:

(1)

A master laboratory thermometer is used to maintain
a check of all thermometers used in anodize. This
monthly check will be made and recorded by inspeetic

(Z)

A Simpsen 260 volt meter is used to check the
rectifier in anodize. This check is made nonthly
and recorded on a card at the machine.
The volt meter is checked for voltage accuracy
every 6 months and recorded.

Page Sa
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Date:

8-ll~o-61

Revised: 8-5-81
II.

CONTROL CYCLE ON

AUTOH.~TIC

HECTIFIER:

The rectification unit is used to convert AC current to DC
current being used in the Chromic Acid tank. This unit is
completely automatic after being preset for voltage, amperage.and
time. The following cycle of eperation will be used for
sequencing the rectifier.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

(k)
(1)
(m)

Power off
Laad tank with parts
Turn amp knob to non
Set timer
Toggle switch set to "ACS ONLY"
Preset voltage transfer dial
Set voltage current knob above voltage transfer
Turn power on
Adjust amp control knob
Throw toggle switch to automatic transfer
ft~odize until red timer light goes on
Turn power off
Re~ve parts from tank

.

- ·-·-··. ·..
-~~ .. • ~
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REPORT ON THE aiROMIC ACID ANODISING OF PROPELIER BLADES
REQUIREMENT

The McCauley Service Manual states:
"Wherever possible anodise repaired blades by chromic acid process Spec
MIL-A-8625. "
N.B.

The materials and processes described in this paper are those used
and recommended by Rotol for use on their propeller blades and
quoted in their Spec P.S.llO.

GENE RAL.

Chromic acid anodising produces an oxide film which is resistant to oorrosion
and abrasion. The corrosion resistance obtained will depend on several
factors such as the spec of base metal, the efficiency of the sealing
process etc.
Chromic acid anodising gives a relative thin coating (0.0601") but
minimises the loss of fatigue strength.
The process will show up surface defects and cracks which are revealed
through residual electrolyte in the cracks drying out to form a yellowi"s.h
brown stain.
EQUIPMENT AND MATE RIALS REQUIRED

a. One anodising tank of mild steel welded construction, fitted with; heating,
water cooling, air agitation, temperature control with distant reading
8-inch dial thermometer, and adequate fume extraction equipment.
b. One spray wash tank with high pressure water supply.
c. Two stainless steel tanks as ('a) abov"e for the dichromate sealing
solutions and the anodic film stripping solution Ï;_f_~~~~cal stripping
is unde rtaken.
~··:"""\

·d

d. One mild steel hot water tank, fitted with heating, water supply, overflow
and draincock.
NOTE:

All the above tanks must be of size suitable for suspending a
propeller blade vertically during treatment (See drawing).

e. One or more 60 volt DC Souree of required current capacity, with wall
mounting control panel containing suitable ammeter, voltmeter, isolating
knife switch, hand operated infinitely variable resistance unit to 8ive
voltage control from 40 - 50 volts on normal load, and an electrically
operated hand-setting timing clock, graduated in minutes up to 1 hour, and
fitted with buzzer or bell alarm device.
f. A supply of suitable chemieals ( see "Solutions ").
g. A supply of suitable jigs for suspending, during anodising, blades of
both the internal and external-thread type; these jigs consist of an expanding
or screwed memher to fit the hole in the blade root, These are suspended
from a banger designe d to fit on the anode work bars; all parts of the jig
which work below the level of the electrolyte must he of aluminium. (see
drawing).

./2
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h. A rubber covered timber inspeetion bench with mercury vapour lamp
illumination.
i. A supply of Basol 99 fluid.

j. A supply of lanoline salution to Specificatien DEF.2331.
The above equipment and materials may be obtained from:Messrs w. Canning & Co. Ltd., Great Rampton Street, Birhimgham & Easol Ltd.,
wc.l].
NO'IE : It is re commended that you purchase the "Canning Handhook of
London
Electro Plating" from the same source.
SOLUTION

REQUIRED

ANODISING SOLUTIONS
A 5% (8ozs. per gallon) solution.-·of chromium trioxide in distilled or

demineralised water. Mixing by air agitation is to be employed during initial
preparatien and at each subsequent addition of chromic acid.
Tempe rature
Voltage

40°C + 2°C. (104°F. + 4°F.)
See anodising procedure.

DICHROMATE SOLUTION
Sodium dichromate
Sodium carbonate (anhydrous)
Water
pH
Tempe rature

100 gms.
18 gms
1 litre
6

1 lb.
3-ozs.
1 gallon
7

94°- 98°c. (201°- 208°F.)

ANODIC FILM STRIPPrnG SOLUTION
Phosphoric acid (S.G. 1.75)
Chromium trioxide (Sulphate free) •
Distilled or demineralised water
Temperature

35 mls.

159 mls.

1 litre
1 gallon
90° - 98°c. (194° - 208°F.)

CONTROL OF SOLUTIONS :
The Anodising Salution must be analysed at suitable intervals for free
chromic acid, total chromium and chlorides. The free acid (expressed as
Cr0 3) is to be maintained at 4.0 - 5.0% and the salution rejected when the
total chromium (expressed as Cr03) exceeds 10% by weight or if the chloride
content (expressed as NaCl) exceeds 0.20 gms. per litre.
The Dichromate Sealing Salution must be analysed at suitable intervals
and ma in taine d at :
Sodium dichromate
pH

80
6

100 gms per litre
7

by suitable additions of sodium dichromate and chromium trioxide or sodium
carbonate respectively.
The Anodic Film Stripping Salution must be analysed at stiitable intervals
and maintained at:
Free chromium trioxide not less than 20 gms per litre
Free phosphoric acid
not less than 50 gms per litre
Chlorides (as NaCl)
not less than 0.2 gms per litre

;).

PROCEDURE FOR ANODISING

1. Remove grease from the b1ade by swabbing with a 1 + 9 salution of Basol
99 and water. Finally wash the blade down by means of a pad of cotton
woo1 or a sponge soaked with clean water.
NOTE:

The b1ades must not be handled except with clean rubber gloves
between anodising and dichromate sealing. Unnecessary
handling must be avoided.

2. Fit suspender-jig. In the treatment of the root section the jig is
fitted across the blade face. Finished polished blades are to be jigged
using suspenders fitted to the root of the b1ade. Care must be taken to
ensure that perfect electrical contact is obtained between the suspender
and the component. Suspenders and jigs must be kept clean by the
use of fine emery c1oth.
Any considerab1e and continued fluctuations in voltmeter and ammeter
readings during anodising are indicative of faulty electrical contact.
If such fluctuations are observed, the voltage should be reduced to
the lowest setting by means of the resistance controls and the current
switched off. The component or batch of components should then be
removed, oold water washed, and the electrical conditions examined and
adjusted wbere necessary. On re-insertion in the anodising bath the
components should be treated as a new batch and the full process
cycle applied.
3. Cold water spray wash.
4. Immerse in anodising salution with current off, attaching jig to
anode work-bar. In the treatment of root sections, the components
should be positioned so that the entrappment of air or oxygen will
be avoided. Finished polished blades should be at least ten
inches apart in the tank.
5. Switch on the current, with all resistance in circuit, start the
timing clock and maintain the following conditon.

-~.·

·v

During the first 10 minutes, increase the voltage smoothly at the
rate of 4 volts per minute in such a manner that the current reading
on the arnmeter fluctuates as little as possible. At no point during
this operatien should the current reading exceed 50 amps. for each
polished blade in the vat. When the voltage reaches 40 volts maintain
at this voltage for 20 minutes, then increase the voltage smoothly
at the rate of 2 volts per minute until 50 volts is achieved. Maintain
at this voltage for a further 5 minutes. (Total processing time
.
40 minutes). The temperature of the salution to be controlled at 38- ~0 c.
6. Reduce the voltage to the lowest setting by
controls and switch off the current.

me~s

of the resistance

7. Remove the components from the bath, cold water spray wash and blow
off witb compressed air to dry.
8. Store for not less than 1 hour, and not more than 3 hours in clean
and cool conditions and examine for defects indicated by ye llow or
yellow-hrown chromic acid lines or patches. Any suspected components
must be referred to the Materials Labaratory for investigation.
Components must be kept separated during the storage p~riod.
9. After inspeetion transfer to the dichromate sealing tank and immerse
for 10 minutes. The component must be electrically insulated from
the tank sides and the salution must be gently air agitated and
maintained at 94° - 98°C. throughout.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I'

- ~10.

Remove from the sealing solution and wash thoroughly in a cold
water spray.

11.

Transfer for !-1 minute to tank of hot demineralised water at
98-100°C.

12.

Remove from the hot water and allow to dry.

13.

Finish polished blades only
Remove the jigs and wipe all over
with a clean rag soaked in lanoline solution conforming to
DEF.2331, wiping off excess with a clean soft cloth.
If blades are to be fitted with rubber de-icing overshoes, this
operation should be delayed until three days after the fitting of
the overshoe.

.

-6-
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IN SPE Cf! ON OF BLADES AFrE R ANODISING
VIS UAL IN SPE Cf ION

The chromic acid coat is translucent to opaque and should be light grey on
pure aluminium on alloys it will have darker shades.
CRACK IETE Cf ION

Before sealing process, examine blade for signs of yehlow brown acid
lines which indicate cracks.
DYE TEST

Test made immediately after washing and before sealing. Dye coat with methyl
violet die (inQiible pencil) vigorous rubbing with damp cloth shall not
produce appreciable loss of colour.
SEALING TEST

To test whether anodic coat has been sealed dye with salution made by dissolving
1 gramme of anthraquinone violet R in 50 ml water. Apply at room temperature
and allow to stand for five minutes. Wash away with soap and water and, if
properly sealed, no stain should remain.
ElECfRICAL TEST

Special equipment can be purchased to carry out this test.
The test can be made by using a 60 volt dry battery connected to spring clip
and metal hall of not less than 1/4" drain.
The spring clip is attached to the work making sure that the teeth penetrate
the film, the ball is then passed lightly over the work and the voltmeter
should continue to read 60 volts.
THICKNESS OF COATING

\)

This test can only be carried out if one is using the chemica! stripping
process _and is as follows:"The average coating weightcan be determined by weighing a dry test piece
before and after stripping the anodic coating in a phosphoric/chromic acid
mixture such as given. The stripping sequence is continued until the weight
remains constant. The test piece should form part of, and be treated with,
the batch of work which it represents.
The test piece should have a total surface area of not less than 5 square
inches and should be of such shape that the surface area of coating can be easily
determined. On remaval from the stripping bath the test piece should be
washed in hot distilled water and dried before re-weighing.
The average thickness can be calculated from the formula:-

w

T=----

44 X A
where T = average thickness of coating in inches.
W = weight of coating in grammes.
A = sufface area of coating in square inches.
The formula is basedon an assumed density of 2.7 g/cm3 for anodic coating
sealed in aqueous solution. 11
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NOTES IN AMPLIFICATION OF TEXT
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PROCEDURES FOR ANODISING
1) The cleaning agent is given as Bason 99 but mild alkaline salution will do
provided, it is washed off with cepious supplies of water. "Fit of
aluminium suspension jig (see drawing) on bath annode bar and in blade
is vital or burning can result from poor contact.

4) Suspension jigs must be manufactured in such a way as to pr~ent the
possibility of air being trapped inside the root end of the blade.
5) Salution must be up to temp. befare switching on current.

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS REQUIRED

··\J

The attached list is an edited version of the requirements given in the Rotal
Specificatien but on the other hand is thought to he comprehensive.
The actual equipment will 1 in the end 1 depend on what your DCA Airworthiness
Department requires.
For instance, I find that East African Airways who have been the approved
ancdisers of our blades for years have not means of agitating their solutions!
But, in the apinion of the writer the materials listed farm a basisfora
t
sound shop.
It will he seen that the depth of tank is not given. The reason is that to
make the shop viable it may he wise to increase ths size of the bath to take
all the bigger type of propellers which can be added to your overhaul ability
at a later date.
The timing device mentioned can be nothing more than a simple kitchen
~ONTROL

timer.

OF SOLUTIONS

1' • • .\

·J

This can he done in two ways.
1. By setting up a very basic and inexpensive laboratory with simple equipment
to make the tests and getting staff trained.
OR
2. Having the checks clone by any suitable existing laboratory locally
possibly at Public Works or some private company.
INSPEeriON PROCEDURES
Again listed under this heading

are~

the inspeetion procedures.

Depending on the requirements of the DCA Airworthiness only one or two will
be required. Such as dye check and electrical check only.
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APPENDIX C

1

POWER CALCULATIONS FOR GENERATOR

C.l
THERMAL THEORY
The energy consumption is divided in heat up energy and heat transfer energy for the anodize
plant.

C.l.l
HEAT UP ENERGY

The heat up energy required per tank is detennined by fonnula:
(1)

Q=m·c·t:..T

Where:
Q = energy [J]
m = mass [kg]
c = specific heat [J*kg-1*K-1]
ll. T = temperature difference [K]
To calculate the heat energy, the volume of each material of the tank and the liquid volumes
which the tanks contain must be detennined. Together with the specific heat of each material,
the mass of each material is calculated. All the solutions are assumed to have the same
properties as water. This assumption is based on the fact that all solutions are of a weak
concentration, based on water. The mass of glass wool and aluminium is neglected and not
taken into account in the calculated heat up energy.
AU tanks consist out of:
- solution basedon water;
- steel core;
- wooden support.
The characteristics (f
3
- Q, density in kg/m

- C,

=

293 K) of these matenals are:
Q(water) = 998 kg/m3
3
Q(steel) = 7800 kg/m
3
Q(wood) = 800 kg/m

specific heat in l/kgK

C(water)

c(steel)
c(woof)

= 4180 JfkgK
= 480 JfkgK
= 2500 JfkgK

BEAT UP ENERGY FOR STRIPPING, CLEANING AND SEALING TANK

The dimensions of these tanks are identical, so the calculations for these tanks are perfonned
simultaneous.

C2

Volumes of matenals
V(liquid) = 0.170 m 3
v<sw.n =
v<wall> =
V (bottom) =

v<top> =

21tr(average)* Ö*h
Y41t(dï)2*Ö
Y41t (do) 2* Ö(top)

= 0.0105
= 0.000628

+
+

= 0.000415

Mass of matenals
m

= Q*V [kg]

= 169.7 kg
m<sw.n = 89.7 kg
m<wood) = 8.3 kg

m(liquid)

=m(liquid) *c(liquid) +m(SW-1) *c(SW-1) +m(wood) *c(wood) -=

709350 + 43060 + 20800 = 773210 J/K

ll. T for stripping, cleaning and sealing:
Environment temperature at minimum 293 K
=10K

= 58.5 K
= 80 K

--

Q(Siripping)
Q(cleaning)
Q(sealing)

= 54.12 MJ
= 45.23 MJ
= 61.86 MJ

HEAT UP ENERGY FOR THE ANODIZE TANK

Volumes of matenals
V(liquid) = 0.333 m 3
v<sw.n =
v<wall> =
V (bottom) =

V(wood)

3
2
= Y41t(ri)
UOa *Ö (wood) = 0 •018 m

Mass of matenals
m

21t r(average)* ö a*h
Y41t {dia)2* Öa

= Q*V [kg]

= 0.0206
= 0.00172

+

C3

Illoïquid)

= 332.3 kg

m<steeO = 173.9 kg
~wood)=

14.4 kg

= 1389014 + 83472 + 36000 = 1508486 1/K
/:i T for anodizing:

Environment temperafure at minimum 293 K

-

=17K

= 25.64 MJ

C.1.2
HEAT TRANSFER

The heat transfer consists of three elements:
-heat transfer by conduction;
- heat transfer by convection;
- heat transfer by radiation.
The heat transfer is only determined for stationary conditions, the temperafures occurring are
assumed to be stabie in time. The calculations for the heat transfer are made under this
condition, leaving out the heat transfer behaviour during heating up the tanks. During heating
up, the assumption is that the heat transfer is equal to the heat transfer in stationary state,
which is the operating temperafure.

Heat transfer by conduction through a cylinder
The heat transfer or heat flowfora flatwallis given by:
(2)

Where:
4> = heat flow [J/s]
l = heat conduction coefficient [W*m-1*K-1]
A = flat wall area [m~
dT = temperafure difference [K]
dx = wall thickness

-J

Where:
T 1 = temperafure at x= 0

12

dT=~
f dx
1j
lAJo

(3)

[K]

8

C4
T 2 = temperature at x = ö [K]
ö =flat wall thickness [m]
The area through which the heat is transferredfora cylinder is:
(4)

Where:
rx = radius [m]
1 = lengthof cylinder [m]

Tl

T2

I~
r2

Figure C.l. Heat transfer by conduction
Formula (4) combined with formula (3):
(5)

-J 12dT- 2rr<I>').J!.
1j

r,.

r1

dr
I

Integrating formula 5, the heat flow <I> than is:

(6)

Heat transfer by conveelion
Convection is the heat transfer which occurs as the result of the movement of a fluid. 1he
heat transfer coefficient for convection depends upon many factors, like:
- direction of flow of the fluid across the retaining wall surface;
- nature of the fluid;
- nature of the retaining wall;
- velocity of the fluid across the wall surface;
- degree of turbulence of the fluid;

C5
- whether a change of state occurs within the fluid, i.e. from liquid to vapour or from vapour
to liquid;
- whether the fluid flow is forced or natural. Cl
The heat flow by convection fora flatwallis determined by fonnula 7:

I

(7)

<ll=aA{T.-T")

I

Heat transfer by convection fora cylinder:
(8)

Where:
a = heat transfer coefficient for
convection [W*m-2*K"1]
A = 2nrl = wall area [m2]
r = radius of wall [m]
1 = lengthof cylinder [m]
Tw = temperature of wall [K]
Tm= temperature of (stationair) fluid medium [K]

Heat transfer by radiation
The transmission of heat energy by radiation requires no transfer medium. The radiation is
caused by thermic agitation of molecules in the fonn of electromagnetic waves. The radiation
heat transfer is calculated by:

(9)

U(blackbodj)(

l-El

1

El

Fi-2

Jt- Jt>
1-E2 Al

--+--+--·-

Ez

Az

Where:
<b 1_ 2 =heat transfer from surface 1 to surface 2 [W]
(from tank to environment)
2
(tank surface)
A1 =area surface 1 [m ]
2
A2
=area surface 2 [m ]
( surface from environment)
a (bJact body> = Stefan - Boltzmann constant = a =5.615 * lO..a [W*m-2 *K4 ]
F 1•2 = view factor
E 1 = emissitivity of material 1
E2 = emissitivity of material 2
T 1 = temperature radiation surface
T2 = temperature of reflecting environment

Cl

Rayner. J., Basic t!llgiMt!rlllg tlrermodyrlamics, 1987, p.737

(aluminium, rough surface)
(environment)
(outer tank surface temperature)
(environment temperature)

C6
The view factor is assumed to be F1_2 = 1, which means that surface 1 can 'see' surface 2
completely. In other words, the tank outer surface can 'see' the environment totally. Under
assumption that A2 >> A 1, formula 10 is simplified to:
(10)
Where,
E 1 = emissitivity of material 1,
o = o (black body> = 5.67 * 10-a [W*m-2 * K 4 ]

C.1.3
HEAT TRANSFER OF STRIPPING, CLEANING, SEALING TANK AND ANODIZE TANK

Heat transfer through the tank wall
The tanks are composed of different materials. The formulae provided must be applied to
these composite walls. The composed tank walls contain a steelfglass woolfaluminium foil
layer.
The total system of heat transfer consists of the next stages:
-heat transfer by convection from (stationair) warm medium to cylinder wall;
-heat transfer by conduction within the composed cylinder wall;
-heat transfer by convection from cylinder wall to cold air;
- heat transfer by radiation from cylinder wall.
APPLIED THERMODYNAMIC THEORY

Figure C.2 pietmes the heat transfer by convection and conduction, valid for formulae 11 to
14. All parameters used are summarized in table C.l. and C.2.

T0

-

T 1: convection

r-------------------------------,

T 2: conduction

r-------------------------------,

(11)

T1

-

(12)

<I»

27TÀ

1
1 ·(T.- To)- T. -1><1»·

r:.
In(2)
r1

1

2

1

2

Inli

(~)
1

27T À

1

1

C7
conveetien

conduction

conveelion

TS
isteelj

glasa woo1

lalu. 1

Figure C.2. Heat transfer by convection and conduction

T2 =- T3 : conduction

~----------------------------~

(13)

T3

-

T 4: conduction

~----------------------------~

(14)

On the outer surface ofthe tank, two heat transfer systems act: (1) heat transfer by convection
and (2) heat transfer by radiation. To determine these heat transfer components, the outer tank
wall surface temperature must be determined.
DETERMINATION OF T 4

Step 1: Combination of fonnulae 11 - 14

(15)

Step 2: Transition from T4

-

T5

CS
From T4 to T5, radiation and conveetien occur. The heat transfer is given by:
cp (total) = cp (convection component) + cp (radiation component) So, combination of these two components results
in:

(16)

(17)

Combining the two components:

(18)

The heat transfer cl> 4 _ 5 is cl> 0 _ 4 • Combining these two formulae results in an expression for
T4 , the unknown outer tank surface temperature:

(19)

Figure C.3. presents the heat transfer through the tank walL

tolal heattransfer •••••••• l .,~~~~··•······
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I

i

conveelion
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To
·steel

j

)

~ aglasswool

J!

·•········

radiation
component

~

aal~mlnlum

r4/t

l'
r3

~I

r

,('
r1
r2

'I
11

Figure C.3. Heat transfer through the tank wall
First, the heat transfer through the tank wall is determined in order to get a profound view
of the existing relations. The parameters neerled for all calculations are presented frrst.

C9
HEAT TRANSFER PARAMETERS

The heat transfer parameters are derived from literature. For the calculations, the worst case
situation for every parameter is determined. In this way, the total accumulated heat transfer
magnitude is the largest occurring in the model used for the calculations. lf the generator is
capable to fulfil the worst case situation, the generator will be suitable to supply the energy
required by this model.
HEAT TRANSFER OF STRIPPING TANK WALL

Detennination of T 4, the outer wall surface temperature
Filling in formula 19 gives an expression for T4 which can only be solved by an iterative
process. The equation is:
2.03435*10-8 (T4) 4 + 141.3 T4

-

41620.83

=0

(See table C.1)
Iteration of this equation provides the outer wall surface temperature for the stripping tank.
T4 = 293.5 K
The heat transfer component by radiation is than (formula 19):

cl> (radiation component)

=1.95 W

For all further calculations, the radiation component is neglected. Formula 20 is the general
formula for the heat transfer through the tank wall:

(20)

The aluminium sheet, which is the outer surface, minimizes the heat transfer by radiation.
Other materials radiate approximately 5 times more than rough aluminium. However, the
calculations of the radiation heat transfer show that a very minor energy flow by radiation
occurs. The aluminium sheet is, therefore, replaced by a less expensive materiaL
The material selected for covering the glass wool has to stand the attack of the chemical
solutions and must have some (handling) mechanicalloads.

Heat transfer through the top cover
The top cover of the stripping, cleaning and sealing tank is built up out of a steelfglass
wool/aluminium foillayer. See tigure 3.5. The principles of the heat transfer are identical to

ClO

the formulae developed for the heat transfer through the cylinder wall.
The heat transfer is given by:

(21)

Heat transfer through tank bottorn
The bottorn of the stripping, cleaning and sealing tank is built up out of a steel/wood layer.
Alsoforthese calculations, the same principles apply. The total heat transfer through the tank
bottorn is:
(22)

Formula 22 assumes that the concrete support has the stationary environment temperature of
20 o C. The exact conduction behaviour is difficult to determine, because öcoocrete and the
conduction area are hard to estimate. Formula 22, therefore, presents a worse case situation.
Formulae 20 - 22 present the heat transfer for the stripping, cleaning and sealing tank.
However, for the sealing tank an additional component of heat transfer exists.
ADDffiONAL HEAT TRANSFER OF THE SEALING TANK

The sealing tank contains modestly boiling
water. Steam emission from the solution must be
released by a pipe situated above the liquid level
or an overpressure security valve, see figure C.4.
The escaping water vapour discharges a certain
mass flow of steam which contains a certain
energy. The energy transfer by escaping steam
must be estimated. The mass flux in kg/s must
be estimated. This mass flux is the evaporated
water rate which escapes through the vent The
water evaporation is given by:

(23)

steamvent

~~/-

,....,T=S=-37-3-:-:-K

m{ftux)

T5--293K

Figure C.4.

p

massflux< watervapour'J = h

fg

Where:

Steam/water vapour vent
in the sealing tank

Cll
P = power delivered to the water [W]
heg = enthalpy of water vaporization from liquid to gas at 373 K [J*kg-1]
The power delivered to the water is unknown and depends on the power delivered to the other
tanks. The heat transfer by the air vent is determined afterwards.

Table C.l. Heat transfer parameters, part 1
Temperatures oC the media and outer tank surfaces temperature:
- TO(OrWO>&l90 "C
:363 K
- T1- T,· 20 "C
: 392 K
- T. - outer surface temperatule of tank wall of stripping, cleaning and sealing tank (K]:

Heat transfer coemclents ror convectiou:

• 6 - 8 W*m·2 * K·1
• 10 -100 W*m·2 * K·1
• 500-5000 W*m·2 * K·1
• 4000-6000 W*m·2 * K·1

- alkleul
- a(nlom& air)

- allbwinc...-l
-a(boilina-l

Parameters used for the calculations:
2
1
• 5000 W*m· * K·
1
• 100 W*m·2 * K·
- a2

- a, I•Winll

Heat conduction coefficients:
À1_ ,
À(Jiuowml

À~o-.. 1

À3

•

SO W*m"1*K"1
0.04 W*m.1*K"1
160- 237 W*m"1*K·1

• À1
• À2
•

•

•

237 W*m"1*K·1

(duraluminium- pure aluminium)
(pure aluminium)

Stefan - Boltzmann constant
Oo-uallyl •

5.675 * 10_, W*m·2 * K-4

Emissitivity

Et.........,- 0.26
DESIGN PARAMETERS
Stripping, deaning and sealing tank

r1 • 0.200 m
r2 • 0.205 m
r3 - 0.255 m
r.- 0.257 m

Ö1
Ö2

•

•

2 * 10 .s m
SO * 10.., m

ö,- 2 * 10 ., m
Ö4

-

5 * 10 .J m

ö, - SO * 10 ., m

I • tank walt height • 1.65 m
Ao • itmer tank bottorn and top area- 1t(r1) 2 - 0.126 m2
A • outer tank bottorn and top area- 1t(rJ2 - 0.208 m2
~wees:

van, AJ.M~ Warmteleer voor technlct.l~
Janna, W.S~ Engineering ~at traiiS[er,1988
Verkerk, G. _Stam, C.W~ BiMS, illformatieboek VWO-HAVO voor ~t orukrwijs in de natuurwetenschappen, 1986

Koninklijke PNBA, Poly-teclutisch z.akboekje, editie 42,1981

Assumptions applied in formula 23 are:
system is at steady state;
free surface of the water is exposed to atmospheric pressure, and the increased

C12
pressure of the bottorn of the tank due to the liquid weight is negligible,
temperature of the water is its saturation temperature corresponding to atmospheric
pressure {= 100 °C = 373 K);
all properties are constant.
Formula 23 shows that the mass flux of water vapour depends on the power delivered to the
water. To maintain boiling, the heat transfer through tank wall, top and bottorn must be
covered. Any power delivered extra causes the formation of water vapour, by raising the
water temperature. Under the assumption that the air vent does not transfer heat by
convection, the heat losses, the surplus of supplied power is discharged by the air vent.
Therefore must it be avoided that the sealing water is heated to the boiling point, since the
surplus of the power is discharged by the steam vent.
The air vent should be a smal! pipe which only releases arising water vapour.
The heat transfer by free convection acting at the steam vent and the environment is
neglectable, since the diameter (contact area) of the vent is very small (5 cm).
HEAT TRANSFER OF TUE ANODIZE TANK

The anodize heat transfer is different from the other tanks, due to the open top and larger
dimensions of the tank, see tigure 3.4. The formulae for the heat transfer through the tank
wall and bottorn are similar to the formulae for the other tanks.

Heat transfer through anodize tank wall
(24)

Heat transfer through the anodize tank bottom:
(25)

Heat transfer through anodize tank open top
The heat transfer through the open top consists of two elements:
-heat transfer by air agitation.
-heat transfer by convection;

C13
HEAT TRANSFER BY AIR PASSING THR.OUGH

The heat transfer by the air agitation in the anodize tank is estimated by the air mass which
passes the tank per second. According to Wernic~ Pinner and Sheasby, C2 the volume of air
agitated is recommended to be an average of 0.33 m3 per square meter tank surface. For the
anodize t~ this results in 0.081 m3 air in the anodize tank. Assuming that the density of
air is not affected by the pressure of the water, the mass of air in the tank is:
m(air)= Q(air. T. 273 K, p. pO) * V(air) = 1.293 * 0.081 = 0.10S kg
Under the assumption that the air velocity in the liquid is equal to the velocity of a single
large air bubble, and the liquid properties are similar to water, the rise velocity of air can be
derived from figure C.S. The air bubble velocity is maximal O.S rn/s.

V

m s-•

0.5

0.2
0.1
0.05

0.02

0.5

2

s

10

20

SO

mm
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Figure C.S. Rise velocity v of a bubble in water as a function of its equivalent diameter De
So1m:e:

Kay. J.M~ Neddermao, R.M..Fluid •cha11ics alld transfer procusu. 1985. p.506

The mass flux of air, the amount of air mass through the anodize electrolyte, is
(drn/dt)<aïr> = ~air>*v<air>= 0.10S*0.5= O.OS2S kg/s
The air transmitted through the anodize solution will absorb solution vapour due to the
intensive contact with the electrolyte. This vapour, a mass flux, escapes the electrolyte,
resulting in an additional heat transfer component. An estimate energy change of the air
passing through the anodize solution is done by figure C.6 The relative humidity of the

C2

Wemick.

S~

Pinner, R.. Sheasby, P.G., the surface treflllllent alld jillishi11g of aluminium alld its alloys. 1987, p.401
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entering air is assumed at 60% relative humidity, at 20 °e. The air leaving the anodize tank
is assumed at 100% relative humidity, at 37 °e. The enthalpy change ~H of air passing
through is:

aH= enthalpy of air 37 °e, 100% relative humidity- enthalpy of air 20 °e, 60% relative
humidity
~H

= 143 - 42 = 101 kJ/kg

(see figure e.6.)
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Figure e.6. Psychrometric chart
Source: Pita, E.G~ Air conditiortirtg prirteiplu and s,sums. a11 ~~rgy approach. 1989, p526

The estimated heat transfer is determined by:

(26)

dQ =dm<aiJ) ·~H
dt
dt

Where:
dQ/dt = heat transfer by agitation air [W}
dm/dt = mass flux [kg/s]
~H = enthalpy changes of air passing through anodize tank [kJ/kg]

~-

elS
The heat transfer by air agitation found by formulae 26, must be regarded as an indication,
a rough estimate, of the magnitude of the actual heat transfer. fu real operation, the ll. T will
be lower than 17 K, the difference in temperature between the air and electrolyte. Air passing
through reaches at maximum a temperature of 37 °e, fu practise, it is likely that air
temperature leaving the electrolyte is lower than 37 °e, resulting in a lower heat transfer by
air agitation.
Effects of changing air pressure are not taken into account in the formula 26 and assumed to
be constant during the elevation of the air bubbles.
To control the heat transfer by air agitation, the mass flux of air must be controlled. If the
mass flux, the amount of mass per time unit, is controlled, the heat transfer by air agitation
can be estimated by formula 26. The heat transfer by air passing through the anodize solution
is substantial, 5303 W. Therefore, the air agitation should be effected after the heating up of
the anodize tank.

Heat transfer through open top by convection:
The heat transfer of the open anodize tank top by convection is estimated by figure
obtained from the Tanzania Breweries.
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This figure indicates, for still air conditions, a water heat Ioss of 900 W/m2• The heat transfer
by convection for the open anodize tank than is estimated by multiplication of the anodize
tank inner top area, A80: «<> <convectïoo. open anodize tant) = 0.247*900 = 222.3 W
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Table C.2. Heat transfer parameters, part 2
Temperstores
- To (doRDe) -To_,.)- To(eolind -

78.5 "C
37 "C
100 "C

.:_ 351.5 K
,:310 K
,:373 K

Convedion coefticients

- 5000 W*rn·2 * K·1
- 6000 W*rn·2 * K"1

Conduction coeliiclents

speclfk: heat

t;.(air1 - 1006 JfkgK (T- 293 K, p- po)
c1_ 1 - 4180 J/kgK (T - 293 K)
DESIGN PARAMETERS
anodize tank

r_ 1 - 0.280 m
ra2- 0.287 m
ral- 0.337 m
r.4 - 0.339 m

ö •• - 50

* 10-3 m

ö.,- 7 * 10 .J m

1,. - anodize tank wall height - 1.65 rn

A.o - irmer anodize tank bottorn and top area - 1t(rat)2 - 0.247 rn2
A. - outer anodize tank bottorn and top area - 1t(r•.)2 - 0.362 rn2
Sources:

Kimmeoaede, van, AJ.M~ Warmteleer mor tecluaici,l98S
Jauna, W .S~ EngiMering Mat tran.ifer,l988
Verkerk. G ... Stam, C.W., Binas, informatieboek VWO-HAVO mor lrLt onderwijs in tk natuurwetenschappen, 1986

Koninklijke PNBA, Poly-tecluaisch zakboekje, editie 42,1981

C.2
RESULTS OF THE HEAT TRANSFER AND ENERGY CALCULATIONS
Heat transfer of stripping tank:
èP (stripping tank walt)
èP (Siripping tank top c:over)

= 132.0 w
= 11.4 w

~ (Sirippiug tank boUom)

= 145.0 w

~ (total, Slripping tank)

= 288.4 w

Heat up energy:

Q<Sirippïng)

= 54.12 MJ
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Heat transfer of the cleaning tank
~ (cleaning tank wall)
~ (cleaning tank top cover)
~ (cleaning tank bottom)
~ (total,cleaniog tank)

= 110.3 w

= 9.5 w
= 60.7

w

= 180.5 W

Heat up energy: Q<cieaniog)

= 45.23 MJ

Heat transfer of the sealing tank
~(sealing tank wall)
~(sealing tank top cover)
~(sealing tank bottom)
~ (totaJ.sealing tank)

= 188.6 w

= 16.3 w
= 207.2 w

= 412.1 w

·Heat up energy: Q<seating) = 61.86 MJ

Heat transfer of the anodize tank
~ (anodize tank wall)
~ (anodize tank bottom)

= 43.9 w

~ (anodize tank open top. air mass flux)
~ (anodize tank open top. convection)

= 5302.5 w

~ (anodize tank. total)

= 61.3 w
= 222.3 w

= 5630 w

Heat up energy: Q<anodize tank) = 25.64 MJ

C.3
TEMPERATURE DROP OF SOLUTIONS BY INSERTING THE PROPELLER INTO
THETANK

Immersion of the propeller blade into the tank will cause a temperature drop of the solution
temperature. No specifications are set for the heating rate of each solution. However, to check
the magnitude of the temperature drop in relation to the allowed temperature range, this
phenomenon is detennined.
For the solution: Q<so!ution> = mcsotution>*c<sotutïon>*{T<sotutïon> - Tcrmal))
For the aluminium: Q(aluminium) = fficatuminium) *c<atuminium)*(Tcrmal) - Tcatuminium))
Combining the two formulae, as it is Q<sotution) = Q<atuminium>
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{27)

Tmw

m solutiaPsoluti011 T soluti011 +m aiuminiumcaluminium TaJuminiU/11

~~~~~~~~-===~~==~~==~

msoluti011csoluti011 +maluminiUJJ1caluminiUJJ1

Where:
~soluûon)

~alwniniwn)
C(aluminium)

T(alwniniwn)

T (stripping)
T(cleaning)
T<anodizïng)

T(cleaning)

- stripping/cleaning/sealing ;::; 170 kg
- anodizing 333 kg
= 4180 JjkgK

=

;::; 15 kg

= 920 JjkgK
= 293 K
= 363 K
= 351.5 K
= 310 K
= 373 K

-

T<rmat>
T<rmal>
T<rmat>
T<rmat>

= 361.8
= 350.4
= 309.8
= 371.5

K
K
K
K

The immersion of the aluminium mass into the solutions causes temperature drops which fall
all in the range which is specified in the TRW Hartzeil process manual.

Dl
APPENDIX D

CHEMICAL CONTENT OF RINSE WATER AND
YEARLY REFRESHMENT OF CHEMICAL
SOLUTIONS

Dissolving of chemieals in rinse water
In between every phase of the anodize cycle, the propeller blade must be rinsed. The
objective of rinsing is to remove all the remairring chemica! solution from the propeller blade.
Inevitable, chemica! solution will remain on the propeller blade, despite of making the drain
time after chemica! treatment very long. Especially the chromium containing acids are very
toxic and hazardous to the environment. An estimate of the contents of chemieals in the rinse
water is made in the next table.

Table Dl.

Volume of drag-oot on a flat panel from a phosphoric-nitric acid chemical
polishing bath

drain time
(s)

average drag-out
(m1/dm2)

1

1.70

2

0.97

5

0.77

10

0.58

20

0.52

average
drag-out 2•0 (mV.n2)

I

1.5 -

. 1.00.5- -----=-==-~-=-=======

-

tigure Dl.

drain time (seconds)

Average drag-out as function of
time

Assumptions made for drag-out estimate:
1
propeller blade is considered to be a flat area;
2
chemieals applied in the Tanzanair anodize process show a similar drag-out behaviour
as phosphoric-nitric chemica! polishing bath.
Simple extrapolation of the data of table results in a minimum drag-out of around 45 ml/dm2
by increasing the drain time extensively, see tigure .
The conditions for the drag-out estimate are:
Average drag-out: 0.5 ml/dm2;
- drain time: 30 sec - 60 sec
- the area of the largest propeller blade is 46.45 dm2;
Absolute drag-out volume

=

46.45

* 0.5 =

23.23 ml chemical solution

The rinse time is set on 15 minutes. The estimated water flow is 10 litre/min. Distilled,

02
demineralized water is used for rinsing. Per 150 litre rinse water 23.23 m1 solution is diluted.
Solution contents per litre rinse water = 23.23/150 = 0.0155 ml/litre.

Chemical contents of rinsing water
(1) Phosphoric acid/chromic acid solution (stripping solution)

Per litre solution:

Per rinse 23.23
disposed.

Cr03
Phosphoric acid

* 0.0279 = 0.648

= 27.9 g :
= 35 m1 :

g Cr03 and 23.23

0.0279 g/ml
0.035 ml/ml

* 0.035 = 0.813 m1 phosphoric acid is

The chemica! disposal per litre rinse water is:
Cr03
: 0.648/150 = 0.00432 g/litre
Phosphoric acid
: 0.813/150 = 0.00542 ml/1
(2) Cleaning solution
Per litre solution:
Per rinse 23.23

Spray Altrex: 89 g/1 : 0.089 g/ml solution

* 0.089 = 2.067 g

Spray Altrex is discharged.

The chemica! disposal per litre rinse water is:
Spray Altrex : 2.067/150 = 0.01378 g/litre

For the alternative cleaning solution:
Sodium carbonate
: 5- 15 g/1 : 0.005- 0.015 g/ml
Trisodium phosphate : 5 g/1
: 0.005 g/ml
Per rinse:
- 23.23 * 0.015
- 23.23 * 0.005

= 0.349 g sodium carbonate is discharged,

= 0.116 g trisodium phosphate is discharged.

The chemica! disposal per litre rinse water is:
Sodium carbonate
: 0.349/150
Trisodium phosphate : 0.116/150

= 0.00233 g/litre
= 0.00078 g/litre

(3) Chromic acid solution (anodize solution)
The chromic acid content is at max. 10% of the solution weight.
The drag-out volume is 23.23 m1 : 23.23 g (the solution is water based, Q = 1000 kg/m3).
So, the chromic acid content in the drag-out is 2.323 g, which is the chromic acid discharged
per rinse.
The chemica! disposal per litre rinse water is:

D3
Cr03 : 2.323/150 = 0.01549 g/litre.
The standards refer to the allowable disposal of chromium ions, instead of Cr03• The share
of chromium ions is calculated by atom mass.
The atom mass of Cr= 51.996
The atom mass of 0 = 15.999
The relative distribution of Cr/0 in chromic acid Cr03 is:
Cr = 52 % of mass Cr03,
0 3 = 48 % of mass Cr03•
The chromium VI share then is:
Stripping solution
Anodize solution

: 0.00432 g/1
: 0.01549 g/1

* 0.52 = 0.00225 g/1 Cr 6+
* 0.52 = 0.00804 g/1 Cr 6+

Comparison Tanzanian standards to the estimated results
Table D2.

Estimates of chemical contents of rinse water to the Tanzanian
standards

chemical solution

Cr6>
(mg/1)

phosphoric acid
(miJl)

stripping soluti on

2.25

5.42

cleaning solution
anodize solution

Spray Altrex
(mgJI)

sodium carbonale
(mgJI)

trisodium pbospilate
(mgJI)

13.78

2.33

0.78

8.04

Tanzania standards

Cr6>
(mg/1}

Cr,.
(mgJI)

phosphoric acid
(mi/I)

Spray Altrex
(mgJI)

sodium carbonale
(mgJI)

phosphate
(mgJI)

direct discharge into
receiving water

0.1

0.1

-

-

-

6.0

indirect discharge
into receiving water

0.2

2.0

-

-

-

45.0

The conclusion drawn from this calculations is that the chromium VI disposal is heavily
exceeded when directly sewering the rinse water. The stripping solution rinse water exceeds
the standards for chromium by a factor 22.5, the anodize rinse water by a factor 80.
Therefore, the rinse water of the stripping and anodize cycle has to be treated before fmal
dischargment to the sewer system.

Yearly refreshment of bath solutions
The quality of the bath solutions will degenerate during application. Precipitates and
aluminium particles will affect the effectiveness of the solutions. To provide a stabie
performance of the anodize process, the solutions will be checked every month and eventually
additions of fresh chemieals may occur. On the other hand, a yearly refreshment of all
chemica! baths is initially mandated.
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The absolute amount of chemieals disposed is:
: 4.75 kg
: 5.96 litres
: 170 litres

1 stripping:

Cr03
Phosphoric acid
Tank volume

2 Cleaning:

Spray Altrex : 15.14 kg
Tank volume : 170 litres

Alternative for Spray Altrex:
Sodium carbonate
: 2.56 kg
Trisodium Phosphate : 0.86 kg
Tank volume
: 170 litres
37 kg

3 Anodizing: Cr03
Total tigure

Option 1: Cleaning salution is Spray Altrex
Cr03
Phosphoric acid
Spray Altrex
Option 2:

: 41.8 kg
: 15.96 litres
: 5.14 kg

Spray Altrex not available, applying alternative cleaner

Cr03
Phosphoric acid
Sodium carbonate
Trisodium Phosphate

:
:
:
:

40.8
4.73
2.56
0.86

kg
litres
kg
kg

The chromic acid is defmitely not allowed to be disposed directly to the environment and has
to be treated.
Rednetion of chromium VI
Reduction of hexavelant chromium VI (Cf+) to chromium in the trivalent chromium 111 (er+)
and precipitation of trivalent chromium to insoluble chrome hydroxide. The chemica!
equotations of this process are:
Reduction of chromium VI:

Precipitation of chromium 111:

05

Chemieals needed:

H2S04 , sulphuric acid
NaOH

The reduction of chromium VI must be executed at a pH= 2.5 and ORP = -300 mV. For the
reduction sulphuric acid or sodium bisulphite is added. The precipitation of chromium has to
be executed at pH = 8.0 - 8.5.

Final disposal
The chrome hydroxide must be filtered out of the rinse water and stored in a suitable
container. The absolute mass of the chrome hydroxide waste is relatively small (approximately
400 kg). The pollution officer of The National Environment Management Council
recommended temporary storage of the chrome hydroxide in a metal container. The fmal
disposal of chrome hydroxide requires forther research. Possible solutions are storage in a
concrete container or transportation of the chrome hydroxide to a specialized chemica!
disposal enterprise. Costs involved the fmal disposal of the chrome hydroxide waste are not
taken into account into the pre-feasibility study, since the fmancial uncertainty of the fmal
disposal is not overseen.
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Table El. Teehoical alternative 1, utilization mode 1: NPV figures
NPV figures for utilization mode 1: l Tanzanair Cessoa Caravan 11
NPV CALCULATIONS
Item

TO

Tl

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

TI

T8

T9

TlO

0

514200

0

0

514200

0

0

0

0

0

514200

CASH INFLOW (Cl)
1. Sales revenues
2Residual value

9466200

3. Subsidies

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

ACCUMULA TED CASH INFLOW

0

514200

0

0

514200

0

0

0

0

0

9980400

CASH OUTFLOWS (CO)
4. Investment

13455555

5. Cash expenses

942760

2579598

1856228

1856228

2249598

1856228

1856228

1856228

1856228

1856228

2249598

ACCUMULA TED CASH OUTFLOW

74398314

2579598

1856228

1856228

2249598

1856228

1856228

1856228

1856228

1856228

2249598

NET CASH FLOWS (NCF • Cl - CO)

-74398314

-2065398 ·1856228 -1856228 ·1735398 -1856228 -1856228 -1856228 -1856228 ·1856228 7730802

DISCOUNT RATE (%):

29

DISCOUNT FACTOR

1.00

0.78

PRESENT VALUE OF NCF
AT DISCOUNT RATE

-74398314

·1601084 ·1115455 -864693

6. Taxes

NPV (TO--TlO) =

-79,664,785

0.60

0.47

0.36

0.28

0.22

0.17

0.13

0.10

0.08

-626672

-519616

-402803

-312251

-242055

-187639

605797

NPVR (TO-TlO) = -1.085
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Table E2. Teehoical alternative 1, utilization mode 2: NPV figures
NPV figures for utilization mode 2: 2 Tanzanair Cessna Caravan 11
NPV CALCULATIONS
Item

TO

Tl

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

TI

T8

T9

TlO

0

514200

514200

0

514200

514200

0

0

0

0

514200

CASH INFLOW (Cl)
1. Sales revenues
2.Residual value

9466200

3. Subsidies

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

ACCUMULATEDCASHINFLOW

0

514200

514200

0

514200

514200

0

0

0

0

9980400

CASH OUTFLOWS (CO)
4. lnvestment

73455555

5. Cash expenses

942760

2579598

2249598

1856228

2249598

2249598

1856228

1856228

1856228

1856228

2249598

ACCUMULA TED CASH OUTFLOW

74398314

2579598

2249598

1856228

2249598

2249598

1856228

1856228

1856228

1856228

2249598

NET CASH FLOWS (NCF • Cl - CO)

-74398314

-2065398 -1735398 -1856228 -1735398 -1735398 -1856228 -1856228 -1856228 -1856228 TI30802

DISCOUNT RATE (%):

29

DISCOUNT FACTOR

1.00

0.78

PRESENT VALUE OF NCF
AT DISCOUNT RATE

-74398314

-1601084 -1042845 -864693

6. Taxes

NPV (TO-T10)=

-79,558,351

0.60

0.47

0.36

0.28

0.22

0.17

0.13

0.10

0.08

-626672

-485792

-402803

-312251

-242055

-187639

605797

NPVR (TO-T10) = -1.083

E3
Table E3. Teehoical alternative 1, utilization mode 3: NPV figures
NPV figures for utilization mode 3: 2 Tanzanair Cessoa Caravan 11 + 3rd party anodize work
NPV CALCULATIONS

Item

T5

TO

Tl

T2

T3

T4

0

514200

514200

514200

1028400 771300

T6

TI

T8

1028400

1028400

1028400 514200

T9

TlO

CASH INFLOW (Cl)

1. Sales reven ues

2.Resldual value

1028400
9466200

3. Subsidies

0

0

0

0

0

ACCUMULATED CASH INFLOW

0

514200

514200

514200

1028400 771300

0

0

0

0

1028400

1028400

1028400 514200

10494600

0

0

CASH OUTFLOWS (CO)
4. Investment

13455555

5. Cash expenses

942760

2579598

2249598

2249598

2642968

2431283 2642968

2642968

2642968

2249598

2642968

ACCUMULATED CASH OUTFLOW

74398314

2579598

2249598

2249598

2642968

2431283

2642968

2642968

2249598

2642968

NET CASH FLOWS (NCF • Cl ·CO)

-74398314

·2065398 ·1735398 -1735398 ·1614568 -1659983 -1614568 ·1614568 -1614568 -1735398 7851632

DISCOUNT RATE (%):

29

DISCOUNT FACTOR

1.00

0.78

PRESENT VALUE OF NCF
AT DISCOUNT RATE

·74398314

·1601084 -1042845 -808407

6. Taxes

NPV (TO-T10}

=

-79,291,033

0.60

0.47

2642968

0.36

0.28

0.22

0.17

0.13

0.10

0.08

-583039

-464681

-350363

·271599

-210542

·175425

615266

NPVR (TO-T10} = -1.079
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Table E4. Teehoical alternative 2, utilization mode 1: NPV figures
NPV figures for utilization mode 1: 1 Tanzanair Cessoa Caravan 11
NPV CALCULATIONS

Item

TO

Tl

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

T7

T8

T9

T10

0

514200

0

0

514200

0

0

0

0

0

514200

CASH INFLOW (Cl)
1. Sales revenues

5176923

2.Residual value
3. Subsidies

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

ACCUMULATED CASH INFLOW

0

514200

0

0

514200

0

0

0

0

0

5691123

CASH OUTFLOWS (CO)
4. Investment

49925955

5. Cash expenses

680627

2247562

1701615

1701615

2016562

1701615

1701615

1701615

1701615

1701615

2016562

ACCUMULA TED CASH OUTFLOW

50606582

2247562

1701615

1701615

2016562

1701615

1701615

1701615

1701615

1701615

2016562

NET CASH FLOWS (NCF • Cl - CO)

-50606582

-1733362 -1701615 -1701615 -1502362 -1701615 -1701615 -1701615 -1701615 -1701615 3674561

6. Taxes

DISCOUNT RATE

(~):

29

DISCOUNT FACTOR

1.()()

0.78

PRESENT VALUE OF NCF
AT DISCOUNT RA TE

-50606582

-1343691 -1022544 -792670

NPV (TO-T10) =

-55,545,796

0.60

0.47

0.36

0.28

0.22

0.17

0.13

0.10

0.08

-S42S20

-476335

-369252

-286242

-221893

-172010

287944

NPVR (TO-T10) = -1.113

ES
Table ES. Technical alternative 2, utilization mode 2: NPV figures
NPV figures for utilization mode 2: 2 Tanzanair Cessoa Caravan 11
NPV CALCULATIONS
Item

TO

Tl

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

TI

T8

T9

TlO

0

514200

514200

0

514200

514200

0

0

0

0

514200

CASH INFLOW (Cl)
1. Sales revenues
2.Residual value

5176923

3. Subsidies

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

ACCUMULATED CASH INFLOW

0

514200

514200

0

514200

514200

0

0

0

0

5691123

CASH OUTFLOWS (CO)
4. Investment

49925955

s. Cash expenses

680627

2241562 2016562 1701615 2016562 2016562 1701615 1701615 1701615 1701615 2016562

ACCUMULA TED CASH OUTFLOW

50606582

2247562

NET CASH FLOWS (NCF • Cl • CO)

-50606582

-1733362 -1502362 -1701615 -1502362 -1502362 -1701615 -1701615 -1701615 -1701615 3674561

DISCOUNT RATE (%):

29

DISCOUNT FACTOR

1.00

0.78

PRESENT VALUE OF NCF
AT DISCOUNT RATE

-50606582

-1343691 -902807

6. Taxes

NPV (TO-T10} =

-55,370,282

2016562

0.60

1701615

2016562

2016562

1701615

1701615

1701615

1701615

2016562

0.47

0.36

0.28

0.22

0.17

0.13

0.10

0.08

-792670

-542520

-420558

-369252

-286242

-221893

-172010

287944

NPVR (TO-T10}

=

-1.109

E6
Table E6. Technical alternative 2, utilization mode 3: NPV figures
NPV figures for utilization mode 3: 2 Tanzanair Cessna Caravan 11 +3rd party anodize work
NPV CALCULATIONS
Item

TO

Tl

T2

T3

T4

0

514200

514200

514200

1028400 TI1300

T5

T6

TI

T8

1028400

1028400

1028400 514200

T9

TlO

CASH INFLOW (Cl)

1. Sales revenues
2.Residual value

1028400
5176923

3. Subsidies

0

0

0

0

0

ACCUMULA TED CASH INFLOW

0

514200

514200

514200

1028400 TI1300

0

0

0

0

1028400

1028400

1028400 514200

620S323

0

0

CASH OUTFLOWS (CO)

4. fnvestment

49925955

5. Cash expenses

680627

2247562

2016562

2016562 2331508

2163535

2331508

2331508

2331508

2016562

2331508

ACCUMULATED CASH OUTFLOW

50606582

2247562 2016562

2016562 2331508

2163535

2331508

2331508

2331508

2016562

2331508

NET CASH FLOWS (NCF • Cl - CO)

-50606582

-1733362 -1502362 -1502362 -1303108 -1392235 -1303108 -1303108 -1303108 -1502362 3873815

DISCOUNT RATE (%):

29

DISCOUNT FACTOR

1.00

0.78

PRESENT VALUE OF NCF
AT DISCOUNT RATE

-50606582

-1343691 -902807

6. Taxes

NPV (TO-T10)

=

-54,933,448

0.60

0.47

0.36

0.28

0.22

0.17

0.13

0.10

0.08

-699851

-470567

-389730

-282TI6

-219206

-169927

-151868

303558

NPVR (TO--T10)

=

-1.100

APPENDIX F

GENERAL AVIATION AIR OPERATORS, MAY 1994

Fl

Table Fl

General aviation air operators, May 1994

Total licensed G.A.organizations: 29

Group 1:

Scheduled
services

Dornestic

Regional

Intemationa I

Group 2:

Nonscheduled

Dornestic

Regional

Group 3:
International

Air
charter

General
charter

Tour
charter

Aerial
work

Flight
instruction

x

Air Safaris (T) Ltd
Air Star Zanzibar <*I

x

Air Zanzibar

x

x

x

x

x

ZNZ

x
x

Aviator Services

x

Azania Air Services

x

x
x

ZNZ
ZNZ

x

DAR
DAR

x

Coastal Travel Ltd

x

Base
DAR

x

Archer's Aviation

Dar Aviation Services

Coach
services

Group 4:

x

DAR

x

DAR

Fleet Air Ltd

ARH

Flight Services ~*1
International Ltd

DAR

I.M. Tourist & Pubtic
Relation Services Ltd

Hot air
balloons

SER

Mbuyu Aviation Ltd

DAR

Mission Aviation
Fellowship

DOD

New ACS Ltd
Northem Air Ltd

x

x

x

x

x

x

DAR

x

x

x

ARH

Peter Kersten

x

Precision Air Services

x

x

ARH
ARH

F2

(Continuation of Table Fl)
Scheduled
setvices
Dornestic

Regional

Nonscheduled
lntemationa I

Dornestic

Regional

International

Air
charter

Precision Flight Ud
Peri Air Charters

1''1

Robin Hurt Safarls ~' 1

Coach
setvices

General
charter

x

x

Tour
charter

Aerial
work

Flight
instruction

x

ARH

x

ARH

x

ARH

Rotocraft Ud 1' 1

DAR

x

Sky Tours (1) ltd

x

Tanzanalr

x

1" 1

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

DAR

x

DAR
DAR

x
x

Zan Air

x

ZNZ
ZNZ

Zanziba r United Tours
& Travel Ud

x

Sour~:

DCA

(*)

Not operational
Starting up operadons

(**)

DAR

x

x

Williamson Diamonds
Ltd (')

Zata Air Setvices

x

x

The Flying Angels
Victoria Airways

Base

DAR = Dar es Salaam
ZNZ = Zanzibar

x

x

ARH = Arusha
DOD =Dodoma

x

SER = Serengeti National Park

ZNZ

APPENDIX G

EXTRAPOLATED AND FORCASTED PASSENGERS
TRENDS FOR: - AIR TANZANIA CORPORATION
- CIVIL AVIATION OF TANZANIA
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Figure Gl.

Extrapolated ATC trends and projected passenger trends, optimistic scenario
Sowce:

Sir Frederick Snow (International) Lid, Civil Avition Master p/JJn for the Unired Republic of Tan4Qnia, Directorate of

Civil Aviation, 1992;
Profit and toss accounts ATC t977-t990;

Air Tanzania Col]lOration, stalistics

Pessimistic scenario
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Figure 02.

Extrapolated ATC trends and projected passenger trends, pessimistic scenario
Sowce:

Sir Frederick Snow (International) Lid, Civil Avitio11 Master p/JJnfor the Unired Repubüc of Tanzania, Directorate of
Civil A viation, 1992;
Proftt and toss accounts ATC 1977·1990;
Air Tanzania Col]lOration. stalistics
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Optimistic scenario
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Figure G3.

11

General aviation

[§J

ATC International

~

ATC Dornestic

D

Foreign Airlines

Optimistic future forecast
Sowce:

Sir Frederick Snow (International) Ltd, Civil Avition Master planfor the Unired Republic of Tanzania, Directorale of
Civil Aviation, 1992

Pessimistic scenario
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Figure G4.

General aviation

ATC International

ATC Dornestic

Foreign Airlilles

Pessimistic future forecast
Source:

Sir Frederick Snow (International) Ltd, Civil Avirio11 Master pla11 for the Urtited Republic of Tanzania, Directorate of
Civil A viation, I 992

